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Appendix
Islesboro Looking Ahead
Islesboro Looking Ahead, a statement about the Town of Islesboro, was adopted by the 
Board of Selectmen on January 3, 2012. Intended as a general, comprehensive plan, our 
hope is that it will be a useful tool for the community, and that it will lead to increased 
discussion and interest in Islesboro’s future.
It is important to note that any proposed new ordinances prompted by Islesboro Looking 
Ahead, or any change to an existing ordinance, or any budgetary commitment by the Town 
will, as always, require a specific vote by the Townspeople at a regular or special Town 
meeting.
Islesboro Looking Ahead draws on research gathered in the years 2007-2011 by the Town’s 
Comprehensive Plan Committee in preparation for the State-mandated Comprehensive Plan. 
Detailed inventories of that work are contained in this appendix. Copies of the statement and 
the appendix are available for reading at the Town Office and the Alice Pendleton Library; 
they are also included on the Town’s website.
Board of Selectmen
Town of Islesboro
January 3, 2012
1. Background
 The first Comprehensive Plan was prepared by Jim Haskell in 1986, prior to state 
revision and clarification of its statute guiding preparation of comprehensive plans 
(known as the Planning and Land Use Regulation or Growth Management Act, 1988). 
The second plan was adopted in 1994 to reflect the new statute. The 1994 plan was 
reviewed by the State Planning Office (SPO) and found to be in keeping with the 
provisions of the statute and review rules. The Town’s 2002 plan was never submitted 
to SPO for review for consistency with its goals and guidelines. Five years later, in 
2007, the Town decided to update its comprehensive plan and, in early 2008, hired 
Friends of Midcoast Maine (FMM) to assist the community in preparing the update. 
The Town has assembled considerable inventory information in its three previous 
comprehensive plans. The inventory data collected provided good information about the 
community and this appendix builds on that information. 
Islesboro faces many of the same issues and challenges that other midcoast Maine 
communities are facing, as well as unique challenges it faces as an island community. 
The 2002 comprehensive plan identified the following issues: “Land use control and 
growth management, maintaining a strong economy, affordable housing, sustaining or 
perhaps improving and expanding fishing opportunities, preserving island heritage, 
reclaiming neighborliness, eliminating toxics and avoiding becoming exclusively a resort 
community were all issues.”  These issues are as important today, if not more so, than 
they were in 2002.
Since early 2008, the Islesboro Comprehensive Plan Committee has endeavored to 
involve the public throughout the Comprehensive Planning Process. With help from the 
Friends of Midcoast Maine Comprehensive Plan consultants, the Committee prepared a 
strategy to engage a broad cross section of the community. This was done through a 
variety of methods, including the following:
• The Committee established a Comprehensive Plan web site to provide 
information about the process to the general public access, including reports and 
maps produced throughout the effort. The web postings also provided a 
mechanism to allow members of the public to ask questions and provide 
feedback on posted materials and the planning process. Committee members 
were encouraged to prepare brief articles about related topics and the progress 
of the planning effort from July 2008 to the end of the process. 
• The Committee maintained regular records of its meetings. The consultants 
prepared summaries of community workshops.
• Members of the Committee contacted community groups/committees and 
organizations to encourage their participation at forums and solicit their ideas and 
comments.
• Members of the Committee had one-on-one discussions with key community 
members and opinion leaders throughout the process to solicit their ideas and 
comments.
• The Committee and consultants conducted three community workshops to share 
updated inventory information and encourage discussion of the issues and 
implications they raise for the community.
• The Committee and consultants conducted a ½ day workshop to prepare an 
image of Islesboro in 2025, followed up with a draft and final statement to guide 
development of the Future Land Use Plan, goals, policies, strategies, and other 
elements of the updated comprehensive plan.
• The Committee and consultants conducted a future land use plan workshop, 
using an analysis of constraints identified in the inventory process, to guide future 
development and protection of the community.
• The Committee and consultants conducted a workshop to review draft goals, 
policies and strategies.
• The Committee and consultants met twice with Select Board to prepare Capital 
Investment, Regional Coordination, and Implementation plans. 
• The Committee and consultants compiled the draft updated comprehensive plan, 
and submitted it to the Board of Selectmen in 2011.
2. Character of the Community
Islesboro is an island community with unsurpassed natural beauty. Its history is steeped in 
colonial settlement, farming, fishing, shipbuilding, shipping, and summer colonies that have left 
their marks – some more visible than others – on the fabric of the town’s built and natural 
landscape, services, and institutions. Its citizens are made up of proud generations of year 
round and seasonal residents who are fiercely committed to supporting their vibrant 
community.  
The identity of Islesboro is captured in its historic buildings and “cottages” – Grindle Point 
Light, Alice L. Pendleton Library, Free Will Baptist Church, Second Baptist Church, Christ 
Church, St. Mary of the Isles Catholic Church, Masonic Hall, Historical Society, and Dark 
Harbor Shop. Its built environment is embedded in its equally beautiful natural setting, 
including Pendleton Point, Seal Harbor, the Narrows, Hutchins Island, Turtle Head, and 
Charlotte, Coombs, and Parker Coves. Gathering places, like the Community Center, Central 
School, Boardman Cottage, the two island grocery stores, the Post Office, Town Office, Big 
Tree Beach and Boating, the Sporting Club, and the Tarratine tennis, golf, and yacht clubs, are 
also highly valued by the community.
Historically, the Island included four self-sufficient villages – Pripet, also known as Warren’s or 
Beckett’s Landing, North Islesboro (west of Ryder Cove), Islesboro, also known as Guinea, 
Village, and Dark Harbor. Since transportation was limited to walking, bicycling, and horse-
drawn vehicles, there was little communication or interchange among the four main areas of 
the Island. “Each village had its own church, grade school, sewing circle…stores, and 
amusements...”1  
Today, signs of most of the historic villages in Islesboro have faded away, though their 
presence is still evident in clusters of smaller lots, businesses, and community buildings at 
Pripet, Ryder Cove, Islesboro (Guinea east to Hewes Point), and Dark Harbor. In addition, 
elements of a more contemporary town center are emerging near the intersection of Mill Creek 
1 Farrow, John Pendleton, History of Islesborough Maine 1764-1892. Picton Press, Rockland, ME. 2007. Islesboro Historical Society, History 
of Islesboro, Maine 1893-1983. Seavey Printers, Inc., Portland, ME. 1984.
and Pendleton Point roads in the vicinity of the Town Office and the new elderly housing 
facility, Boardman Cottage.
While many visitors have the benefit of seeing only a slice of Islesboro, its long term year 
round and seasonal residents know full well the value of its neighborhoods, each with a distinct 
character. More than half of Islesboro’s land, 4,649 acres, is made up of parcels that include 
residences. About 1/3 of the Island is undeveloped. Approximately 65% of Islesboro’s parcels 
and nearly 56% of its acreage is residential, the vast majority being single family homes. 
Residences are scattered across the community, generally in relatively large lots, although 
there are clusters of small lots in a number of places, reflecting historic settlement patterns in 
small villages. Only about 11% of the land includes all of the Town’s commercial, mixed 
commercial-residential, conservation, town-owned, agriculture, state-owned, industrial, utility, 
and civic uses. Clusters of commercial land uses occur in the vicinity of Kedears Hill, North 
Islesboro, near the Town Office, James Cove, and Dark Harbor; but many people operate 
businesses out of their homes.
Up-Island – Islesboro’s pre-1900 pattern of larger blocks of open land remains intact in much 
of this area, particularly near Kedears Hill and within the loop created by Meadow Pond and 
Main roads, west of Meadow Pond and along Sprague Cove, an area extending northwest 
from Fire Island across Main Road, and a small area either side of Main Road. Nevertheless, 
the 1980’s and 1990’s brought increasing development UpIsland, particularly on the west-
facing shores of Seal Harbor, Marshall Point, and in the vicinity of Turtle Head.
    Thus far in the first decade of the 21st century, most of Islesboro’s development has taken 
place UpIsland, again on larger parcels of land, some on the eastern shore. UpIsland is also 
home to the Transfer Station and Sporting Club. Special places and scenic views include 
Sprague Beach, Main Road toward Beckett’s Landing, Main Road across fields to Parkers 
Cove, and Ryder Cove.    
Pripet, also known as Warren’s Landing/Beckett’s Landing – Formerly the site of an active 
lime kiln and home to the first steamboat wharf on the Island, the remnants of the former 
village are found in smaller lot sizes and a public right of way and boat launch with barge 
access by permit. Nearby areas along the Main Road offer breath taking views across a horse 
farm and fields to Parker Cove.
North Islesboro – Durkee’s General Store and some smaller lots are what largely remain of 
this former village. Still, the store is a valued place to meet and shop in the community. Further 
north, the Free Will Baptist Church (UpIsland Church) provides another community gathering 
spot. 
Ryder Cove – Ryder Cove and Sabbathday Harbor drew visitors to Islesboro’s shores in its 
earliest days to relax, presumably on the Sabbath. Shortly after the Civil War, “pioneers” began 
to build summer cottages at Ryder Cove”2 and soon, the Bangor to Bar Harbor steamboat was 
stopping there. Existing homes were expanded and new summer hotels, that accommodated 
100 or more guests, were constructed. Small cottages lining the shoreline are all that remain.
The Narrows – The low area that divides UpIsland from DownIsland, the Narrows was 
originally settled in big lots that extended from west to east bay. Between 1901 and 1970, 
when the decades long trend of declining population bottomed out and started to rise again, 
development of smaller parcels in Crow Cove and Northeast Point took place. Today, the area 
is home to many of Islesboro’s special places, including Seal Harbor, Big Tree Beach and 
Boating on the western shore, and Bounty Cove and Islesboro Harbor on the eastern shore.
Down-Island – More intensely developed areas are found DownIsland, although there is 
significant undeveloped land within the old Islesboro village extending into the loop created by 
West Bay, Main, and Mill Creek roads, an area around the intersection of Mill Creek and 
Pendleton Point roads extending south toward Charlottes Cove, and some scattered parcels 
on either side of Pendleton Point Road, mostly north and west of Dark Harbor. A small section 
of Dark Harbor is also undeveloped.
A pattern of large parcels was developed, pre-1900, north of Jones Cove on the west side up 
to the Narrows. Between 1901 and 1970, a trend of more development on smaller parcels 
DownIsland is apparent. When development started to shift northward in the 1980’s and 
1990’s, small parcels continued to be developed DownIsland, on Grindle Point and elsewhere.
2 Ibid.
                
Islesboro – Islesboro, or the village of Guinea, was long a center of activity for the Island. Near 
Islesboro Harbor, and a stone’s through from the summer colony of Hewes Point, the old 
Masonic Hall is nearby, as is the old baseball field (Bertha’s Field) and the Alice L. Pendleton 
Library.        
Hewes Point – Hewes Point was the second spot developed for summer cottages in 
Islesboro. By 1875, the Bangor to Bar Harbor steamboat also stopped at Hewes Point, existing 
homes were expanded, and summer hotels were constructed. Summer cottages on small lots 
are today the only reminder of bygone days. Maddie Dodge Field serves year round and 
summer residents alike.
Town Center – The emerging town center reflects both old and new development, including 
the Second Baptist Church, Island Market, and Post Office. The Town Office, which also 
houses the Health Center and Nursery/Pre School, Boardman Cottage, and the Community 
Center are evidence that this area is the center of community life for the Island.
Grindle Point – Most people come to and leave Islesboro via the Grindle Point Ferry, the 
historic Grindle Point Light Station and Museum providing the first welcoming sight for those 
returning home.  Broad Cove is another of Islesboro’s special places.
Dark Harbor – By the late 1800’s, prominent New York, Boston, and Philadelphia families 
began to build more elaborate summer homes on the southern part of the Island at Dark Cove. 
By 1890, the first realty company on the Island, the Philadelphia and Islesboro Land and 
Improvement Company, had purchased 2000 acres in Gilkey Harbor north of Dark Harbor to 
build a summer colony of cottages and an elegant hotel. In 1891, they opened a wharf that tied 
into a steamboat run from Portland to Machias and in the following years opened new roads to 
different points of interest and beauty in the southern half of the Island. Today, much of this 
area remains intact, including the Artisan Book and Bindery, and nearby Tarratine yacht, golf, 
and tennis clubs.
Warren Island, Many small surrounding islands – Islesboro includes a number of islands, 
including Warren Island, home of a state park, Seven Hundred Acre Island, Ram, Flat, Spruce, 
and other small islands that provide important bald eagle and sea bird nesting habitat.
Inventory
1. Population
The year round population of Islesboro rose dramatically from 1830 to a peak of 1,276 
people in 1860, then dropped every decade thereafter, except for an increase between 
1930 and 1940, after which it continued to fall until 1970. Since 1970, it has risen 
steadily. (According to the 2010 US Census, the total population of Islesboro was 566 in 
2010)
A. Population Comparisons and Projection
The following section compares Islesboro’s demographic characteristics to those of the 
State of Maine and Waldo County, as well as to nearby Lincolnville and Northport on the 
mainland and to North Haven and Vinalhaven, two other island communities in 
Penobscot Bay.
Islesboro Total Population and Comparisons, 1980-2010
1980 1990 % 
change 
1980-
1990
2000 % 
change 
1990-
2000
% 
change 
1980-
2000
2010 
estimate
% 
change 
2000-
2010
Islesboro 521 579 11.1 603 4.1 15.7 7011 16.3
North 
Haven 373 332
-11.0 381 14.8 2.1 N/A N/A
Vinalhave
n 1,211 1,072
-11.5 1,235 15.2 2.0 N/A N/A
Lincolnvill
e 1,414 1,908 34.9 2,042 7.9 44.4 N/A N/A
Northport 958 1,201 25.4 1,331 10.8 38.9 N/A N/A
Waldo 
County 28,414 33,018 16.2 36,280 9.9 27.7 40,980 13
Maine 1,125,043 1,227,928 9.1 1,274,923 3.8 13.3 1,362,938 6.9
Source: US Census,  Maine State Planning Office
In the year 2000, the population of Islesboro was 603 people, the largest number since 
1960. The rate of increase in population from 1980 to 2000 was much greater (15.7%) 
than in comparable island communities (2.1% and 2.0% for North Haven and 
Vinalhaven respectively) and is similar to the percent increase of the state over the 
same period of time. Although Islesboro grew faster than North Haven and Vinalhaven 
in the 1980’s, it grew much slower than these communities in the 1990’s. While 
Islesboro’s growth was notable from 1980-2000, the community did not grow as fast as 
the mainland during this same time period.
1  The Maine State Planning Office projected a population of 701 in 2010.  Actual population was 566.
The Maine State Planning Office (SPO) projected that the 2010 year round population 
of Islesboro will be 701 people (actual was 566), with a steady increase each of the 
following 5 years to 869 by 2030. Islesboro is expected to grow at a slightly faster rate 
than Waldo County and more than twice as fast as the state. An alternate projection 
assumes a level 4.14% increase each decade between the years 2000 and 2030, as 
occurred between 1990 and 2000.
B. Changes in Population 
Islesboro Projected Population and Comparisons, 2010-2030
Projected 
Population
2010 2015 % 
change 
2010-
2015
2020 % 
change 
2015-
2020
2025 % 
change 
2020-
2025
2030 % 
change 
2025-
2030
Islesboro 701 748 6.7 794 6.1 835 5.2 869 4.1
Waldo 
County
40,980 43,272 5.6 45,417 5.0 47,232 4.0 48,637 3.0
Maine 1,362,938 1,401,553 2.8 1,434,404 2.3 1,458,016 1.6 1,469,211 0.8
Source: Maine State Planning Office
Islesboro Population by Age, 1990-2000
1990 % of total 2000 % of 
total
% change 
1990-2000
Pre-School (age <5 years) 23 4 31 5 34.7
School-age (age 5-19) 102 18 100 17 -2.0
Young adult (age 20-29) 67 12 38 6 -43.0
Major Family Formation (age 30-44) 138 24 126 21 -8.7
Pre-retiree (age 45-64) 127 22 188 31 48.0
Retiree (age 65-79) 96 17 81 13 -15.6
Elderly (age 80+) 26 4 39 6 50.0
Total 579 100 603 100 4.1
Source: US Census 
Islesboro Median Age and Comparisons , 1980-2000
1980 1990 2000
Islesboro 37.6 41.1 45.9
North Haven 35.6 45.3 38.7
Vinalhaven 35.5 38.8 40.2
Lincolnville 39.9 36.6 41.7
Waldo County 28.6 34.7 39.3
State 28.8 33.8 38.6
Source: US Census
The year round population of Islesboro is aging, as it is in comparison communities, 
Waldo County, and the state. In 2000, nearly 1/5th of the population was retirement age 
or older. Pre-retiree and elderly population segments each increased approximately 
50% between 1990 and 2000. Residents in the major family formation years declined by 
9%. The percent of young adults dropped more than 40% between 1990 and 2000. See 
Section V.E. Public Facilities and Services for discussion of school enrollment trends.
Islesboro School Enrollments, 1993-2009
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
1993-1994 4 5 2 9 8 20 10 12 5 10 7 12 4 108
1994-1995 9 4 6 4 10 7 21 10 13 7 12 9 12 124
1995-1996 6 9 4 6 3 11 6 19 10 12 7 11 9 113
1996-1997 8 6 8 4 5 5 11 4 19 11 13 6 9 109
1997-1998 7 9 6 9 4 5 3 11 5 17 10 13 6 105
1998-1999 7 6 9 5 11 6 5 4 11 5 15 9 14 109
1999-2000 7 6 8 5 9 5 5 4 10 5 16 9 14 103
2000-2001 4 7 7 6 10 7 11 6 7 4 9 5 16 99
2001-2002 4 4 7 7 7 10 5 13 6 9 6 9 5 92
2002-2003 7 7 4 7 7 7 12 6 11 6 7 7 9 97
2003-2004 5 8 6 3 5 5 9 11 4 12 7 5 3 83
2004-2005 3 5 11 5 3 5 8 9 12 4 10 7 5 87
2005-2006 5 3 5 11 5 4 7 8 7 10 5 7 6 83
2006-2007 3 6 3 5 12 4 6 8 7 7 11 5 7 84
2007-2008 2 3 4 6 5 11 3 7 8 6 8 9 5 77
2008-2009 5 2 3 4 5 7 12 3 8 8 7 8 10 82
2009-2010 3 5 3 3 4 6 11 13 4 9 8 8 8 85
2010-2011 6 4 6 2 4 6 8 11 12 7 9 8 7 90
Source: Islesboro Annual Reports
School enrollments have held fairly steady over the past six years. There has been a 
small increase in enrollment from 2009-2011 due to increased solicitation of "magnet" 
students who commute to the school from the mainland.
Source:  Islesboro Annual Reports
SPO estimates of the number of students educated at public expense on Islesboro is 
lower than actually occurred between 2002 and 2008, based on school district data. 
SPO estimates school enrollments will drop steadily each year through 2017. 
SPO projected the number of residents in each Maine town who are anticipated to be 
educated at public expense for the years 2003 through 2017. The calculations derive 
the projections of those educated at public expense from projections of the school age 
population of Maine. The category, residents educated at public expense, is not the 
same as public school students. Some pupils educated at public expense attend 
private, not public, schools. In addition, not everyone of school age is educated at public 
expense. Some are home schooled and some attend parochial or private schools at 
their parents’ expense.2 Since SPO’s projection is based on school age population 
figures for the Town, it presumably does not include magnet students from other towns 
who attend school in Islesboro.
C. Migration
2  Source: Maine State Planning Office website, methodology for school projections.
Islesboro Migration, 1995-2000
# %
Population 610 100.0%
Native 597 97.9%
Born in US 597 97.9%
Born in Maine 324 53.1%
Born in different state 273 44.8%
Foreign Born 13 2.1%
Naturalized citizen 9 1.5%
Not  a Citizen 4 0.7%
Entered US 1990-2000 0 0.0%
Source: US Census, 2000
Almost 98% of year round residents are native to the US and over half were born in 
Maine. A very small percent was foreign born. 
Islesboro Resident Population 5 years and older, 2000
# %
Same house in 1995 409 70.3
Different house in 1995 173 29.7
     Same county 68 11.7
     Different county 105 18.0
          Same state 57 9.8
          Different state 48 8.2
Elsewhere in 1995 0 0.0
Source: US Census
Seventy percent (70%) of year round residents lived in the same house in 1995 and 
2000. Of the 30% who lived in a different house in 1995, 11.7% lived in the same county 
and 8% lived in a different state.
Based on interviews with realtors doing business on Islesboro, most recent buyers 
purchase seasonal properties and are from out-of state, occasionally from out of the 
country. (Friends of Midcoast Maine interviews with realtors, August 2008)
D. Education
Educational Attainment Persons 25 Years and Over, 1990-2000
1990 2000
% High School Graduate or Higher
Islesboro 83.0 90.6
Waldo County 77.4 84.6
Maine 78.8 85.4
% Bachelor's Degree or Higher
Islesboro 28.0 34.5
Waldo County 16.8 22.3
Maine 18.8 22.9
Source: US Census
 
The year round population of Islesboro enjoys a higher educational attainment than that 
of  Waldo County and the state, with over 90% receiving a high school degree or higher 
and over 34% holding a bachelor’s degree or higher. The percent of high school 
graduates and holders of higher level degrees increased from 1990 to 2000.
E. Household Income and Poverty Levels
Median Household Income, 1999-2006
1999 2006 
estimate
Islesboro $39,643 NA
Waldo County $33,986 NA
Maine $37,240 $43,439
80% Median Household Income 1999
Islesboro $31,714
Waldo County $27,189
Maine $29,792
% of Families Below Poverty Level 1999
Islesboro 5.5
Waldo County 10.9
Maine 7.8
Source: Maine State Planning Office
The median household income of year round Islesboro residents in 2000 was $39,643. 
This was 17% higher than that of Waldo County and 6% higher than that of the state.
Percent of families below the poverty line was ½ that of the County and 2/3 of the state. 
Ι. Estimated Summer Population
Islesboro Estimated Summer Population, 2008
2000 total housing units 741
2000 occupied housing units 280
2000 vacant housing units 461
2000 of vacant, # of seasonal, recreational, or 
occasional housing units
431
2000 average year round household size 2.15
2000 average seasonal household size 3.2
2008 estimated total year round households 308
2008 estimated total seasonal households 502
2008 estimated year round population 662
2008 estimated seasonal population 1606
2008 estimated summer population 2268
Source:  2000 US Census, Islesboro 2002 Comprehensive Plan Committee
Islesboro hosts a significant summer population that expands from 662 estimated year 
round residents in 2008 to approximately 2,270 estimated people for a 243% increase 
from Memorial Day to Columbus Day. The summer resident population is increasing 
annually as new homes are built and land is developed into house lots.
Using a method similar to the one employed in Islesboro’s 2002 Comprehensive Plan, 
the 2008 seasonal population may be estimated based on the estimated number of 
seasonal homes in 20083 multiplied by an average household size of 3.24. Based on 
building permits issued for seasonal and year round homes between 2000 and 2008, 
the Town’s 2008 seasonal population is estimated to be 1,606. Adding the estimated 
number of year round residents in 2008 (663) to this total, the estimated summer 
population of the Island is approximately 2,270. This number is likely to be higher when 
daytime visitors, B&B over-night visitors, and guests are added to the total.  
As stated earlier, based on a number of interviews with local realtors, most newcomers 
to Islesboro are buying shorefront properties, are from out of state, and value the 
location of their property as well as privacy. (Source: Consultant interviews with 
Realtors, August 2008)
ΙΙ. Density of Development
Islesboro Density of Development, 2000-2030
Persons per 
Square Mile in 
2000
Projected 
Density 
2010
Projected 
Density 
2020
Projected 
Density 2030
Islesboro 42.2 49.02 55.5 60.8
North Haven 41.9 N/A N/A N/A
Vinalhaven 48.5 N/A N/A N/A
Northport 56.2 N/A N/A N/A
Lincolnville 54.6 N/A N/A N/A
Source: Maine State Planning Office
3  See Housing Projections in Chapter 3 - Housing.
4  The Town’s 1994 Comprehensive Plan used this average seasonal dwelling size, provided by the State Office of Comprehensive 
Planning. The Midcoast Regional Planning Commission (MCRPC) confirmed that this figure is still appropriate to use to estimate 
seasonal population. (Friends of Midcoast Maine conversations with MCRPC, 9/2008)
The US Census indicates that Islesboro includes 68.9 square miles, although only 14.3 
square miles is made up of land area (54.7 square miles is water). Based on a year 
round population of 603 in 2000, the density of Islesboro’s land area is 42.2 persons per 
square mile. By 2010, SPO projected that Islesboro’s density would increase to 49.02 
persons/square mile, by 2020, to 55.5 persons per square mile, and to 60.8 persons per 
square mile by 2030, which is slightly greater than the density of Northport today. 
According to the most recent 2010 US Census data, the actual population density in 
2010 was 39.6 persons per square mile.
Based on the estimated 2008 year round population of 663 people and an estimated 
2008 summer population of 2,270, the estimated density of summer population is 158.7 
persons/square mile or an increase of 242%. 
III Issues and Implications
1. Islesboro’s estimated 2008 population of 663 year round residents is approximately 
52% of its peak 1860 population (1,276)5; however, the 2008 population of the 
community is estimated at 2,270 during the summer months, approximately twice 
the community’s highest year round population. 
 
2. SPO projects that Islesboro and the midcoast region, will grow faster than most of 
the rest of the state over the coming 10 -15 years. However, given recent economic 
trends, demographic projections for the region suggest that population and job 
growth are likely to be essentially flat, with the influx of baby boomers less dramatic 
due to the falling real estate market in New England. (Source: Gateway 1, Maine 
Department of Transportation, 2007). Demand for coastal property, however, is still 
expected to be strong, especially by retirees and seasonal property owners. This will 
likely drive property values higher and continue to force year round workers off the 
island. These conditions raise issues about housing affordability and increased 
demand for summer services, both impacting the sustainability of Islesboro as a year 
round community.
3. In general, the population of Islesboro, as well as the rest of the state, is aging. The 
largest population group in Islesboro is over 60 years old, and is expected to grow 
further. The young adult group is declining and families with school age children are 
not growing in number either through in-migration or young families with children 
choosing to stay on-island. Preliminary discussions suggest that the Town wants to 
stabilize, and perhaps grow, its year round population.
5 Before the community had a significant seasonal population.
2.  Economy
I. Historical Perspective
Historically, Islesboro relied on its natural resources as the base of its economy. Initially, 
Native Americans lived along protected shores and gathered, hunted, and fished for 
food and other necessities. Four hundred years ago Europeans traded for moose and 
beaver furs here. By the late 18th century, residents farmed the land and fished the 
surrounding waters. After the early settlement with its farming and fishing economy, 
Islesboro’s primary industry became shipbuilding. Most vessels were small craft for local 
fishing and transport of surplus farm goods to other communities along the coast, as far 
south as Boston. For many years until the 1920’s, when it was dissolved, the Pendleton 
family operated its nationally prominent shipmaster, ship owner, and ship building 
enterprises.
In the 1860’s, Islesboro saw the advent of its first summer cottages and year round 
residents Its workers, previously skilled in a number of trades, began to specialize. By 
the end of the century, off-Island land development companies and prominent families 
from New York, Boston, and Philadelphia had discovered Islesboro and were building 
more elaborate summer homes, hotels, and exclusive, private enclaves. (History of 
Islesboro, Maine, 1893-1983) Islesboro’s commitment to a seasonal economy was 
firmly established. Dairies and farms produced perishable goods. Other residents 
provided transportation for passengers and freight, groundskeeping, housekeeping, 
laundries, hostelry, ice, stores for sundries and supplies, sawmills, and land sales. The 
first boatyard in the community was established around the turn of the century. 
Fisheries played a role, but were not as significant in the local economy as might be 
expected. The community’s maritime traditions spawned cottage industries based on 
netting and knitting for a time prior to the adoption of a national minimum wage law. 
With the Great Depression, seasonal residency and its related economy changed once 
again. Post World War II, Islesboro’s economy settled into the pattern that continues 
today.
II. Islesboro Work Force
Islesboro Labor Force Distribution, 2000
Civilian 
Labor 
Force
Private 
wage and 
salary 
workers
% of 
total
Government 
workers
% of 
total
Self-employed 
workers in own 
not incorporated 
business
% of 
total
Unpaid 
family 
workers
% of 
total
266 110 41 53 20 100 38 3 1
Source: US Census, 2000
According to the US Census, there were 497 people of working age (over age 16), in 
Town in 2000. Of these, 266 were in the civilian labor force-- 41% were private wage 
and salary workers, 38% were self-employed, 20% were government employees, and 
1% were unpaid family workers..
III. Employment
According to the Maine Department of Labor (DOL), in 2007 the 48 major employers 
(private and public) on the Island included:
Islesboro's Major Employers, 2007
# employees
Tarratine Yacht Club 20-49
Islesboro Central School 20-49
Pendleton Yacht Yard 20-49
Islesboro School Supt Office 10-19
Islesboro Marine Enterprises 10-19
Dark Harbor Boat Yard Corp 10-19
Dark Harbor House 10-19
Boardman Cottage 5-9
Robert Clayton Contractor 5-9
Town Office 5-9
Island Market 5-9
Islesboro's Major Employers, 2007
# employees
Lyle and Umbach Ltd 5-9
John Zlotowski Plumbing 5-9
Islesboro Sporting Club 5-9
Tarratine Tennis Club 5-9
Tarratine Club of Dark Harbor 5-9
Tarratine Yacht Club 5-9
Tarratine Tennis Club Pro 5-9
Islesboro Youth Center 5-9
Islesboro Health Center 5-9
Warren Realty 5-9
Islesboro Island News 5-9
Grindle Point Museum 1-4
Artisan Books and Bindery 1-4
Sea Truk LLC 1-4
Bates House 1-4
Islesboro Electrical Svc Inc 1-4
Tarratine Village Apartment 1-4
Islesboro Pre-School 1-4
Island Property 1-4
Village Bed and Breakfast Café 1-4
Rolerson Plumbing and Heating 1-4
Christ Church Rectory 1-4
Islesboro Islands Trust 1-4
US Post Office 1-4
Durkee General Store 1-4
Brook Farm Labs 1-4
Impact New England 1-4
Leach's Garage and Fuel Oil 1-4
Islesboro Affordable Property 1-4
Islesboro Recycling Center 1-4
Aunt Laura's B&B 1-4
Islesboro Historical Society 1-4
Safety Building Depot 1-4
Baptist Parsonage 1-4
Town Library 1-4
Islesboro Realty 1-4
Maine Connection 1-4
Source: Maine Department of Labor, September 2007
Between 1992 and 2008, several types of businesses were lost and several more 
started on Islesboro. The number of on-island jobs decreased 17% from 218 to 263 
while the number of jobs held by off-Island people increased 275% from 27 to 101. The 
total number of  jobs appears to have increased from 345 to 364.
Islesboro Occupation Categories Referenced in 1992 but Not 2008
Aquaculture Ferry Crew Preschool
Auto Body Hair Salon Sawmill
Bartender Harbor Master Secretary Service
Bookkeeper Health Center Sign Painter
Catering Interior Decorator Telecommunications
Child Care Knife Sharpener Yacht Charter
Source:1994 Comprehensive Plan; Comprehensive Plan Committee, 2008
According to DOL, in 2000, the largest employers in the community were the various 
yacht clubs and yards, the Islesboro school system, and the Dark Harbor House. More 
than half of the local businesses in 2000 and today have four or fewer employees. The 
Comprehensive Plan Committee noted that much of the DOL data is out of date or 
inaccurate and several businesses have now closed.
IV. Business and Employment Inventory
Because of concerns about the accuracy of and to supplement DOL’s data above, the 
Comprehensive Plan Committee surveyed Islesboro businesses identified in the 
Sporting Club’s “yellow pages” and known municipal entities.
Islesboro Business and Employment  Inventory, 2008
# of businesses  # of businesses/ 
employers 
providing data
 # of jobs  # of seasonal 
employees
 # of year round 
employees
Total 104 93 364 94 270
Percent 100 90 26% 74%
Source: Islesboro Comprehensive Plan Committee telephone interviews August 2008
The businesses that responded to the survey provide a total of 353 jobs. Seventy- 
seven percent of these jobs are year round jobs.
Islesboro Summary of Business and Employment Inventory, 2008
# of 
businesses/ 
employers
 # of 
businesses/
employers 
providing 
data
# of full 
time 
employees
# of part 
time 
employees
# of 
full 
time 
living 
on-
Island
# of 
part-
time 
living 
on-
Island
# of 
full 
time 
living 
off-
Island
Total # 
of part-
time 
living 
off- 
Island
Total 104 93 257 107 180 83 77 24
Percent 100 90 71% 29% 49% 23% 21% 7%
Source: Islesboro Comprehensive Plan Committee, August 2008
Of the reported jobs, over 70% are full time and the balance are part time. Almost 30% 
of the jobs are held by off-Islanders.
Islesboro Detailed Businesses/Employment, 2008 and 1992
 # of   
Businesses 
and 
employers
# of   
Employees 
full time and 
part time
# of On-
Island 
employees
# of off-Island 
employees
2nd 
job
Year round/ 
seasonal
Type of Business/ 
Employment 20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
Antiques 1 2 1 2 1 2  0    YR/S
Apparel 1 - 1 - 1 -  -  -  -
Appraisal 1 3 3 1 1 1 2 0    YR
Aquaculture  * 3  3  3  0  3  YR
Architect  * 2  2  2  0    YR
Art/Craft 13 - 11 - 11 -  -  -  YR/S
Attorney 1 -  -  -  -  -  -
Auto Body  * 1  1  1  0    YR
Bartender  * 5  5  5  0  5  YR
Balloons 1 - 1 - 1 -  -  -  -
Boat Yard 3 3 59 37 20 32 39 5    YR
Bookkeeper  * 1  1  1  0  1  YR
Building Contractor/ 
Carpentry
12 8 24 23 19 19 5 4  1  YR/S
Catering * 5  6  6  0  1  YR
Child Care * 2  2  2  0    YR
Islesboro Detailed Businesses/Employment, 2008 and 1992 (continued)
# of   
Businesses 
and 
employers
# of   
Employees 
full time and 
part time
# of On-
Island 
employees
# of off-Island 
employees
2nd 
job
Year round/ 
seasonal
Type of Business/ 
Employment 20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
20
08
19
92
Community Rec. 
Program
1           S
Computer 2 1 2 1 2 1  0  1  YR
Consultant 2
Domestic 1 28 2 33 2 33  0  2  YR/S
E-Bay Dealer 1            
Electrician 3 2 7 2 4 2 3 0    YR
Excavator 3 3 7 3 7 3  0    YR
Ferry Crew * 1  6  3  3    YR
Fishermen  12** 15  12 16 12 14  2  8 S YR
Freight Service 1 1 5 3 3 3 2 0    YR
Fuel Service 2 3 3 4 3 4  0  1  YR
Funds for College * 1  1  1  0  1  YR
Furniture/ Cabinetry 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 1    YR
Garage 4 2 3 4 3 4  0    YR
Garbage/ Waste 
Removal
4 1 2 1 2 1 2 0  1  YR
Grocery Store 2 2 13 12 13 12  0    YR
Hair Salon * 1  1  1  0    YR
Harbor Master * 1  1  1  0  1  YR
Health Center * 1  3  3  0  1  YR
Home Health Care 1 1 8 1 7 1 1 0    YR
Between 1992 and 2008 several businesses were lost and several more started in 
Islesboro. The number of on-Island jobs decreased 22% from 318 to 247 while the 
number of jobs held by off-island people increased 300%. 
 
Islesboro New Employment Categories in 2008
Apparel Consultant Private Club
Arts/Crafts E-Bay Dealer Real Estate/Property 
Management
Attorney Garbage/Waste 
Removal
Stump Grinding
Balloons Carpenter Woodland Management
Source: 1994 Islesboro Comprehensive Plan; Comprehensive Plan Committee, 2008
A number of the new businesses, including apparel, artists and craftspersons, and E-
Bay dealer, reflect the entrepreneurial and home-based business culture in the 
community. Retail businesses dropped in number, but may be reflected in other 
categories such as apparel. The number of contractors/builders appears to have 
increased from 1992 to 2008. 
In 1992, employer and business data was collected through a townwide survey. In 
2008, the Comprehensive Plan Committee used the Sporting Club’s “yellow pages” to 
identify and contact local businesses for the survey. The Committee recognizes that the 
"yellow pages" do not reveal the total nature of the Island's economy, which also 
includes an informal set of working relationships that transcend advertised published 
business listings. For instance, caretakers and domestic workers, or housekeepers, are 
likely under-reported because many are hired for these positions through personal 
relationships and “word of mouth.” Indeed a number of businesses were not listed or 
data was not available, so it is difficult to draw hard conclusions between the two survey 
periods.
The following limitations of the survey should be noted:
• numbers of employees for particular firms may result in double 
counting because some individuals may hold two, or even three, full or part 
time jobs; 
• many positions are negotiated employer-to-employee with hours, 
pay, and duration set by private agreement; 
• often both heads of households work; and
• seasonal versus full time designations may not be accurate because 
of requests made by employers for special services or projects over the 
winter.
Special requirements of summer residents shape a significant part of Islesboro’s 
economy. There are a large number of caretakers on the island who are responsible for 
maintenance of second homes. They may organize staffs to service as many as six or 
seven properties or deal, themselves, with a single summer resident’s house. Similarly, 
housekeeping and seasonal cleaning have traditionally provided major employment 
opportunities for Islanders, as are jobs for cooks and laundresses, gardeners, and lawn 
mowers.
In addition, there are money-making opportunities which cut across seasonal lines and 
business listings. Home crafters – weavers, quilters, ceramists, painters, photographers 
- sell their artistic offerings. Some Islanders work for the state ferry or provide personal 
services such as hair dressing. Lobstering provides jobs for boatmen and sternmen and 
supply local and off-Island markets. Many of the people who fill these positions, but not 
all, live on the island.
V. Regional Employers
Major employers in the Belfast and Camden Labor Market areas (LMA’s) include:
Islesboro Labor Market Area Employers, 2000
Employer Name City/Town Estimated # of 
employees
Waldo County HealthCare Inc. Belfast 250-499
Penobscot McCrum LLC Belfast 100-249
Bank of America Card Belfast 100-249
Hannaford Supermarket and Pharmacy Belfast 100-249
Islesboro Labor Market Area Employers, 2000
Employer Name City/Town Estimated # of 
employees
Group Home Foundation, Inc Belfast 100-249
Hidden Valley Camp Montville 100-249
JD Flagging Knox 100-249
Tallpines Healthcare Belfast 100-249
Unity College Unity 100-249
Robbins Lumber Co Searsmont 100-249
Harbor Hill Unity 100-249
Waldo County PreSchool Svc Searsmont 100-249
Moss Inc Belfast 100-249
Fjord Seafood USA Belfast 100-249
Duck Trap River of Maine Belfast 100-249
Mathews Bros Belfast 100-249
Camden Health Care Center Camden 100-249
Terraces Camden 100-249
Courtyard Camden 100-249
Anderson Inn-Quarry Hill Camden 100-249
Quarry Hill Retirement Center Camden 100-249
Tibbets Industries Camden 100-249
Windward Gardens Camden 100-249
Wayfarer Marine Corp Camden 100-249
Outward Bound Professional Camden 100-249
Source: Maine Department of Labor, 2000
Islesboro Commute to Work, 2000
Less than 15 
minutes
15-29 
minutes
30-44 
minutes
45-59 
minutes
60+ minutes
54.30% 25% 8.98% 1.56% 10.16%
Source: US Census, 2000
More than ¾ of Islesboro residents traveled less than a half hour to work in 2000, more 
than half traveled less than 15 minutes. It is reasonable to assume that most of these 
residents worked on-Island. 
To supplement 2000 Census data, the Comprehensive Plan Committee collected data 
on ferry ridership and the Quicksilver water taxi for one morning in early September 
2008. (James Mitchell, 9/2/2008)  A simple survey found 29 workmen in vehicles and 39 
on foot on the 8 am ferry; 13 in vehicles and 7 on foot on the 9AM ferry; for a total of 88 
workers commuting to the Island for work via the ferry. The Quicksilver carries a 
maximum of 20 passengers per trip. The owner of the Quicksilver indicated that he 
transported an average of 32 workers per morning in July and August bringing the total 
of workers commuting to the Island to approximately 120 per day. 
The ferry line attendant estimated that 5 people leave the Island on the ferry each day 
to work on the mainland. The Quicksilver reported that in July and August an average of 
3 people left the Island daily to commute to mainland jobs. This anecdotal information of 
8 people per day leaving the Island is about 1/3 less than the approximately 26 
employees the US Census indicated traveled more than 60 minutes to work each day in 
2000.
A separate survey in late August and early September, 2008 found the following data:
8/28 8 am boat 50 walkers
8/29 3:30 pm boat 40 walkers
4:30 pm boat 35 walkers
 9/11 8:00 am boat 50 walkers
On a Saturday in September 2008, 30 cars parked on Ferry Road, evidence of weekly 
workers who leave their cars on-Island over the weekend.
 
In addition, the Pendleton Yacht Yard (PYY) has two boats which bring people over:
These include the Sugar D with 20 passenger capacity and the Little Dipper with 20 
passenger capacity. The number of passengers varies by season and destination but is 
evidence of a significant number of employees from off-Island. (Islesboro Comp Plan 
Committee, 2008)
 VI. Occupations
Islesboro Occupation Types, 2000
Number Percent
Management, professional, and related occupations 80 30
Service occupations 55 21
Sales and office occupations 32 12
Farming, fishing, and forestry occupations 8 3
Construction, extraction, and maintenance occupations 52 20
Production, transportation, and material moving occupations 39 15
266 100
Source: US Census, 2000
According to the 2000 US Census, slightly less than 1/3 of the employed Islesboro 
population worked in management, professional and related occupations. Another 1/3 
worked in service, sales and office and slightly more than 1/3 worked in construction, 
extraction, transportation jobs. Only 3% were employed in farming, fishing and forestry 
occupations.
The Comprehensive Plan Committee determined that nearly all of the 104 businesses 
listed in the “Yellow Pages” are locally owned businesses 
     
The 2000 US Census notes that of the 282 employed Islesboro residents in 2000, 38 
worked at home. Home occupations include artists and craftsmen like painters, jewelry 
designers, weavers, as well as caretakers, and housekeepers, among others.
Islesboro does not have a traditional retail center or downtown although there were a 
number of historic villages in the community. The Town Office area currently serves as 
a village center with the town office, health center, public safety and fire department 
located within a single complex; elderly housing across the road and the post office, one 
market, one church, the Community Center, and other businesses clustered a short 
distance away. Other historic village areas include Guinea, near the historical society 
and the public library, Dark Harbor, which hosts a number of small shops, and the area 
around Durkee’s store. Most businesses and jobs are dispersed throughout Town and 
along the waterfront.
While only 3% of Islesboro’s jobs are in fishing, farming and forestry, this natural 
resource based industry is important to the island community and its summer and year 
round economy. 
VII. Tourism 
Tourism, through short term visits to Islesboro, is frequent during the summer months 
with the ferry transporting passengers on foot, by bicycle, and by vehicle. While 
camping is prohibited, except on Warren Island, some visitors stay in overnight 
accommodations at local B&B’s.  Bicyclists often visit the Island to ride for recreation. 
VIII. Unemployment
Islesboro Unemployment Rate
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Islesboro 5.2% 5.5% 6.1% 4.5% 4.4%
Belfast LMA 5.6% 5.0% 5.2% 5.2% 5.6%
Maine 5.0% 4.6% 4.8% 4.6% 4.7%
Source: Maine State Planning Office
The unemployment rate of Islesboro residents declined from 2001 to 2005, reflecting an 
overall positive trend in the economy of the Island while the Belfast LMA as a whole 
experienced an increase in unemployment, primarily due to the loss of MBNA and spin 
off businesses.
IX. Retail Sales
The 2002 Islesboro Comprehensive Plan tracked taxable retail sales from 1984 to 1999. 
Since 1999, the sales have been as follows: 
Except for 
2002, retail 
sales 
increased 
every year 
from 2000 to 
2007.
X. Fuel and the Local Economy
Islesboro Retail Sales (in thousands of dollars), 2000-2007
Year Total
2000 $ 2777.40
2001 $ 3000.00
2002 $ 2797.10
2003 $ 2865.50
2004 $ 3002.40
2005 $ 3494.70
2006 $ 3727.70
2007 $ 4012.70
Source: Maine State Planning Office, 2000-2007
Petroleum industry experts such as Matthew Simmons1 as well as the US Department 
of Energy (DOE) and many others all agree that:
• World demand for oil is increasing, especially in India and China,
• World oil supplies are finite and have or will soon peak, and 
• As described by the DOE, “fuel prices and price volatility will increase 
dramatically and without timely mitigation, the economic, social, and political 
costs will be unprecedented.”
The State of Maine has undertaken several new energy initiatives to address the state’s 
vulnerability to the effects of very high oil costs.
Simmons is especially concerned about the effects on Maine islands. Both he and
Ocean Energy Institute partner Hart are convinced that Maine faces an energy crisis 
over the next 11 years due to our dependence on heating oil. They estimate that an 
average household could spend 45% of their annual income on energy by 2020. Today, 
the average Maine household energy budget is 22% of income.
For Islesboro, like all Maine islands, transportation cost increases can be expected
to be nearly as dramatic as increases in the cost of heating fuel, affecting everything 
from the cost of food at the store to the ability of many families to make trips to the 
mainland.
Mitigation measures will need to address both supply of and demand for energy.
Simmons predicts that tidal power will be especially important for island communities, 
as will other sources of power such as wind. Local demand for fuel can be mitigated by 
a range of practices, from using more efficient or alternative forms of transportation to
producing more goods and services locally, food being perhaps one obvious example.
1 Matthew Simmons (deceased) was a Rockport resident and author of Twilight in the Desert, energy 
advisor to former President George W. Bush, chairman and CEO of Simmons and Co., and co-founder 
with physicist George Hart of the Ocean Energy Institute in Rockland.
 3. Housing
Ι. Housing Data
Islesboro Housing Units, 1990-2010
Year Total 
housing 
units
Occupied 
units
% of 
total
Vacant 
units
% of 
total
# of Vacant, 
seasonal, 
recreational 
or 
occasional
% of 
total
2010 850 270 31.7 580 68.2 551 64.8
2000 741 280 37.8 461 62.2 431 58.2
1990 632 271 42.9 361 57.1 340 53.8
Source: US Census
The 2010 US Census indicated that Islesboro had 850  total housing units, with 270, or 
31.7%, occupied year round. Of the total, 580 were identified as vacant; 551 of these, or 
64.8% of the total, were “seasonal, recreational or occasional use”. Between 1990 and 
2010, the percent of occupied units dropped and the percent of seasonal, recreational 
or occasional use increased.
Islesboro Housing and Comparison Communities, 2000
Total 
housing 
units
Occupied 
units
% of 
total
Vacant 
units
% of 
total
Of Vacant, # 
for seasonal, 
recreational 
or occasional 
use
% of total
Islesboro 741 280 37.8 461 62.2 431 58.2
Vinalhaven 1228 550 44.8 678 55.2 637 51.9
North Haven 488 162 33.2 326 66.8 313 64.1
Lincolnville 1272 846 66.5 426 33.5 344 27.0
Source: US Census, 2000
In 2000, Islesboro had a higher percent of occupied units than North Haven, but a lower 
percent than Vinalhaven. The opposite was the case with seasonal units – Islesboro 
 had a higher percent of seasonal units than Vinalhaven, but a lower percent than North 
Haven. Lincolnville had half again as high a percent of occupied units as Islesboro.
Islesboro’s average (non-rental) household size in 2010 was 1.97 persons, slightly 
lower than the 2.13 persons reported in 1990. (Source: 1990 and 2010 US Census) 
Nearly 43% of Islesboro’s housing was built before 1939. 
Islesboro Housing Conditions, 2000
Lacking Complete 
Plumbing facilities
Lacking 
Complete 
Kitchen 
Facilities
No telephone 
service
9 0 0
Source: 2000 US Census
Nine housing units lacked complete plumbing facilities in 2000. 
 Islesboro Housing Tenure, 2010
# %
Year round housing units* 270 100%
Owner occupied 217 80.40%
Renter occupied 53 19.60%
The US Census defines “year round housing units” he same as 
“occupied housing units”.
Source: US Census, 2010
Of the 270 occupied year round housing units, the vast majority was owner-occupied; 
only 53 units were renter-occupied. The vacancy rate for owner occupied units was very 
low - 1.4%, but vacancy for rental units was relatively high - 15.2%, reflecting 
occupancy in spring months when data was collected. 
Islesboro # of Units in Structure, 2000
1-unit 
detached
1-unit 
attached
2 units 3 + 
units
mobile 
home
boat, rv, 
van etc
705 2 5 0 28 4
Source: 2000 US Census
In 2000, the vast majority of Islesboro’s residential structures were single family 
detached homes, with a handful of single family attached and duplex units. There were 
also 28 mobile homes and 4 boats, RV’s, or vans serving as a residences.
Islesboro Residence in 1995 for Population 5 years+
# %
Total 582 100
Same house in 1995 409 70
Same county 68 12
Different county 105 18
Same state 57 10
Different state 48 8
Source: 2000 US Census
In 2000, 70% of Islesboro’s year round residents had lived in the same house for five 
years or longer; 8% lived in a different state in 1995. 
 According to interviews with realtors doing business in Islesboro, most recent home 
buyers of property priced higher than $240,000 are from out of state and, on occasion, 
from out of the country. For properties priced under $240,000, buyers tend to be from 
the Island or from other parts of Maine. (Source: Friends of Midcoast Maine interviews 
with realtors, August 2008)
 ΙΙ. Ownership Patterns
 Nonresident ownership is widely distributed across Islesboro, including most of its 
shoreline. Blocks of resident ownership (yellow on the map) are evident UpIsland near 
Kedears Hill and within the loop created by Meadow Pond and Main roads, along the 
northeastern shore, Parker and part of Coombs coves, the Bluffs and parts of Ryder 
Cove inland to Main Road and extending to the west shore to Sprague Cove and in 
places down to Seal Harbor. Resident ownership is also clustered in a small area in the 
Narrows and DownIsland in interior lots bracketed by West Bay, Main, Mill Creek, and 
Pendleton Point roads. A small section of Dark Harbor is also owned by residents.
ΙΙΙ. Housing Affordability
Unfortunately, very little data specific to Islesboro is available, so it is necessary to 
review data from Waldo County and nearby labor market areas (LMA) and communities.
Islesboro Affordability Index, 2007
Location Index Median 
home 
price
Median 
income
Income 
needed to 
afford median 
home price
Home price 
affordable 
to median 
income
Camden LMA Housing Market 0.58 $257,500 $48,032 $83,207 $148,645 
Lincolnville 0.58 $278,950 $53,011 $91,289 $161,985 
Belfast 0.59 $197,000 $40,373 $68,429 $116,229 
Northport 0.70 $228,500 $51,504 $73,146 $160,892 
Maine 0.74 $185,900 $45,438 $61,568 $137,198 
Belfast LMA Housing Market 0.77 $153,000 $40,108 $52,007 $117,994 
Waldo County 0.81 $152,750 $41,880 $51,522 $124,164 
Source: Maine State Housing Authority 2007
 
Waldo County housing is becoming less and less affordable for an average family and 
Islesboro is no exception. In 2007, the median price of a home in Waldo County was 
$152,750. The median income that was needed to afford this priced home was $51,522. 
However, the median income of a household in Waldo County was $41,880 in the same 
year. An affordably priced home would cost $124,464 for a family with a median 
income. Sixty percent of Waldo County households were unable to afford a median 
priced home. In 2007 the median home price on the island was 233,600. On April 1, 
 2010, the median assessed value for properties with a building value greater than 
$10,000 was $275,800 (Vern Ziegler, Town Assessor).
In 2000, the median household income in Islesboro was $39,643. No more recent or 
specific data is available for Islesboro. It is reasonable to assume that the Town’s 
median income and home prices increased from 2000 to 2007, as it did in nearby 
communities.  
 
Islesboro Affordable Property (IAP) noted that it has a waiting list of 11 families for 
affordable housing including first entry renters and young families. This list includes a 
middle aged family with 2 teens, a middle aged family with younger children, 3 singles, 
a newly married couple with 2 children, a 30-something with 3 chldren, a couple with 4 
children who have owned before, a middle age parent with 3 young children who have 
owned before, a young couple with 3 children who have not owned before, and a young 
couple without children who have not owned before. (Source: Friends of Midcoast 
Maine interviews with IAP, 9/2008)
IV. Housing Projections
Islesboro Projected Year Round Housing, 
2010-2025
2010 2015 2025 
Owner Units 266 278
Rental Units 64 71
Total Units 330 349 389
 “Occupied or For Sale or Rent”; 2025 is Friends of 
Midcoast Maine, straight line projection.
 Source: Maine State Planning Office
SPO projects an increase of 60 year round housing units between 2000 and 2015, or 
approximately 4 new units per year. Based on this annual projected growth in housing, 
the Town might anticipate an additional 40 new year round housing units by 2025, 
bringing the total new year round units since the year 2000 to 100.
 However, since year round units are only an estimated 38% of Islesboro’s total housing 
stock, it is also important to estimate the number of new seasonal units the Town might 
expect. 
Islesboro Residential Building Permits, 1998-mid 2008
 #
Through May 2008 6
2007 4
2006 10
2005 10
2004 15
2003 15
2002 5
2001 12
2000 22
1999 7
1998 16
Total 1998-2007 116
Annual Average 1998-2007 11.6
Source: Islesboro Building Permits
An examination of Islesboro’s building permits suggests that, on average, between 1998 
and 2007, the Town saw an increase of 11.6 housing units per year. Assuming a similar 
annual increase in total housing units between 2000 and 2025, Islesboro might expect 
an additional 290 new housing units. If 100 of these new units are year round, then 
approximately 190 would be seasonal.
 V. Islesboro Affordable Property
In 1990, Islesboro Affordable Property (IAP) incorporated as a non-profit 501c3 to provide 
housing options for low and moderate income residents. 
IAP is presently managing the Ruthie James Subdivision, an eight home neighborhood on 
wooded property behind the post office. The homes are owned by the occupants, but IAP owns 
the land on which the homes are located and leases it to the homeowner. 
IAP built a ninth house on land in Dark Harbor, near the former bus barn, purchased 
from the Town in 2002. This home is rented to the residents.
On 22 acres UpIsland that was given to IAP by the Town, IAP has completed boundary 
surveys and identified locations for septic. It also has done water testing and identified 
satisfactory locations for housing at the back of the property.
In 2003, Mrs. Marjorie Burgund donated a five acre parcel on Moosewood Lane to IAP. In 
2006, the first house on the Mazza property was completed and became home for a long time 
resident and teacher. In 2007, a second house, an extended 3 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath Cape, was 
completed and became home to a family that includes a teacher at the school, a carpenter, 
and two children. The third house is expected to be completed in the not too distant future. In 
2008, the focus has been on preparation of other properties for future development. One home 
was sold with deed restrictions including a long term affordability formula to allow the owner to 
earn some equity in the building after three years.
A September 2007 survey of 30 people who work on the Island found that 17 were 
interested in living on Islesboro. Eight were single and 9 had families with a total of 23 
children.
The waiting list for affordable property contains eleven families and the wait can be up 
to two years or more to find affordable rental or owned property. IAP’s first priority is 
 rental space to meet the dire need. There are very few 12 month rentals available on 
Islesboro. People must shuffle around in the summer and some end up moving off 
island. There is a need for studio apartments as well as 1, 2, and 3 bedroom homes. 
(Friends of Midcoast Maine interview with IAP, 9/9/2008 and IAP Fact Sheet)
VI. Islesboro Regulations
The Town’s Land Use and Development Review ordinances include provisions 
important to affordable housing issues in three places.
First, single family and two family units are reviewed under Islesboro’s Land Use 
Ordinance. Multifamily, subdivisions, and re-subdivisions are reviewed under both the 
Land Use Ordinance and the Town’s Development Review Ordinance. Apartment 
houses, congregate dwelling facilities, and similar multifamily residential developments, 
not connected to a public sewer, require a minimum lot size of 1.5 acres per unit and 
are not allowed in Resource Protection, Limited Development, Meadow Pond, or 
Maritime Activities districts. However, the Planning Board is authorized to reduce the 
required minimum lot size for efficiency, one bedroom, or units designed for the 
handicapped, to 0.5 acres per unit, although the total lot area must be at least 1.5 acres 
per building, not accessory to the principal use. The Planning Board is directed to 
consider the “number of apartments designated and the effect on the neighborhood that 
the higher density would create.” Apartment houses, congregate dwelling facilities, and 
other similar multiple dwelling facilities connected to a public sewer are required to be 
located on a lot not less than 1.5 acres per building not accessory to the principal use, 
and to have not less than 0.5 acres per apartment. These standards provide an 
opportunity for smaller land requirements for single tenant, elderly, and handicapped 
occupancy, but provide no relief for family rental units unless they are connected to a 
public sewer.
Second, mobile home parks, including more than four units, require paved interior 
roads, increasing overall development costs for this form of affordable housing.
 Third, in considering calculation of fees to address the impact of proposed development 
on public facilities and services, the Planning Board is directed to exempt that portion of 
anticipated impacts appropriated by the “legislative body of the Town” or by county, 
state, or federal grants.
4. Transportation
I. Average Annual Daily Traffic Volumes 
The Maine Department of Transportation (Maine DOT) does not maintain a traffic 
counter on Islesboro.
There are no emergency evacuation routes presently, but they are under discussion by 
the Town fire department and public safety staff.
II. Speed/Congestion/Delays/ Accidents
Maine DOT’s crash location data indicates that throughout Islesboro there were over 80 
reported crash locations, all experiencing 1 to 7 crashes, between 1996 and 2006. These 
are fairly evenly distributed throughout the Island, on local roads as well as on state 
roads: Ferry Road (aka Grindle Point Road), Mill Creek Road, and West Bay Road (aka 
West Side Road).
Rabbit Corner, near the Community Center, has been identified by the Public Safety 
Officer as a safety problem. The shoulders are considered dangerous and a bicycle 
accident occurred there during the summer, 2008.1
The largest traffic generators are the ferry, Island Market, the Post Office, the Church, 
and the Community Center and although traffic problems are largely seasonal, business 
hours are growing, increasing the traffic problem.2  Public church events are generally in 
the evening hours and do not present a problem. Aside from the ferry area, discussed 
below, the largest parking/congestion problem is at the Post Office and Island Market 
area.3
III. Road Maintenance
Ferry Road is a major collector road, maintained by the state. Mill Creek and West Side 
Roads are also maintained by the state. All other roads are locally owned and 
maintained or privately owned and maintained.
In 1993, $140,000 was raised for road maintenance, which includes paving, dirt roads, 
and other repair. The Town has each year since continued to raise approximately 
$150,000 for yearly maintenance, following a plan to pave two miles of main roads 
yearly. The Town Manager is the appointed Road Commissioner and selects road 
segments to be improved on an as-needed basis.4 Paving funds have been used in the 
past to balance the budget. Funds are included in the first budget draft (two miles per 
year), and then when the tax impact is calculated, the funds are expended accordingly.5
1 Fred Porter Public Safety Officer in memo from Town Manager/Road Commissioner, 10/13/2008.
2 Comprehensive Plan Committee, 12/8/2008.
3 Comprehensive Plan Committee, 12/8/2008.
4 Comprehensive Plan Committee, 10/13/2008.
5 Town Manager 10/13/2008.
Islesboro’s roads are not built to modern standards and heave with the freeze/thaw 
cycle. In general, island roads are in good condition. Road shoulders, however, are a 
problem. As noted in the 1994 plan, road sand builds up and prevents proper drainage of 
surface water into ditch and culvert systems. Grading and removal of excess material on 
the shoulders is very important and have proven to prolong the life of the road surface. 
In past years, the Town owned a “grader”, towed behind the town truck to maintain 
shoulders.6 Currently, the Town owns no suitable equipment for grading, big repairs, or 
plowing. Years ago an attempt was made to purchase the necessary equipment, but was 
rejected at Town Meeting. Grading and ditching, putting in culverts, spot work, hauling of 
winter sand and road gravel is done by residents, without going out to bid. Winter snow 
removal is bid; but it is harder to find someone with the equipment interested in doing the 
work and winter snow-removal contract’s conditions/stipulations are hard to enforce once 
the contract is signed.7
Shoulder improvement can be used to provide parking at various locations, including 
churches. Parking at the Post Office/Store/Church a near the Town Center is a problem, 
as is parking near the Historical Society. People tend to park on the Main Road when 
public events are held at all of these locations, mostly limited to the short summer 
season.8
In recent years, there has been concern about how to define driveways and private 
roads. In previous years, at least one subdivision road was accepted as a town road 
after being approved as a private road.9
IV. Posted Bridges and Roads
Island roads are posted in the spring as determined by the Town Manager who is also 
the Road Commissioner.  
6  Comprehensive Plan Committee, 10/13/2008
7 Comprehensive Plan Committee, 10/13/2008
8  Comprehensive Plan Committee, 10/13/2008
9 Comprehensive Plan Committee, 10/13/2008
V. Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety
There presently are no formal bicycle routes or pedestrian routes to the school. There 
are several paths and short cuts a few students use to get to and from school. 
Pedestrian and vehicular safety on school property is handled by the School 
Department.10
An increasing number of island residents are interested in walking, biking, and using 
scooters on Town roads.
Bicyclists, especially clubs and “tour groups”, are attracted to the island’s roads, and 
were noted in the 1994 Comprehensive Plan as a problem and a danger. The same 
complaint applies today. Well-maintained (and adequate) shoulders are a safety issue, in 
that they allow bikes and walkers a chance to get off the road when necessary. A long 
line of bikers is difficult to pass on the winding roads, particularly for large vehicles, and 
likely encourages people to take inappropriate risks when passing bikers. 
Targeted shoulder improvement and widening may help, for instance at the Narrows and 
the stretch of road near Maple Grove Cemetery. If bicycles could ride on a good surface 
farther right they would and this would allow traffic flow in a safe manner for everyone.11 
VI. Schedule for Road Maintenance and Improvements
In 1993, $140,000 was raised for road maintenance, which includeed paving, grading dirt 
roads, and other repairs. The Town continues to raise approximately $150,000 dollars 
each year for maintenance, following a plan to pave two miles of main roads yearly. 
Ferry Road was scheduled for paving, but with funding shortfalls, was cut from the 
state’s budget in 2009. 
10 Comprehensive Plan Committee 10/13/2008.
11 Comprehensive Plan Committee 10/13/2008.
VII. Parking and Circulation 
Grindle Point, except for the ferry lines, is town-owned property. Ferry Road, Mill Creek 
Road, and West Bay Road are state roads.
The Town’s major parking problem is in the vicinity of the ferry terminal during the 
summer months. There are currently 40 paved and striped town-owned parking spaces 
in good repair at the terminal lot and 10-12 guard rail spaces that are state owned along 
the road. The Town has worked with the state to improve the causeway and parking 
along the state road. The Town paid for shoulder work on this road and the creation of 
another 12-15 spaces on the shoulders.  At peak season overflow parking fills these 
spaces. They are predominantly used by construction workers who leave a vehicle on-
Island for use to and from their job sites. Parking is actively managed during the peak 
months.
Parking and circulation in the Post Office/Island Market location was discussed above. 
There is adequate publicly owned parking at the Town Office/Health Center parking lot 
with 25-30 paved spaces in good repair.
Current Islesboro ordinances require subdivisions to provide off-street parking at a rate 
of 1.5 on-site spaces per unit. This standard is waivable for “good cause”. General 
commercial parking standards are described in the Development Review Ordinance 
although specific numbers of spaces per square foot of commercial space are not 
specified.12 There is concern about the lack of turn-arounds at the ends of dead end 
roads.13
VIII. Commuting
Means of Transportation to Work, 2000
Number Percent
Car, truck, or van; drove alone 171 66.3%
12 Development Review Ordinance, Section 7.3.
13  Town Manager/Road Commissioner, 10/13/2008.
Car, truck, or van; carpooled 26 10.1%
Public transportation 3 1.2%
Motorcycle 0 0.0%
Bicycle 0 0.0%
Walked 16 6.2%
Other means 4 1.6%
Worked at home 38 14.7%
Total 258
Commute time (2000) 24.7 minutes
Source: US Census, 2000
 
Most Islesboro workers (66%) use private vehicles to travel to and from work. Ten 
percent car pool. The average commute time is 24.7 minutes, indicating a portion of 
residents leave the island for employment as described in the Economy Chapter.
IX. Public Transportation
The Ferry offers island resident and visitors reliable travel to and from the Island with a 
predictable schedule. Ferry use peaks during the summer months. There is a charge for 
parking on the Lincolnville side of the ferry during these peak times. 
Ferry ridership data from the mainland for FY 02 to FY 06 show peak numbers in June, 
July, August. The lowest months were January and February.
Ridership from Islesboro to the mainland follows a similar seasonal pattern but the 
numbers were significantly higher. Riders in May 05 and 06 were more than double that 
of the winter months. The difference between numbers from the mainland and from the 
island can be attributed to the difference in ticket prices. 
Islesboro Ferry Ridership
Fiscal Year Total Change %
2000 44,080
2001 47,344 3,264 7%
2002 47,571 227 0%
2003 47,283 -288 -1%
2004 43,904 -3,379 -7%
2005 53,308 9,404 21%
2006 57,440 4,132 8%
Change over 7 years 13,360 29%
Average/year 2,227 4.88%
Source: Maine Department of Transportation, December 2008
From 2000 to 2006, ferry ridership increased 29% and over 13,000 passengers. There 
was a decrease of over 3300 passengers in 2004 but numbers have risen steadily since 
then.
Maine DOT projected a similar pattern of ridership for FY07 and FY 08, with a small 
decrease in total riders from FY 07 to 08 to the Island and an increase from the Island.
.The local airport provides a 2,500 foot paved runway, suitable for small planes and 
emergency flights. No lighting is available and none is desired as determined by the 
Airport Committee. The airport sees limited use with the highest use in summer months. 
UPS flies in every day. Recreational flying is fairly constant. The airport was recently 
paved and is in good condition. In the airplane parking area there is paved space for 8 to 
10 planes. There are no airspace protection ordinances in place.
 
5. Public Facilities and Services
Ι. Town Office1
Most administrative functions of the community operate out of the Town Office, a 5,432 
square foot building that was constructed in 1979. According to the former Town 
Manager, Marnie Diffin, the building is approximately 60% depreciated. Municipal staff, 
who work at the Town Office, include the town manager, two clerks, one full-time public 
safety director, a part-time Code Enforcement Officer, and a part-time Assessor. The 
Town Manager indicates that the facility is adequate to meet current and anticipated 
demands. The current annual operating budget for the Town Office is $250,000.
ΙΙ. Municipal Fire Department2
Islesboro Number of Fire Calls, 2007-2008
Type of Calls Number of Calls
Alarm Investigation 23
Grass/brush Fires 4
10/55 Auto Accidents 7
Tree on wire/outage 4
Chimney fires 1
Car fire 2
Ambulance Assist. 5
Plane crash 1
Total 47
Source: Islesboro Municipal Fire Department, 2009
1 Based on discussion with former Town Manager, Marnie Diffin.
2 Based on discussion with Fire Dept, Chief Merton Durkee and review of 2007-2008 Town Budget.
The Municipal Fire Department provides fire suppression, fire rescue, and fire education 
services for the community, including Islesboro Island, 700 Acre Island, Warren Island, 
Spruce Island, Ram Island, Seal Island, among others. The Town is a member of the 
Knox County Mutual Aid Association and the Waldo County Mutual Aid Agreement with 
Lincolnville, Belfast, Camden, and Northport.
Equipment and staff are housed at the Fire Station, which is part of the Town Office 
complex. While the building is in good condition, it is at capacity housing the 
community’s four fire trucks and two ambulances, with no room for new equipment. It 
also provides office and meeting/training space. Fire Chief Merton Durkee recommends 
that the Town site a fire substation at the northern end of the island to house one fire 
truck and one ambulance and include a training building to conduct live-burn fire 
training. He estimates the cost for the facility as $200,000-$400,000.
Islesboro Fire Department Equipment, 2009
Item Date of Purchase/Receipt Condition Description and How Used
Engine #1: Freightliner 2002 Excellent 1250gpm/1250gallon tank 
Pumper/Primary Attack 
Engine #5: 
International
1991 Good 1000gpm/1250gallon tank 
Pumper/Tanker
Engine #4:      Ford 1968 Good 750gpm/750gallon tank 
Pumper
Engine #6:      Ford 1987 Good 500gpm/2000gallon tank 
Tanker
700 Acre Island 
Engine Clary
1987 Good 250gpm/250gallon tank 
Mini-Pumper
According to the Fire Chief, all trucks are adequate to meet existing need, but in the 
future, the Town should replace and/or add a 1000gmp/2000gallon tank Pumper/Tanker 
at an estimated cost $200,000.
The Department currently includes 15 firefighters. According to the Fire Chief, the Town 
needs more young members for SCBA use and to replace older firefighters. The 
Department includes a junior program that includes eight participants. In addition, the 
Fire Chief indicates that he needs more time in-office to manage administrative 
responsibilities.
There are no existing plans to improve the Department’s facility or equipment or to 
increase staff.
The Town’s 2007-2008 budget for the Department is $61,999.
In 1997, the Town adopted the Islesboro Addressing Ordinance to establish and 
maintain names and numbers of all properties to support Enhanced 911 service and the 
requirements of the US Postal Service.
III. Public Safety3
Islesboro Number of Public Safety Calls, 2007-2008
Type of Calls Number of Calls
Ambulance 105
Police 217
Source: Islesboro Public Safety Department, 2009
The Islesboro Public Safety Department serves as the community’s emergency 
operations center (EOC) and provides emergency medical, police, and water rescue 
services to Islesboro and associated islands. The Town is part of the Waldo County 
Mutual Aid Agreement with Lincolnville, Belfast, Camden, and Northport.
3 Based on discussion with Public Safety Officer Fred O. Porter and review of Town tax map.
Equipment and staff are housed in the Public Safety Building, which is part of the Town 
Office complex. The building is used for dispatch, training, meeting space, storage, 
everyday business, vehicle storage, and sleeping space for off-island EMS/Health 
Center/Police/Fire/Training personnel. Capacity is around 38 in the meeting room. 
According the Public Safety Officer, Fred O. Porter, the facility is not sufficient for 
current and future demands. He recommends that an expanded facility should include a 
roughly 8,000 square foot building to house a 4-bay garage, a 3-room dormitory with 
shower/bath, cooking, and training space and be equipped with a generator that can be 
used to back-up the generator currently used in the Town Office complex. He also 
recommends that the facility include a separate EOC office. He estimates the cost for 
the new facility, including the heated concrete slab and prefabricated steel shell, would 
be $162,000, with additional monies needed to finish the interior.
Islesboro Public Safety Equipment, 2009
Item Date of 
Purchase/Receipt
Condition Description and How 
Used
Rescue #2 1988 Good/Old Ambulance
 20,000 miles
Rescue #1 2006 Excellent Ambulance
Cruiser 1971 Fair Police/Primary 
Response
Source: Islesboro Public Safety Department, 2009
According to the Public Safety Officer, Rescue #2 should be replaced, at an estimated 
cost of $128,000. He also recommends that the cruiser be replaced by a newer vehicle 
because it is over-capacity, serves too many purposes, and is not four-wheel drive. As 
the vehicle that initially responds to the majority of incidents (Police, EMS, Fire, Water 
Rescue), he believes that it needs to be replaced by a vehicle that has a larger storage 
capacity and more versatility. The estimated cost of replacement with a four-wheel drive 
Ford Explorer/type SUV, Police-rigged, is $42,000.
The Public Safety Officer also recommends that the community secure a wheelchair 
accessible van to assist with transfer of clients from the hospital to their homes. He 
notes that this activity would increase revenue and off-set taxpayer burden for interstate 
transport. The estimated cost of the van is $40,000.
The Public Safety Officer also notes that the water rescue boat needs to be outfitted 
within Coast Guard Regulations with GPS/Radar/Depth Finder/Search and Rescue gear 
at an estimated cost of $20,000. Donations are being sought for additional electronics, 
lighting, and ropes and harnesses. 
Furthermore, the Public Safety facility needs multiple high-speed internet access points 
for emergency management, training, and communications. There are a number of 
mandatory classes offered on-line which are of specific interest to public safety 
personnel on-island. In some cases, trainings would actually become possible with 
these connections. Public Safety/Fire/EMS are always in-need of more/better radio 
communications equipment, many personnel do not have adequate communications 
capabilities. The Public Safety Officer recommends that the Town buy a laptop for 
rescue #1 as electronic run reports will be mandatory April 2009. The approximate cost 
would be $5,000.
The Department currently includes 22 EMS, 3 police, and 3 emergency management 
staffers. According to the Public Safety Officer, current levels of staffing seem 
appropriate, as is the current rate of growth/attrition.
There are no existing plans to improve the Department’s facility or equipment or to 
increase staff. The Town’s 2007-2008 budget for the Department is $117,211.
As necessary, patients are transported to Penobscot Bay Medical Center or Waldo 
County Hospital.
The Town is enrolled in the National Flood Insurance Program.
IV. Waste Management4
Islesboro Waste Management and Recycling Program, 2007
Tons of Municipal Waste 351.90
Tons of Municipal Recycling 78.43
Tons of Total Recycled 135.67
Tons of Total Municipal Solid Waste5 862.45
Municipal Recycling Rate 18.23%
Base Recycling Rate 15.73%
Compost Credits 0
Bottle Bill Credit 5
2007 Adjusted Recycling Rate 20.73%
Source: Maine State Planning Office, 2008
According to the Maine State Planning Office (SPO), Islesboro disposed of 351.9 tons 
of municipal waste6 in 2007. The same year, it recycled 78.43 tons of cardboard, old 
newspaper, glass, plastic, universal waste, and metals, or 20.73%7 of its total waste 
stream. The SPO describes Islesboro’s recycling rate as low-modest8. Leaf and yard 
waste is banned from the local waste stream.
Residents drop off waste at the Transfer Station and pay by the bag. Trash is 
transported from the Transfer Station by Waste Management to the Crossroads Landfill 
for disposal or to Bangor or Norridgewock for recycling. Islesboro has a mandatory 
recycling program established by municipal ordinance and an active recycling education 
program; but does not participate in a household hazardous waste program.
Islesboro Waste Management, 1993-2007 
4 Based on discussion with former Town Manager, Marnie Diffin.
5 Commercial waste is included in Municipal Solid Waste.
6 Commercial waste is included in total municipal waste.
7 The municipal recycling rate is actually 18.23%, but is adjusted to 20.73% when adjusted for bottle bill credits (5%). Recyclables 
are nearly evenly split between municipal (49.9%) and bulky waste (50.1%)
8 Maine has a state recycling goal of 50% and a benchmark for municipalities of 35%.
 Municipal Bulky Total Recycling Recycling Municipal
1993 334.0 39.2 37.5 18.7 57.9 430.2 13.4 26.4
1994 198.4 64.3 86.6 41.6 105.9 390.9 27.1 32.1
1995 258.3 79.1 144.2 39.9 119.0 521.4 22.8 33.8
1996 265.4 72.3 201.7 99.2 171.4 638.5 26.8 31.8
1997 276.0 71.4 156.7 94.9 166.3 599.0 27.8 38.8
1998 274.9 65.6 223.5 95.6 132.2 660.6 24.6 29.6
1999 361.6 93.7 203.2 60.7 154.4 719.1 21.5 32.5
2000 351.2 71.0 213.5 21.4 92.4 657.2 14.1 25.1 $127,230
2001 358.0 73.2 234.0 69.3 142.5 734.4 19.4 30.4 $137,115
2002 349.8 91.5 278.4 83.6 175.1 803.3 21.8 26.8 $148,593
2003 353.3 80.5 348.5 62.9 143.4 845.2 16.9 21.9 $161,325
2004 358.5 79.4 350.4 70.0 150.2 859.1 17.5 22.5 $162,118
2005 381.4 76.1 361.9 65.0 141.1 884.4 16.0 21.0 $183,340
2006 368.0 81.5 387.8 70.4 152.0 907.8 16.7 21.7 $190,921
2007 351.9 78.4 374.9 57.2 135.7 862.5 15.7 20.7 $181,291
Source: Maine State Planning Office, 2007
  
Total waste volumes rose fairly consistently between 1993 and 2007, with small dips in 
total volume in 1994, 1997, 2000, and 2007, and the total volume nearly doubling over 
15 years. At the same time, the volume of recycled materials increased 134%; but the 
percent of recycling based on total waste volumes actually declined nearly 22%. The 
municipal (typical homeowner) recycling rate improved somewhat between 1993
and 2007 from 10% to 18% while the bulk (contractor-type) waste recycling rate 
plunged over the same period from 33% to just 10%. Also, in 1993 contractor-type 
waste was a mere 10% of Islesboro’s total while in 2007 it accounted for over half (52%) 
of island waste. The highest recycling rates were in the latter half of the 1990’s, with a 
peak of 38.8% in 1997. At the same time that the recycling was declining, municipal 
expenses for waste disposal rose nearly 43%.
Public Works stores road salt and sand and manages solid waste at the site of the 
Transfer Station. Salt and sand are stored in a 3,750 square foot building that was built 
in 2004. The transfer station includes a 1,840 square foot structure that was constructed 
in 1991. Public Works currently includes two full time employees and the transfer station 
employs one additional employee.
According to the former Town Manager, both facilities are adequate to meet current 
needs, but as the Town’s population increases, the Town will have to review solid waste 
operations to increase the number of times trash is taken off the Island. Naturally, 
additional removal will have an impact on the cost of operating the facility, whose 
annual operating budget is currently $200,000.
V. Health Center9
The Islesboro Health Center occupies the center section of the Town Office Building. It 
has its own entrance, reception area, offices, examination and treatment rooms.
The Health Center is available for appointment and walk in patients five days a week, a 
half day on Saturday, and 24/7 for emergencies. Emergency patients are either 
stabilized at the center before transport to either Penobscot Bay Medical Center or 
Waldo County Hospital, usually at the patients' choice. Appointment and walk in patients 
receive a wide range of routine and specialized medical services that would usually be 
obtained on the mainland either through doctors' offices or hospital. The scope of 
services relieves many island residents from having to go to the mainland for these 
services, thereby avoid cost (ferry fares) and expenditure of time. The scope of services 
especially including advanced diagnostic services continues to grow through new 
equipment, most recently an INR level testing machine. 
The condition of the current facilities is good and is generally adequate to meet current 
and anticipated demand; however, the Island has a drastic need for tick control as the 
known number of Lyme disease cases have increased in recent years. This initiative is 
being formed through the Islesboro Health Board Advisory Committee. It is unknown 
what the requirements will be for disease detection, treatment and ultimate control of 
the infected ticks. Assistance is being requested of state and federal agencies.
The Health Center currently employs three physician assistants, one full-time 
secretary/receptionist, and one part-time clerk. It operates in conjunction with the 
Penobscot Bay Medical Center emergency staff.
Islesboro Health Center Visits, 1996-2008
1996 1997 1998 1999 2007-2008
2116 1804 2693 2678 2376
Source: Health Center Advisory Board
9Based on discussion with Charlotte Mitchell Chairperson, Health Center Advisory Committee
There were 2,376 Health Center visits in 2007-2008.
The 2007-2008 budget for the Health Center included $363,625 of taxpayer support. 
Additional support is provided through generous general and specific donations by 
island residents and community organizations. The Town recently established a Health 
Center Endowment fund, but has not yet started fund raising. There is, however, some 
money in the fund, which will accept any and all contributions.
The Health Center is overseen by the Health Center Advisory Committee and Board of 
Selectmen.
VI. Islesboro Central School10
 Islesboro Central School is a K-12 public educational 
facility that sits on 19 acres owned by the Town. 
Roughly 3 acres are developed for approximately 
18,500 square feet of space in 2 primary school 
buildings and associated facilities. Another ¾ acre is 
cleared for use by the horticulture program, easterly of 
the primary school campus. Approximately 15.25 acres remain undeveloped forest land. 
Some trails traverse this open space. 
Islesboro School Enrollments, 1993-2009
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Total
1993-1994 4 5 2 9 8 20 10 12 5 10 7 12 4 108
1994-1995 9 4 6 4 10 7 21 10 13 7 12 9 12 124
1995-1996 6 9 4 6 3 11 6 19 10 12 7 11 9 113
1996-1997 8 6 8 4 5 5 11 4 19 11 13 6 9 109
1997-1998 7 9 6 9 4 5 3 11 5 17 10 13 6 105
1998-1999 7 6 9 5 11 6 5 4 11 5 15 9 14 109
1999-2000 7 6 8 5 9 5 5 4 10 5 16 9 14 103
2000-2001 4 7 7 6 10 7 11 6 7 4 9 5 16 99
2001-2002 4 4 7 7 7 10 5 13 6 9 6 9 5 92
2002-2003 7 7 4 7 7 7 12 6 11 6 7 7 9 97
2003-2004 5 8 6 3 5 5 9 11 4 12 7 5 3 83
2004-2005 3 5 11 5 3 5 8 9 12 4 10 7 5 87
10 Based on information collected by Comprehensive Plan Committee, including the 2007-2008 Annual Report, tax data, and Public 
Information Meeting to discuss concept plans for school expansion/renovation.
2005-2006 5 3 5 11 5 4 7 8 7 10 5 7 6 83
2006-2007 3 6 3 5 12 4 6 8 7 7 11 5 7 84
2007-2008 2 3 4 6 5 11 3 7 8 6 8 9 5 77
2008-2009 5 2 3 4 5 7 12 3 8 8 7 8 10 82
Source: Islesboro Annual Reports
In 2007, school enrollment was the lowest it had been in 15 years. However by 2008,
enrollment was back up to 86 students, including six magnet students, perhaps boosted 
by fresh school leadership, new and innovative programming, and the promise of a 
renovated and expanded facility. It is anticipated that the symbiotic relationship between 
a viable year round community and a promising education, fostered by vigorous private 
and public investments in affordable housing and sustainable businesses, will result in 
the continuation of this upward school enrollment trend, even though the State Planning
Office projects that school enrollment will decrease each year through 2017 (see 
Chapter 1 Population). The school has a small but active adult education program. The 
Kinnicutt Center serves as the school cafeteria, Gymnasium, theater and performance 
hall.
The School employs a staff of 23, including a part-time superintendent, a principal, four 
elementary and four secondary teachers. In addition, six instructors teach horticulture, 
art, music, physical education/health, guidance, and special education. The School also 
employs two custodians, a bus driver, a school lunch supervisor, a lunch room aide, a 
special education aide, and a federally funded Title 1 reading/math instructor.
The Town elects a five-member school committee which is responsible for school 
management. 
The original school building is the former summer cottage of Mrs. John T. Atterbury, the 
last major summer cottage of the pre-Depression era, which was built in 1926. Later 
purchased by Mrs. Lillian T. Whitmarsh, the property was given to the Town for use as a 
school in 1952. Following acceptance by the Town, the former cottage was remodeled 
and began operating as a school in 1954. In the 1980s, the attached Kinnicutt Center 
was constructed to provide space for athletic activities, cafeteria, and theater.
The school building was remodeled again in 1997, providing additional classrooms, 
improved science laboratory, art room and music area. Although the remodeling 
provided improved educational facilities, the building is still not handicapped accessible. 
A 24 by 24 foot storage building was added to the campus in spring 2002 to handle 
storage needs. 
Because the aging building is in need of significant maintenance and repair, the School 
Committee developed plans for renovation and expansion of the ICS building. In June 
2008, the Town approved a note of $200,000 to fund detailed preconstruction plans by 
Stephen Blatt Architects. In October 2008, the Town approved a referendum to borrow 
an additional $450,000 to underwrite ongoing preconstruction costs and issue up to $8 
million in general obligation bonds ($4 million for an anticipated term of approximately 
25 years with the balance in shorter term bonds). The warrant article stipulates that 
project borrowing for construction will occur only after donors have made at least 
$3,000,000 in gifts or written pledges. 
Private fundraising is underway. During the summer and fall of 2008, a small fundraising 
committee made progress in securing "leadership" commitments, and the $3 million in 
written pledges required by the terms of the warrant is in hand now. That being the 
case, public borrowing will go forward, enabling construction to begin in the spring of 
2009 with renovations anticipated to be complete by the beginning of 2011. The 
remaining private-sector balance, $1,000,000, was raised through an island-wide 
general campaign in 2009 and 2010. Contributions will be received and administered by 
the Maine Community Foundation. 
The school’s current operating budget is $1.4 million.
              
VII. Preschool
The Islesboro Preschool Program provides services for Islesboro children ages two and 
one-half to five years old.  The program works closely with the public school in providing 
for a smooth transition for pre-school children into the kindergarten school program.  It 
offers an opportunity for parents and children to share experiences and work together in 
developing their children’s growth.
The preschool program was started in 1981 and has operated continually for, on 
average, eight children per year in a number of places on the island. Current enrollment 
includes nine students, though the program has capacity for ten students. While the 
preschool anticipates that the number of students is likely to remain constant, 
depending on the ages of students and their needs, additional staffing may be required.
Currently the preschool program is housed on the second floor of the Town Office 
building, which it has rented from the Town since the mid 1990’s.
Fund raising drives each year provide financial support for the program. The annual 
budget averages $20,000 per year and includes all expenses including the salaries of 
the head teacher and teacher aide.  If the current economic conditions persist for a long 
period, fund raising may become a problem. The preschool is feeling the pinch already 
and anticipates that the donations in 2009 or 2010 will not come up to past levels. 
The preschool is a well-received island program and is generously supported by the 
community.
VIII. Dark Harbor Wastewater Treatment and Disposal11
The only municipal sewer system in Islesboro is located at Dark Harbor Village. It 
serves 31 users with the capacity to add a few more. Wastewater is filtered through 
sand leach beds located adjacent to Pendleton Yacht Yard, and from there, passes 
through a small, 120 square foot, pumping station where it discharges into Dark Harbor 
Pool. The discharge is tested once a week by the Public Works Department to assure 
11 Based on information collected by the Comprehensive Plan Committee.
that it complies with federal and state standards. Operating costs are currently born by 
the 31 users of the system through a fee that totals approximately $12,000 per year.
Recently, the Town started a capital reserve account, depositing $10,000 each of the 
last two years, to cover the cost of the eventual replacement of the sand filter beds. The 
cost of replacing the sand filters has not been estimated, but is expected to be 
expensive as the “soiled” sand must be treated and disposed of off-island. Furthermore, 
the replacement sand will have to be transported to the island.
IX. Septage Disposal
Apart from the 31 users of the Dark Harbor Wastewater system, all residential and 
nonresidential properties dispose of wastewater on site or in holding systems. The 
Town maintains a DEP-approved septage disposal field and holding tanks near the 
Transfer Station. In 2002, the Town adopted a Septage Disposal Control Ordinance that 
establishes rules for governing septage disposal management.
X. Water Supply
All residents of Islesboro draw drinking water from bedrock wells (86%, based on 1994 
survey of residents), dug wells, or springs for household use. There is at least one 
community well located in Ryder Cove that serves 9 residences.12 In addition, a 
community well is proposed as part of the Northeast Point Subdivision.
12 Gerber, Robert G. Inc. Islesboro Ground Water Resource Evaluation. Prepared for the Islesboro Comprehensive Plan 
Implementation Project. Freeport, Maine. August 1995.
The Groundwater Protection Committee is considering testimony regarding potential 
benefits of community water systems from Richard V. de Grasses, P.E., a resident of 
Islesboro and a retired professional engineer who formerly served as Deputy 
Commissioner of the Vermont Public Service Board where he was responsible for all 
small community water systems in Vermont.
See Chapter 9, Groundwater, Section II: Drinking Water Supplies for additional 
information. 
XI. Grindle Point
Grindle Point is a multi-use area, portions of which are owned and operated by by the 
state and the Town. The facilities encompass approximately 2 acres and consist of the 
state owned ferry ramp, ticket office, and road leading to the pier. The Town owns the 
pier, Grindle Point Lighthouse and Sailors Memorial Museum, and parking area for 60 
cars. The ferry ramp is entirely maintained by the state. The Town owned pier, which 
was 110’ long and 11’7” wide, was recently expanded to double its size. The Town 
received a state SHIP Grant totaling $102,000 and matched it with $50,600 of Town 
funds to add new steel and decking to the west side of the existing pier, widening it to 
22’7”. The old decking was removed and the existing steel was sent out of state to be 
sandblasted and galvanized, then reinstalled along with new decking. This added an 
additional $155,000 cost to the project, which was paid for entirely by the Town. The 
two original inclines were kept, one off the east end that serviced two floats, one off the 
south end that serviced another two floats, and a new one off the west side which will 
provide access to new dinghy floats. One float will be replaced this year by a new one 
with an incline. Based on past costs, the total cost of these new items is estimated at 
$25,000 to $30,000.
The Harbor Committee, Museum Committee, and Parking Committee oversee the 
various facilities and report to the Town Manager and Board of Selectmen.
Funds for the various Town uses are spread over various lines in the Town budget. In 
2007-2008, the Town budgeted approximately $25,000 - $30,000
XII. Cemeteries
Islesboro  Cemeteries  (2008)
  Ownership  
Name # acres Public Private Nonprofit Comments
Adin Moody   X  Depressions
Amasa Hatch   X  Stones
Bay View Cemetery a 1 X b   Stones
Beech Hill Burying 
Ground
1  X  Stones
Benham Grave   X  Stone
Boardman Cemetery   X  Stones
Christ Church Cemetery 4.06   X c Stones
Darrell Rolerson   X Stone
David Rolerson   X  Stone
Davis Warren, Point 
Comfort
  X  Stone
Dodge Burying Ground   X  Stones
Dodge Grave   X  Stones
Edson Sherman   X  Stone
Flat Island  X d   History, Point Not Exact
Fletcher   X  Stones
Gray Family Cemetery   X  Stones
Islesboro  Cemeteries  (2008)
  Ownership  
Name # acres Public Private Nonprofit Comments
Greenwood Cemetery a 1.77   X e Stone
Grindle Point, Oak Tree   X History
Keller Yard   X  Stones
Mansfield Clark Cemetery   X  Stones
Maple Grove Cemetery a   X  Stones
Marshall's Point 5.7  X  Small Stones
Old Burying Ground   X  Stones
Otis Dodge Children   X  Stone, History
Paige Pendleton   X  Stone
Pendleton Cemetery 1.73  X  Stones
Randlett Cemetery   X  Stones
Sherman Point Cemetery   X  Stones
Soldier Memorial-Library   X  Stone
Spraque's/Wildwood 0.667 X b X  Stones
Thrumcap Island 0.7  X  History, Point Not Exact
Tiffany Cemetery   X  Stones
Trim Burying Ground   X  Stones
West Side Burying Ground   X  Stones
Note: Those cemeteries without acres noted are generally very small or the acreage is unknown.
a Plots available for purchase. b Owned by Town
b Owned by Town c Owned by Episcopal Church
d Owned by State e Owned by Free Will Baptist Church Society
Source: Town files & map, Cemetery Chairperson, Town Assessor, Shea Conover.
Bay View Cemetery, which is Town owned, expanded within the last ten years. It has 
sold only three cremation plots in the last ten years. No problems with capacity are 
foreseen for next ten years.
Maple Grove Cemetery, a privately owned cemetery, also expanded in the last ten 
years, through donated land. The conditions of the donation state that plots will be 
available only to island residents. There are no foreseen space problem.
Greenwood Cemetery, a non-profit cemetery, has over a dozen standard plots and a 
dozen cremation plots available. The property is landlocked; however, on the north and 
east sides, there is raw land which might be available for purchase. Attention is 
currently focused on restoration of the associated church structure.
XIII. Power and Telecommunications
Three-phase power is available at the Ferry Landing. 
There are no cell phone towers on the Island and cell phone coverage is spotty, with up 
to half of the Island without reliable cell phone coverage.
Limited broadband internet is available to the central part of the Island from the 
telephone building at the end of Ferry Road down Mill Creek Road, part-way down 
Pendleton Point Road to the south and north toward the Narrows.
High speed internet is received at and within approximately 3,000 feet of 5 locations 
throughout the Island, including the sand and salt shed, Alice L. Pendleton Library, 
Central School, Second Baptist Church, and a privately owned tower at the southern 
end of the Island. The Library and School both have T1 broadband. The School and 
Church also have satellite dishes that allow Midcoast Internet to send wireless signals 
to the Island.
Cable television is not available on the Island.
All solar collectors, antennas, and communication towers, among other things, are 
regulated under § 3.11.5 (2) of the Land Use Ordinance, to exceed height limitations; 
however they may not exceed “75 feet above the original mean grade level…” There 
has been some uncertainty in the application of the height limit to “peripherals” in a 
recent application. 
Furthermore, while § 332(c)(7) of the National Communications Act preserves state and 
local authority over zoning and land use decisions for personal wireless service 
facilities, it sets forth specific limitations on that authority. Specifically, a state or local 
government may not unreasonably discriminate among providers of functionally 
equivalent services, may not regulate in a manner that prohibits or has the effect of 
prohibiting the provision of personal wireless services, must act on applications within a 
reasonable period of time, and must make any denial of an application in writing 
supported by substantial evidence in a written record. The statute also preempts local 
decisions premised directly or indirectly on the environmental effects of radio frequency 
(RF) emissions, assuming that the provider is in compliance with the Commission's RF 
rules.  
6. Recreation Resources
I. Town Beach Recreation Area1
The approximately 5.4 acre Town Beach Recreation Area off Pendleton Point Road has 
been owned and operated by the town since 1970. It includes a beach, seven picnic 
tables, two fixed grills, two-stall vault privy, access road, and two primary 
turnarounds/parking areas that can accommodate 20-30 cars. Public Works maintains 
the building and grounds and removes trash. The town spends roughly $1,000 annually 
on the facility, mainly for pumping out the vault privies. The condition of the facility is 
good, though blow-down clean-up may be needed periodically.
The Town Beach Recreation Area adequately meets current and anticipated demand 
and may, in fact, be underutilized as it is an un-advertised facility. People have placed 
trash in the vault privy tanks which makes pumping difficult. Camping is not allowed on 
public property anywhere in the community. Complaints about noise and attended fires 
have been filed. There are no existing plans for improvement of facility, equipment or 
staff.
II. Meadow Pond Recreation Area2
One of the town’s newest recreation areas, the approximately 3.7 acre Meadow Pond 
Recreation Area has been owned and operated by the town since 2000. It includes a 
picnic area with trail access to the pond and a small float. Public Works maintains the 
1 Based on Comprehensive Plan Committee review of the town map, physical inspection, and 2007-2008 
town budget and discussion with the former Town Manager.
2 Based on Comprehensive Plan Committee review of the town tax map and discussion with the Town 
Assessor and Town Clerk.
facility. The condition of the facility is good, though blow-down clean-up may be needed 
periodically.
This facility has only recently been developed for public use, so trends in usage are 
difficult to evaluate.  Some of the same concerns observed for the Town Beach 
Recreation Area may be pertinent to this site as well. In addition, the lack of parking, 
except along the nearby road, may become an issue. However, at this point, no 
anticipated needs have been identified and there are no existing plans for improvement 
of facility, equipment or staff.
III. Maddie Dodge Field
Maddie Dodge field is located on approximately 5 acres on Hewes Point Road. Named 
after a long time resident of Islesboro who died in a house fire, the field includes public 
tennis courts, a new playground that was funded by private donations, and monies from 
returnable containers collected at the Transfer Station, a soccer field, and a small 
parking area. Public Works is responsible for trash collection and mowing in the 
summer months. The soccer field was “condemned” by league officials last fall because 
it is too wet. The entire area is surrounded by wetlands. The town and school, as the 
principal users, have no plans to remedy the problem as the cost of either raising the 
field by the addition of topsoil or digging up and installing gravel and drainage pipes 
would be considerable. The town allocates $6,000 per year for a Recreational Director, 
but is reviewing the need as interest in the summer programs has been declining.
IV. Alice L. Pendleton Library
The Alice L. Pendleton Library is located at 309 Main Road. The 2,329 square foot 
historic structure was built in approximately 1902 and includes a 1993 addition. 
According to the Comprehensive Plan Committee, the Library is not adequate to meet 
current and future needs for large room activities and internet usage. Additional parking 
is also needed.
The Library is currently staffed with one full-time librarian, one full-time assistant, and 32 
volunteers. Library operations are overseen by a Board of Trustees and the Board of 
Selectmen. The town provided $9,200 in 2007-2008 toward the Library’s operating 
budget. Additional funding is provided by Friends of the Alice Pendleton Library.
V. Community Center
The Community Center, located at the intersection of Mill Creek and Main roads, was 
established to “support and nurture the sustainability of the Islesboro community.” The 
focus of the Center is to provide health and fitness programs; year-round educational, 
recreational, and social programs for residents of all ages; access to the arts; and free 
connection to wireless technology. 
To assist the Community Center with carrying out its mission, the Island’s original 
centrally-located community hall building is undergoing renovation and expansion, paid 
for by private donations. When completed the new facility will be 11,500 square feet and 
accommodate 180 people. Following renovation and expansion, the Community Center 
plans to acquire fitness equipment and offer exercise classes; create a heated 
dedicated space where Island children might pursue educational and recreational 
programs; provide for performing arts, lectures, films, and social gatherings in a 
multipurpose room with a stage and flexible seating for up to 150; and collaborate with 
other Island organizations to share space and resources year-round. 
VI. Moorings and Boat Launches
A. Grindle Point
Grindle Point is one of the town’s three regulated mooring areas. Currently the town has 
no mooring or float fees. Recently the Harbor Ordinance was changed to require that 
owners provide evidence their moorings are maintained in good working order to 
address liability concerns. The town does not currently have a waiting list for mooring 
space; but increased growth and requests for moorings may change that situation.
Town monies spent at Grindle Point are spread over several budget lines. Municipal 
funds for the pier, parking lot, and museum totaled approximately $30,000 in 2007-
2008. Operations are overseen by the Harbor Committee, Parking Committee, and 
Museum Committee.
B. Seal Harbor
The town-owned pier at Seal Harbor is situated on approximately 1.3 acres. This parcel 
of land and the existing pier and float were donated to the town by the Mosley family, 
who owned Seal Island. The town added a second float for loading and unloading and a 
series of finger floats for dinghies. The area also includes a public parking area, which 
accommodates between 20 and 25 vehicles. This second mooring area is also home to 
Big Tree Boating, a privately funded and managed sailing school. The current condition 
of the pier is border line and will have to be replaced in the very near future. The town 
has done minor work to stabilize the structure, but there are no major plans to replace 
the pier. The town budgeted a total of $23,930 for Recreation/Harbor Facilities in FY 08-
09.
C. Warren’s Landing aka Pripet 
The town’s third mooring field is located on 1.58 acres at Warren’s Landing aka Pripet 
on Lime Kiln Road. This is the site of the town’s first steamboat landing, with stone rip 
rap from the old pier still in place. A small limestone quarry was filled in a number of 
years ago and an oil storage tank was removed. The area was graded to include a 
small turn around and picnic area. There are no plans for further development at 
Warren’s Landing aka Pripet, although at one time, there was discussion about 
installing a boat launching ramp.
D. Boat Launches
Islesboro Boat Launchesa, 2005
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VII. Islesboro Churches, Sewing Circle, and Community Meals
A. Christ Church and Cemetery
Christ Church is a summer parish used mainly by summer residents for Episcopal 
services that are held in July and August. The church was built of Islesboro wood and 
stone in 1902 for $14,840. It contains 4,661 square feet and is located on 4.03 acres off 
Pendleton Point Road, south of Dark Harbor Village. The Christ Church Rectory is 
located on the same land to the north of the church. The rectory was given to the church 
in 1956. Also located on the church property is the Christ Church cemetery. A new 
cemetery is currently being developed adjacent to the old one.
B. Free Will Baptist Church and Greenwood Cemetery
Residents of North Islesboro organized a Free Will Baptist Church in 1821. The 
congregation met in home, school houses, and the Town Meetinghouse until 1843 when 
they built the present church on 1.74 acres on Church Turn Road. The Greenwood 
Cemetery Corporation was formed in 1887. A vestry was dedicated in January, 1894.
After the Church lost its active congregation, it was preserved by the dedicated women 
of the Sewing Circle and later by the Society for the Preservation of the Free Will Baptist 
Church, formed in 1983 mainly through the efforts of Pauline Byrd and Midge Welldon.
The property is now owned by the Free Will Baptist Church Trust. The interior of the 
church has old fashion pews, each labeled for an original family member of the church. 
A map of pew holders is available on page 69 of the book, History of Islesborough 
Maine by J. P. Farrow. The interior ceiling and walls are original decorations which have 
been restored. The cemetery has some of the oldest tombstones, many for original 
island families. Traditional burial and cremation plots are available for purchase.
The church building is in good condition, except for the steeple, which is planned to be 
restored when funds become available.
The Trust maintains the church and vestry, including the murals that decorate the walls. 
Each summer, the society hosts a concert series and is home to the weekly Islesboro 
Forum series. Weddings, memorial services, educational activities, a summer fair, and 
other events requested by island residents are held at the church during the summer 
months. The church has the capacity for approximately 200 people.
Thanks to the generosity of Day and Catherine Brigham, the vestry now contains an 
exhibit showing the history of the church and the Sewing Circle. The Trust also 
Expenses for the Free Will Baptist Church and Greenwood Cemetery are covered 
through donations, event fees, and sale of cemetery plots.
C. St. Mary’s of the Isles Catholic Church
St. Mary’s of the Isles Catholic Church was built in 1901 for $3,100 on 0.78 acres of 
land purchased from James H. Howes for $450. The church building contains 2,368 
square feet and is located on Pendleton Point Road, north of Dark Harbor Village. The 
church is a summer parish and mission chapel of the Belfast parish, St. Francis of 
Assisi.
The front section of the church was winterized in recent years and electric heat 
installed, so that the church can hold services in the winter months. 
D. Second Baptist Church
Originally called the South Islesboro Baptist Church and built in 1845, the Second 
Baptist Church and Parsonage is located on approximately 1.36 acres on Main Road. It 
is currently the only year round church on the island and has operated under the 
auspices of the Maine Seacoast Missionary Society and the American Baptist Churches 
of Maine since 1978.
The Fellowship Hall, located at the rear of the church, serves the community as well as 
the church in a variety of ways – as a meeting room, function hall, and dining area. For 
the last few years the church’s Mission Committee, working with a large number of 
volunteers, has provided a luncheon on Thursdays at the Hall, serving upwards of 35 
people in the winter months and as many as 70 during the summer. Additional meals 
are prepared and delivered to those who cannot attend the luncheon, with these 
numbers varying as well.
Several years ago when the steeple was being repaired and painted, the church 
allowed the installation of an antennae that provides high speed internet access for a 
number of households and businesses in the area including the Town Office.
The Second Baptist Church Sewing Circle was formed in 1859 by the first minister’s 
wife. It was comprised of a few women who sewed items for the church and “spread the 
word of God”. Now Sewing Circle members meet in the former Dark Harbor School on 
Pendleton Point Road. The building contains 1,772 square feet on the 0.59 acre lot. The 
building was remodeled in 2005 when a weaving room was added, donated by Landon 
Thomas in memory of his wife.
The Sewing Circle makes goods that are sold at fairs in the summer and winter. 
Proceeds are used to support the Second Baptist Church. In addition, the Sewing Circle 
donates generously to needy projects and non-profit organizations in the community.
VIII. Islesboro Sporting Club
The Islesboro Sporting Club is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to “…provide 
an opportunity for outdoor sports enthusiasts to socialize and to band together in those 
activities that a majority of members support for the purpose of enhancing and 
preserving the sporting environment of Islesboro and its surrounding islands and waters 
for the benefit of those people who choose to make Islesboro their home.” Activities 
may include the teaching of hunter safety, preservation of wildlife habitat, the teaching 
of hunting arts, fellowship, fishing, archery, community support in times of need, and 
other related outdoor activities.
The Sporting Club’s 2,720 square foot building is located on Meadow Pond Road and is 
supported by donations and membership fees.
IX. Historical Society
The Islesboro Historical Society, which was constructed in 1892, is located on 
approximately 0.7 acres on the Main Road. In past years, it has served the town as a 
school, community auditorium, and town office. 
The building includes three floors. The first floor has an auditorium with a stage and 
service kitchen. The second floor includes a museum of historical artifacts from the 
island. The third floor is made up of offices, filing and artifact storage areas, and a 
meeting room. The third floor was recently redone to add the additional administrative 
space. The condition of the building is generally good and is adequate to meet current 
and anticipated demands.
The building is open during the summer months, with the museum open four days 
during the week. The main floor auditorium is used for summer art and craft shows, 
talent shows, and is also available to rent for weddings and other private functions.
The Historical Society is staffed by volunteers who serve as archivists and museum 
docents, as well as providing general maintenance.
Funds to support the Society and maintain the building are raised through donations, 
sales commission on summer art and craft shows, entrance fees for special events (like 
talent shows), and rental fees for private island resident events. Funds are being 
collected to replace the roof.
X. Grindle Point Museum3
The Grindle Point Lighthouse and Sailors Memorial Museum, located on Grindle Point 
next to the docks and ferry ramp, are the symbol of Islesboro and certainly is the most 
photographed site in the community. The Keepers, a welcoming committee and source 
of island information, act like a mini tourist bureau. Over 3,000 visitors from around the 
world visit the lighthouse each year. It is a pleasant boat ride to the Island and one of 
the few lighthouses that permit visitors in the tower.
3 Based on the Comprehensive Plan Committee’s review of data from the Assessor’s Office and 
discussions with the Chairman of the Lighthouse Committee and Lighthouse Keeper.
The main building consists of the lighthouse tower, connecting passageway, and the 
keeper’s house. The 196 square foot tower is made of brick with a metal lantern. The 
756 square foot connecting passageway is about one-third concrete and brick, with the 
balance being wood construction. It is built on the foundation of the original, all wood, 
lighthouse. The 704 square foot keeper’s house, made of wood, houses the Sailors 
Memorial Museum on the first floor. The museum continues into the passage way 
corridor. Other buildings on the site include the 306 square foot wooden boat house and 
the fuel storage building, which has a concrete floor, brick walls, and slate roof. The 
boat house is next to the keeper’s house, facing Penobscot Bay. It is currently used by 
the town for general storage. The fuel storage building, located at the far end of the 
property near the Ferry Terminal, is empty and not in use. The fuel storage building was 
located distant from the lighthouse and constructed of nonflammable materials to 
protect the lighthouse in the event that the fuel caught fire. 
The original lighthouse was built in 1850. The current lighthouse was constructed in 
1875.
The outside of the tower is in very good condition. Windows and deteriorated bricks at 
the base on the water side were replaced and the tower was painted in 2008. The metal 
lantern was wire brushed and painted at the same time. The interior of the tower needs 
painting and the floor of the room below the lantern has buckled, due to high year round 
humidity. In addition, the base floor of the tower and the passage way floods during very 
high tides and storm surges. The wood section of the passage way and the keeper’s 
house are in good condition. The boat house is in fair condition, though no recent 
assessment has been made. The fuel storage building is in bad condition – roof slates 
are falling off and brick mortar needs repointing. An estimate for restoration, made ten 
years ago, was over $6,000. 
In general, the existing building is adequate to meet current and anticipated needs. The 
second floor of the keeper’s house, which includes three rooms that are currently 
closed, could be used to expand exhibits; however questions remain about the security 
and the safety of the stairs, which do not meet current codes. The boat house is used 
for general storage by the town, but could be used for new exhibits, such as one 
honoring the community’s lobstermen past and present.
During the summer season, there are two paid staff, a Lighthouse Keeper and an 
assistant (both town employees) who manage the museum and the gift shop.
The tower and keeper’s house are open late June to early September. 
There are no plans to improve facilities, equipment, or staff.
Grindle Point Lighthouse and Sailors Memorial Museum participate in various 
lighthouse tours, including “Lighthouse Days” sponsored by the Rockland Lighthouse 
Museum. An adult education group out of Augusta tours lighthouses along the coast, 
including the Grindle Point Lighthouse and Sailors Memorial Museum. Groups, of up to 
20 children, have toured the tower and museum. 
The Board of Selectmen and Town Manager oversee the operation of the Lighthouse 
and Museum with an annual operating budget of $6,560. This is offset by donations 
collected at the Museum and profits from the small gift shop.
XI. Islesboro Islands Trust
Islesboro Islands Trust, a nonprofit land conservation organization serving Islesboro and 
the Penobscot Bay vicinity, owns ten properties, or preserves, which it manages for 
ecological, scenic, and educational purposes. Of these, seven preserves have trails that 
provide Islesboro residents unique opportunities for walking, wildlife observation, and 
access to the shore. From time to time, all of the preserves are used for organized 
nature walks and other educational activities. For more information, contact Islesboro 
Islands Trust, PO Box 182, Islesboro, Maine 04848.
XII. Warren Island State Park
Warren Island is a 70.2 acre state park, managed by the Maine Bureau of Parks and 
Lands (MBPL). Located just south of the ferry landing, the Park includes ten camp sites, 
toilets, two shelters, moorings, a dock, a float that is available from Memorial Day until 
September 15th, nature trails, and fresh water. A fee is charged for use of the camp 
sites. According to the Comprehensive Plan Committee, most visitors come to the 
community by ferry and then make the short passage across Gilkey Harbor to Warren 
Island by private vessel. According to MBPL’s literature, "The park is designed for the 
boating public, and there is no public ferry transportation to the island. No phones are 
available on the island." Some visitors take private boats directly to Warren Island.
Warren Island State Park was the first State Park in Maine developed exclusively for 
boating access. Park staff is not allowed to transport visitors to the island, except in 
emergencies.
According to MBPL’s literature, old British Admiralty charts indicate that a single 
dwelling, believed to be owned by a Nathaniel Pendleton, existed near the center of the 
island before the American Revolutionary War.
At least a half-dozen families lived on Warren Island during the nineteenth century. The 
longest recorded residence, nearly sixty years, was that of George Warren (married to 
Lydia Hatch). The Warrens resided in a sturdy farmhouse near the center of the island, 
surrounded by several acres of cleared farm land. George Warren's son, Capt. J.W. 
Warren, lived on the northwest shore, opposite Seven Hundred Acre Island. 
A gravestone marked, "Mrs. Zilica, wife of Isaac Thomas; died June 9, 1841... age 22 
years." is located off the southeast section of the trail leading from mid-island to camp 
site #7. It has not been determined whether the Thomas family actually lived on Warren 
Island or if they lived on Seven Hundred Acre Island and were buried on Warren Island.
Warren Island was sold to William H. Folwell in 1899. He then built what is thought to be 
the most expensive log cabin in New England on the island. The island remained in the 
possession of the Folwell family until it was acquired by the town in lieu of taxes. 
Islesboro donated the island to the state in 1959 with the stipulation that it was to be 
used for recreational purposes. It was officially dedicated as a State Park on June 30, 
1967 by Governor Kenneth Curtis and 40 state and local officials, who took part in the 
ceremony. 
Islesboro resident, Malcolm Graf, was the first Park Manager from 1968 to 1983 before 
being lost at sea. "Mac" established a tradition of thoughtful management. The safe 
enjoyment of all visitors and campers while on the island was his prime concern. State 
Park rules were judiciously upheld; always tempered by Mac’s innate awareness of 
human frailty. Present management continues in the tradition he established.
Existing facilities appear to be in good to very good condition. Local knowledge 
suggests that campsites are filled most of the summer. Reservations can be made on 
line through the state reservation system and most sites fill up early and very quickly.
 
Warren Island isn't very well integrated into the community. As it is state-owned, no 
property taxes are generated for the town and most visitors have very little connection 
with community, other than for those who stop-over at the ferry landing before 
proceeding by canoe or kayak to Warren Island. Some people visit Warren by sailing or 
motoring to one of the moorings and never actually visit the main island. Islesboro 
residents occasionally visit Warren Island, however, and it is geographically part of the 
archipelago that is Islesboro. 
XIII. Flat Island
Flat Island is a state-owned colonial seabird nesting island that is managed by the 
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW), but falls under the 
jurisdiction of Maine’s Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) which is enforced by 
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP).
Seabird nesting islands are significant wildlife habitats and are protected by special 
regulations. According to NRPA rules, seabirds live over open water and return to land 
only once a year to nest. Their survival requires undisturbed nesting habitat. Small, 
unforested, rocky islands, like Flat Island, provide a setting free of most predators.
Many seabird species, nearly eradicated in Maine by the end of the 19th century, have 
recovered dramatically due to state and federal conservation laws and restoration 
efforts by nonprofit organizations. In 1998, 234 seabird nesting islands in Maine became 
protected as Significant Wildlife Habitat under the NRPA, including Flat Island.
Flat Island is the only seabird nesting island in Waldo County. It is also the most 
accessible seabird nesting island in Penobscot Bay, as all others are located much 
further away from shore.
The critical nesting period on Flat Island is from April 15 to July 31 each year. 
Therefore, the MDIFW prohibits trespass on Flat Island during that period, unless 
written permission is obtained from the Regional Wildlife Biologist.
XIV. Conservation Properties
There are approximately 490 acres enrolled in the state’s current use Open Space Tax 
Program. The 32 properties range in size from 1 to slightly more than 70 acres, with an 
average size of slightly more than 15 acres. 
7. Marine Resources
I. Marine Resources
The National Wetlands Inventory identifies five types of marine wetlands in Islesboro. 
Aquatic beds include a diverse group of plant communities that require surface water for 
growth and reproduction. They are best developed in permanent water or conditions of 
repeated flooding. Plants are either attached to the substrate or float freely above the 
bottom or on the surface. Aquatic beds may include algal beds, aquatic mosses, rooted 
vascular plants, or floating vascular plants. They are nearly continuous along the entire 
shoreline of the Town, except where there are rocky shores/bottoms and 
unconsolidated sand and at the shorelines near Job’s Mountain, between Little Island 
and Hewes Point, between the Bluffs and Decker Point, and in some areas west of 
Meadow Pond.  
Emergent wetlands are characterized by erect, rooted, herbaceous hydrophytes, 
excluding mosses and lichens. Vegetation is present most of the growing season most 
years and is usually dominated by perennial plants. Emergent wetlands may include 
persistent or non-persistent emergent vegetation. Some emergent wetlands are inland, 
generally, but not always, adjacent to areas of open water. They are found in small 
areas near Spragues Beach, Coombs Cove, the Narrows, and Mill Creek. One specific 
type of emergent vegetation is eel grass. 
Eel grass beds typically occur in the shallow subtidal zone in soft substrate (mud or 
sand). Eelgrass beds play a critical role in stabilizing the shoreline by trapping and 
binding sediments and protecting the shoreline from erosion. They also provide food, 
refuge, and nursery grounds for juvenile fish, waterfowl, shellfish, and other 
invertebrates. Eel grass is extremely sensitive to turbidity in the water, which blocks 
sunlight the plants need for photosynthesis. Turbidity is caused by sediment and 
nutrient loading as well as boat traffic. 
Rocky shore is characterized by bedrock, stones, or boulders which cover 75% of the 
bottom in high-energy habitats exposed as a result of continuous erosion by wind-driven 
waves or strong currents. Sessile or sedentary invertebrates and algae or lichens attach 
to rocky shores and usually display a vertical zonation that is a function of tidal range, 
wave action, and exposure to the sun. Rocky shore is found east of Turtle Head, along 
the Bare Ledges linking Hutchins Island to both Point Comfort and the shore of Coombs 
Cove, and several small areas DownIsland and along Seven Hundred Acre and other 
islands.  
Unconsolidated shore have substrates with less than 75% cover of stones, boulder, or 
bedrock and less than 30% cover by vegetation other than pioneering plants. Erosion 
and deposition by waves and currents produce beaches, bars, and flats in palustrine 
and lacustrine systems. They may include cobble-gravel, sand, mud, organic or 
vegetation that is usually killed by rising water levels and may be gone by the beginning 
of the next growing season. Unconsolidated bottoms are characterized by a lack of 
stable surfaces for plant and animal attachment. They are usually in areas of lower 
energy and may be very unstable. Most macroalgae attach to the substrate by means of 
basal hold-fast cells or discs; however, in sand and mud, algae may penetrate the 
substrate and higher plants can successfully root if wave action and currents are not too 
strong. They may include cobble-gravel, sand, mud, and organic bottoms. Large areas 
of unconsolidated sand are found at Spragues Beach, south of Marshall Point, Parker 
and Coombs coves, Ryder Cove, Billys Shore, Crow’s Cove, Islesboro Harbor, Broad 
Cove, Dark Harbor, and near the Gulf on Seven Hundred Acre Island.
Shellfish Habitat – There are three types of shellfish habitat in Islesboro – soft shell and 
quahog clams, sea scallop, and mussel. Nearly all shellfish habitat found near the 
shore, except for a portion of the habitat in Broad Cove, is soft shell and quahog clams. 
Offshore habitat and the remaining portion of Broad Cove are sea scallop habitat. 
II. Water Quality
All coastal waters off Islesboro’s shores are classified ‘SB’ under State statute which is 
defined as “of such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of recreation in 
and on the water, fishing, aquaculture, propagation and harvesting of shellfish, industrial 
process and cooling water supply, hydroelectric power generation, navigation and as 
habitat for fish and other estuarine and marine life. The habitat must be characterized 
as unimpaired. [Furthermore] Discharges to Class SB waters may not cause adverse 
impact to estuarine and marine life in that the receiving waters must be of sufficient 
quality to support all estuarine and marine species indigenous to the receiving water 
without detrimental changes in the resident biological community. There may be no new 
discharge to Class SB waters that would cause closure of open shellfish areas by the 
Department of Marine Resources1 “(DMR).
Islesboro Marine Water Monitoring
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Source:  Islesboro Water Quality Monitoring Program, 1992 - 2008
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Islesboro Marine Water Monitoring 
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Source:  Islesboro Water Quality Monitoring Program, 1992 - 2008
1 MRSA 38, § 465-B
Islesboro began a volunteer, local marine Water Quality Monitoring program in 1992 
under the auspices of the municipal Shellfish Committee, Islesboro Islands Trust and 
Islesboro Central School. Since then, water quality characteristics such as temperature, 
dissolved oxygen and salinity have been measured at selected locations around the 
island. From 1992 until 1997 coliform bacteria were also measured. However, this 
procedure is labor intensive and requires a laboratory. It was dropped from the protocol 
when the primary laboratory volunteer, Jon Kerr, was no longer able to perform or 
oversee the test.
Source:  Islesboro Water Quality Monitoring Program, 1992 - 2008
Test results tend to suggest that marine water in coves is warming earlier in the year. 
For example, the average water sample temperature during April in 1994 was 4.7 
degrees Celsius while in 2007 the average April water temperature was 9.3. Each 
intervening year that April samples were taken showed a slight increase. 
In general, dissolved oxygen test results suggest a healthy environment for aquatic 
species. Although Islesboro does not have a Healthy Beaches program aimed 
specifically at determining whether popular swimming areas are safe, there is no data to 
suggest otherwise. The DMR collects water samples at 20 locations along the Islesboro 
shore and tests them for coliform. State and federal agencies use the test results to 
determine whether eating shellfish taken from these areas is a health threat. In addition 
Islesboro Marine Water Monitoring
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to the regular water quality monitoring, DMR must undertake a shoreline survey to 
further assure that contaminants are not entering the shellfish market.
III. Fishing Licenses
Islesboro Fishing Licenses
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 % Total
Commercial Fishing Crew 0 1 0 0 1 1 0.03
Commercial Shrimp Crew 0 1 0 0 1 0 0.00
Commercial Shellfish 0 0 2 0 0 0 0.00
Lobster/Crab Noncommercial 13 9 10 8 7 5 0.16
Lobster/Crab Apprentice 1 2 3 1 0 0 0.00
Lobster/Crab Class I 7 10 7 7 4 3 0.09
Lobster/Crab Class II 19 13 13 13 12 12 0.38
Lobster/Crab Class III 2 7 6 4 4 3 0.09
Lobster/Crab Over Age 70 2 2 1 1 3 2 0.06
Lobster/Crab Student 7 5 3 2 2 1 0.03
Retail Seafood 3 3 4 3 3 2 0.06
Scallop Noncommercial 2 2 1 1 2 0 0.00
Sea Urchin/Scallop Tenders 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.03
Wholesale No Lobsters 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.00
Wholesale No Lobsters, 
supplemental 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.00
Wholesale with Lobsters 3 2 1 1 1 1 0.03
Wholesale with Lobsters, 
Supplemental 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.03
Total 60 58 52 42 44 32 1.00
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources
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Nearly two-thirds of all fishing license in the Town are for lobsters and crabs, distantly 
followed by noncommercial lobster and crab licenses and retail seafood.  
Islesboro Residents Holding Marine Resources Licenses
 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007
Dealers 6 5 5 4 4 3
Harvesters 47 46 42 35 29 25
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources
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By far, the most significant license residents obtain is for harvesters. They made up 
88.7% of all licenses in 2002. While the total number of resident licenses declined by 
nearly half (49.1%) between 2002 and 2007, the ratio of dealers to harvesters has 
remained nearly the same (88.7% in 2002 and 89.3% in 2007).
Islesboro # Lobster Traps Fished By Residents
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Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources, 2002 - 2007
The number of traps fished by residents also declined between 2002 and 2007, though 
not as dramatically (21.8%).
IV. Clam Landings 
Islesboro Clam Licenses, 2004
Resident Commercial 5
Nonresident Commercial 0
Resident Recreational 100
Nonresident Recreational 10
Source: Islesboro town Reports
      
Islesboro Clamming Licenses, 2003 - 2006
Year Recreational Commercial Total
2007-08 79  79
2006-07 76  76
2005-06 80  80
2004-05 95 3 98
2003-04 80 5 85
Source: Islesboro Town Reports
 
Most clam licenses in Islesboro are held by residents and are used for recreational 
purposes. There were five resident commercial licenses in 2003-04 and three in 2004-
05. No commercial licenses were reported after 2005. 
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Islesboro 311 527  266 408   378
Northport   262    476 105
Waldo 
County 6,524 3,094 6,083 5,658 3,433 143 476 3,630
North 
Haven 4,153 4,542 1,484 446 522 11,082 2,113 3,477
Vinalhaven 105,901 56,459 75,619 30,323 42,810 69,518 39,022 59,950
Maine 11,518,080 10,938,625 13,117,522 11,809,161 11,584,135 11,049,549 8,847,430 11,266,359
Source: Maine Department of Marine Resources, 2006
Clam landings in Islesboro are relatively comparable to those in Northport, but far 
smaller than that of North Haven and Vinalhaven. Landings fluctuated from a low of 266 
lbs in 2002 to a high of 527 lbs in 2000 over the 7 years between 1999 and 2005. The 
216 lbs landed in 2003, the last year for which data is available, was 57% of Islesboro’s 
seven-year average.
The Islesboro water quality monitoring volunteers have worked closely, although 
irregularly, with DMR biologists, occasionally taking water samples and conducting 
shoreline surveys. Current DMR data make it unlawful to take shellfish from most of the 
Islesboro intertidal area south of the Narrows, from Sabbathday Harbor, and from 
Cradle Cove on 700 Acre Island. Most shoreland areas north of the Narrows are open 
to the harvesting of shellfish if responsive to the Town’s Shellfish Harvesting Ordinance, 
which includes:
• Everyone, whether 
resident or renter, must have a 
noncommercial license, 
available from the Town 
Office, with them when digging 
or harvesting any shellfish. 
One nonresident, 
noncommercial license is 
issued for every 10 resident, 
noncommercial licenses.
• Dig clams or harvest 
mussels only in open areas.
• A maximum of 1 peck of 
soft shell clams or 2 bushels of 
hen clams is allowed per 
license per day.
• There are no licensed 
commercial harvesters on 
Islesboro. Shellfish can only be purchased from licensed commercial harvesters or 
retail outlets.
• The Ryder’s Cove area is closed for conservation purposes from 
April 1 to October 1. 
• Residents are urged to report potential shellfish violations to the 
Waldo County Sheriff’s office, who will contact the local shellfish warden.
 
V. Aquaculture
Source: Maine Department of Marine Reources, 2008 
There is one aquaculture site in Islesboro. It is located on a two acre site between Lime 
and Job Islands According to DMR, it is an “experimental aquaculture lease” for green 
sea urchins. It uses suspended cultivation techniques. As a result, navigation, lobster 
fishing, and recreational boating and fishing are allowed on the lease. The lease 
originated in 2006 and will expire in 2009.
VI. Waterfront Access
Islesboro Waterfront Access, 2007
Name Use Ownership Access Comments
Town Dock Public Wharf Municipal Public
Ferry Terminal Transportation 
Facility
State Public
Public Boat Ramp Public Boat 
Launch
Municipal Public
Dark Harbor Boat Yard Private Boatyard Private Private
Pendleton Yacht Yard Private Boatyard Private Private
Tarratine Yacht Club Private 
Commercial 
Recreational
Private Private Opened seasonally
Islesboro Marine 
Enterprises
Private Boatyard Private Private
Moseley's Public Wharf Public Wharf Municipal Public
Pripet Wharf Public ROW and 
Landing 
Municipal Public Barge service only, 
permit required
Town Beach Public ROW Municipal Public Path to shore, picnic 
benches, recreational 
area
Point Comfort  ROW Public ROW Municipal Public Path to the shore used 
for recreation & 
clamming
Narrows ROW Private ROW Municipal Public Owned by Islesboro 
Islands Trust. Path to 
shore for clamming & 
worming. 
Mill Creek Bridge ROW Public ROW Municipal Public ROW over town owned 
bridge to clam flats
Kissel Point ROW Public ROW Municipal Public Limited use by 
commercial fishermen 
for boat storage
Islesboro Waterfront Access, 2007
Name Use Ownership Access Comments
Derby Road Town 
Landing 
Public ROW Municipal Public Natural boat ramp, used 
for float storage & repair
Loranus Cove Public ROW Municipal Public Access to shore for 
recreation & clamming
Charlotte's Cove Public ROW Municipal Public Beach for public 
recreation
Source: Maine Department of Conservation, 2006
Waterfront access facilities include one transportation facility; one public boat launch; 
one private, commercial, recreational facility; two public wharves; three private 
boatyards, and nine public rights-of-way. The various rights-of-way provide public 
access to the shore for clamming, worming, and recreating and include paths, beaches, 
picnic benches, and some limited boat storage. 
There are 85 piers along the Town’s shores.
VII. Moorings and Anchorages
Islesboro 2006 Boat Anchorages
Length Number  
10 - 15 17  
16 - 31 27  
32 - 43 13  
 57 # Boats
26.07 Average Size
20.00 Median Size
Source: Maine Department of 
Marine Resources
The DMR reports that in 2006, there were 57 boats in Islesboro’s two anchorages, the 
Grindle Point and Mosley anchorages. The boats ranged in size from 10 to 43 feet, with 
the average boat being 26 feet long and the median being 20 feet.

8. Fresh Water Resources
I. Fresh Water Resources
Though previous comprehensive plans indicate several dozen minor watersheds in 
Islesboro, each draining to Penobscot Bay, only two watersheds are identified in data 
provided by the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). The entire island is 
included in one watershed, with the watershed around Meadow Pond delineated 
separately. There are a number of small, unnamed streams and ponds in the 
community, in addition to Meadow Pond, the only sizable water body, which is 
described below.
All streams in Islesboro are classified ‘B’ under State statute which is defined as “of 
such quality that they are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water supply after 
treatment; fishing; agriculture; recreation in and on the water; industrial process and 
cooling water supply; hydroelectric power generation, except as prohibited under Title 
12, section 403; navigation; and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. The habitat 
must be characterized as unimpaired. [Furthermore,] Discharges to Class B waters may 
not cause adverse impact to aquatic life in that the receiving waters must be of sufficient 
quality to support all aquatic species indigenous to the receiving water without 
detrimental changes in the resident biological community. “1
II. Meadow Pond
According to the Pearl database,2 Meadow Pond has:
1 MRSA 38, § 465
2 University of Maine Environmental Information Website www.pearl.maine.edu 
• an area of 41 acres, 
• a perimeter of 6,796 feet, 
• a mean depth of 6 feet and maximum depth of 15 feet, 
• a drainage area of 0.55 square miles, 
• a dam at an elevation of 61 feet above sea level.
In addition, the database identifies the trophic status of the Pond as eutrophic.
Given its size, Meadow Pond is defined as a Great Pond under State statute and its 
waters are classified ‘GPA’, the sole classification of great ponds and natural ponds and 
lakes less than 10 acres in size. “Class GPA waters must be of such quality that they 
are suitable for the designated uses of drinking water after disinfection, recreation in 
and on the water, fishing, agriculture, industrial process and cooling water supply, 
hydroelectric power generation, navigation and as habitat for fish and other aquatic life. 
The habitat must be characterized as natural. [Furthermore] There may be no new 
direct discharge of pollutants into Class GPA waters.”3 
Islesboro Per-Acre Phosporus Allocations for Meadow Pond Watershed 
LAKE DDA ANAD AAD GF D F WQC LOP C FC P SWT
Meadow 
Pond 145 15 130 0.3 39 1.6
mod-
sensitive m 1.00 1.61 0.041 10
DDA Direct land drainage area in Township in acres
ANAD Area not available for development in acres
AAD Area available for development in acres (DDA - ANAD)
GF Growth Factor
D Area likely to be developed in acres (GF x AAD) 
F lbs. phosphorus allocated to towns share of watershed per ppb in lake
WQC Water quality category
LOP Level of Protection (h=high(coldwater fishery);m=medium)
C Acceptable increase in lake's phosphorus concentration in ppb
FC Allowable increase in annual phosphorus load to the lake (lb/year)
P Per acre phosphorus allocation (FC/D) (lb/acre/year)
SWT Small Watershed Threshold in acres
Source: Maine Department of Environmental Protection, 2008
The Maine Department of Environmental Protection has calculated a per acre 
phosphorous allocation of 0.041 lbs/acre/year for new development in the Meadow 
3 MRSA 38, § 465-A
Pond watershed to protect the water quality of Meadow Pond from additional 
phosphorous loading, which contributes to eutrophication.4
III. Wetlands
Islesboro Wetlands 
 UpIsland DownIsland Total  
 Acres % Island Acres % Island Acres % Island
Fresh Water       
Pond 10 0.00 7 0.00 17 0.00
Salt Marsh 56 0.01 28 0.00 84 0.01
Shrubby Swamp 318 0.04 175 0.02 493 0.06
Forested Swamp 735 0.09 381 0.05 1115 0.14
Subtotal 1119 0.14 591 0.08 1710 0.22
Marine/Estuarine       
Aquatic Bed     1311  
Emergent     17  
Rocky Bottom     0  
Rocky Shore     70  
Unconsolidated Sand     292  
Subtotal     1690  
Total     3400  
Total Island     7753  
Source: Town of Islesboro, 2002; National Wetlands Inventory
Islesboro Wetlands
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Source: Town of Islesboro, 2002; National Wetlands Inventory, 1971-1992
4  Please note that development greater than ten acres would need to use another procedure to figure out 
the appropriate phosphorous allocation number, which would be smaller, so as not to use up all the 
allocation for development in the watershed. 
In earlier comprehensive plans, the community identified 94 fresh water wetlands, 
totaling 466 acres, in the community and 6 major wetland systems that feed estuarine 
waters. 
A combination of Town and Maine Office of Geographic Information wetlands data 
indicate a total of 1,710 acres of fresh water wetlands and 1,690 acres of marine and 
estuarine wetlands.
IV. State Regulations 
Since 2002, State law and rules have been revised to regulate stormwater impacts from 
development, establishing additional standards for development in lake watersheds at 
most risk from development and in urban impaired streams – neither of which are 
identified in Islesboro.
V. Islesboro Regulations
The Town’s Land Use and Subdivision ordinances establishes districts that are largely 
focused around surface water features – Meadow Pond, wetlands, coastal areas, etc. – 
protecting shorelands, wetlands, flood plains, salt marshes, and estuarine systems with 
use restrictions, setbacks, minimum lot size requirements, and standards governing 
storm water runoff, septic waste disposal, spreading or disposal of manure, erosion and 
sedimentation control, and development permitting.
9. Groundwater Resources
I. Groundwater Resources
Twelve small high yield aquifers are located in Islesboro. Four are UpIsland, two within 
the loop formed by Main and Meadow Pond roads, one immediately south of Meadow 
Pond, and one just south of Bluff Road. Six are located DownIsland, one in the vicinity 
of the old Islesboro Village, one near Mill Creek, one in the vicinity of the Town Center, 
one along Babbidge Road, and one east of the intersection of the road that leads to 
Shattuck Point and Pendleton Point Road.
Three locations are identified as groundwater recharge areas. The largest is located 
UpIsland within the loop road formed by Main and Meadow Pond roads. It surrounds 
one of the high yield aquifers noted above. The other two are considerably smaller and 
are located DownIsland – one is south of the emerging Town Center and the other is 
east of the intersection of the road that leads to Shattuck Point and Pendleton Point 
Road, surrounding the high yield aquifer noted above.
II. Drinking Water Supplies 
All residents of Islesboro draw drinking water from bedrock wells (86%, based on 1994 
survey of residents), dug wells, or springs for household use. There is one community 
well located in Ryder Cove that serves 9 residences.1
1 Gerber, Robert G. Inc. Islesboro Ground Water Resource Evaluation. Prepared for the Islesboro Comprehensive Plan 
Implementation Project. Freeport, Maine. August 1995.
Islesboro has 5 water systems that the state defines as “non-transient non-community” 
or “community” public water systems2.  They provide water for the Islesboro Central 
School (2 wells), Tarratine Yacht Club, Dark Harbor Shop, Tarratine Golf Restaurant, 
and Warren Island State Park. All are bedrock wells, drilled to depths from 20 to 80 feet, 
in the three cases where overburden thickness is known.  The Maine Drinking Water 
Program identifies contamination risk for these water systems based on:
• well type and site geology (thickness of overburden); 
• existing and future risk of acute contamination from bacteria, nitrates, septic 
systems, and animal feedlot or manure piles; and 
• existing and future risk of chronic chemical contaminants or significant 
sources of contamination from parking lots, fuel storage tanks, landfills, or 
industrial waste disposal sites.  
In general, two wells are at “moderate” and three are at “low” risk of contamination. 
The Islesboro Central School wells are identified as having moderate risk:
• based on site geology because the overburden thickness is unknown;
2 Maine Title 22, Chapter 601, defines any publicly or privately owned water conveyance system which “has at least 125 service 
connections, or regularly serves an average of at least 25 individuals daily for at least 60 days out of the year.”
Public Water Systems - and Level of Contamination Risk
Existing
Acute
Future 
Acute
Existing
Chronic
Future
Chronic
Overall
RiskOwner Geology
Islesboro Central School 1,2.4 M M L M M M
Tarratine Yacht Club 2 L M L L
Dark Harbor Shop 1,3 M L M M
Tarratine Golf Restaurant L L L L
Warren Island State Park L L L L
Notes 1. overburden thickness unknown , 2. septic system within 300' of well,        3. status 
unknown or inadequate control of area around well, 4  parking lot nearby
Risk
low               L
moderate    M
Source: Maine Department of Human Services, Drinking Water Program, 2003  
• for existing risk of acute contamination because there is a septic system 
within 300 feet of the wells;
• for existing risk of chronic contamination because cadmium has been 
detected and three potential sources of contamination are located within the 
well-head protection area, the closest being a parking lot; and
• for future risk of chronic contamination because of lack of legal control of the 
area within 2500 Phase II/V Waiver.
The Dark Harbor Shop well is identified as having moderate risk:
• based on site geology because the overburden thickness is unknown and
• for future risk for acute contamination because the status of land ownership is 
unknown or it has been determined that the proprietor does not own or 
control all the land within 300 feet of this water supply source. 
III. Hydrologic Studies
A. 1995 Groundwater Resource Evaluation 
The purpose of the 1995 study was to “compile well data collected by volunteers of the 
Town, analyze maps and aerial photographs, evaluate the present state of ground water 
and recommend future methods for groundwater protection.”3 The evaluation was based 
on available hydrogeologic literature, including the results of a townwide well 
questionnaire. The analysis included determination of bedrock aquifer yield potential 
through photo linear analysis, salt water intrusion potential within about 600 feet of the 
coast through photolinear interpretation, and statistical examination and review of well 
questionnaire data. 
The results of the survey indicated that median well yields and bedrock well yields were 
above average (8 gpm and 16 gpm, respectively), and median and mean bedrock well 
depths were about average, when compared to other coastal settings. About 7% of 
respondents indicated that iron was a problem, 2% indicated that lime was a problem, 
3 Op cit page 2.
and 1% indicated that manganese, bacteria, sulfur, salt and odors were a problem. One 
residence cited gasoline and two cited nitrates issues with their wells.
High yield bedrock aquifers and recharge areas were delineated as part of the analysis, 
which also indicated that very few locations in the community would support a public 
water supply in the event of contamination or depletion and demonstrated a need for the 
Town to protect recharge areas through managed growth and the proper handling of 
chemicals, petroleum, and septic systems.
The goals of the recommended groundwater management plan laid out in the report 
included:
1. Preserving Groundwater Quantity.   Staying within bedrock aquifer safe 
yields, enhancing groundwater recharge, and controlling residential subdivision and 
commercial developments by:
• Minimizing the amount of impervious cover that prevents rain water from 
entering the earth to become groundwater.
• Encouraging infiltration of storm water from new development.
• Preventing excessive pumping or reduction in recharge that can lower the 
groundwater table through conservation and management of new development.
• Limiting coastal development to at least one dwelling unit per acre.
• Adding new well data to the Town’s groundwater database.
• Making educational material available.
2. Preserving Groundwater Quality.   Controlling all types of waste disposal, 
managing nonpoint source pollution, and controlling development and water quality 
monitoring by:
• Balancing the need for growth with groundwater quality protection, by 
using federal maximum contaminant levels (MCL’s) for public 
drinking water supplies as a guideline for private water supplies.
• Not pumping groundwater at a rate that exceeds the rate at which 
groundwater is recharged by precipitation.
• Establishing minimum lot sizes based on soil carrying capacity to 
manage nitrate loading from septic systems.
• Setting water quality performance standards for all development 
under subdivision or site plan review.
• Directing waste disposal to groundwater discharge areas.
• Monitoring salt water intrusion.
• Defining the personnel and equipment available to respond in the 
event of a chemical or petroleum spill.
• Managing potential nonpoint sources of pollution (i.e., subsurface 
sewage disposal systems, petroleum storage tanks, material stock 
piles, sand/salt piles, abandoned wells, golf courses, airports).
• Continuing to collect and tabulate well data, water levels, and soil 
thicknesses.
B. Groundwater Resource Protection Monitoring 
In 1999, the Town was granted federal Environmental Protection Agency “sole source 
aquifer” status and embarked on a program that relies on the voluntary cooperation of 
householders, development of recommendations for corrective action, and the 
preparation and distribution of educational materials. 
From 2001 to 2003, the Town’s Groundwater Protection Committee conducted annual 
water testing and water level monitoring of a network of wells to establish a reasonable 
foundation of information on groundwater characteristics. The same year, Wright-Pierce 
tied the elevation of well casings to sea level to aid efforts to determine base ground 
water levels. Each year in August the Committee also tested for water quality. 
In 2001, 8 wells satisfactorily met the Federal Safe Drinking Water standards; 9 did not. 
The Committee recommended that all island well owners have their wells tested and 
decided to focus future efforts on identifying wells that are vulnerable to contamination. 
In 2002, 60% of test wells tested positive for coliform bacteria, but no test wells 
exceeding the federal standards for metals. The Committee recommended that 
Islanders test their wells annually and made test kits available at the Town Office. It 
continued its program of identifying potential and existing sources of pollution to island 
aquifers, primarily septic systems and sources of petroleum.
In 2003, 20% fewer test wells tested positive for coliform bacteria. The Committee 
continued to recommend annual testing for Islanders wells, cautioned about potential 
impacts from malfunctioning septic systems and pesticides, and noted that more than 
100 junked cars had been removed from the island that year. It also began a program of 
studying the effects of pesticide and fertilizer usage on groundwater.
In 2003 based on its annual testing of well water levels, the Committee was able to 
report that it appeared that groundwater levels decline each summer (low of 18 feet in 
August), but recover by the following spring (8 feet in April). The annual water quality 
testing included two wells on property where pesticides and fertilizers were normally 
used, which did not show any contamination. Coliform bacteria continued to be found in 
40% of the wells tested, approximately twice the average figure for the state as a whole. 
Two wells also tested positive for E.coli; two others slightly exceeded arsenic standards 
and well owners were advised to contact the Maine Department of Human Resources 
(DHS). The Committee continued to encourage islanders to test annually and to 
conserve.
In 2004, based on the recommendation of its consultant, Stratex, LLC, the Committee 
decided to investigate several areas of particular interest, including the integrity of well 
casings and the regulatory files and water quality associated with the Town’s landfill, as 
well as a revision of its water monitoring program. The result of a study of well casings 
revealed seal failures that allow potentially contaminated surface and shallow 
groundwater from soil to enter the well. In August 2004, Stratex prepared a summary of 
the findings from the annual water level measurements and water quality testing of the 
network of wells.
1. Groundwater Levels. Water levels were measured quarterly from 2001 to 2004, 
monthly for 2002 and 2003, then quarterly in 2004. Despite relatively high groundwater 
levels in 2004, cumulative annual precipitation since 2001 was consistently less than 
average annual precipitation levels. Stratex concluded that, “it is possible that 
groundwater levels in 2004 are still less than the long-term average (i.e., 30 years) 
levels.”4 
2. Water Quality Testing. The 2004 water quality sampling focused on specific 
parameters, including pH, specific conductance, sodium, chloride, hardness, radon, and 
total coliform counts. 
The pH values were generally within the range of values measured during other 
sampling events, with the average pH at 7.41 (median at 7.38). 
In general, Stratex observed that elevated values for specific conductance were 
consistent with Islesboro’s coastal and geologic setting (i.e., more dissolved 
components of limestone bedrock units).
Concentrations of sodium, hardness, and chloride were similar to previous 
measurements and elevated in several wells, possibly due to impacts from road salt, 
salt water intrusion, water softeners, and/or wastewater. 
Testing revealed radon in concentrations that generally exceeded EPA maximum 
contaminant level, but were below the alternative maximum contaminant level for small 
community water systems (several were very close to the standard). However, indoor 
air levels were comparable to outdoor levels. Because samples were collected by the 
Groundwater Committee, the DHS recommended retesting by a Maine Registered 
Radon Service Provider to verify results and advised homeowners to contact the Maine 
Radiation Control Program for additional information.
“The presence of total coliform [bacteria] has been a persistent problem in Islesboro 
wells.”5 To explore potential causes, the Committee checked the integrity of well seals 
and performed additional testing, including an expanded suite of coliform parameters for 
a subset of wells. Bacterial counts from four wells were very high and suggested 
contamination from surface water. In general, the type and quantity of bacteria found 
suggest “well integrity issues common in older wells (> 50 years old)”6 and point to the 
4 Stratex, LLC. 2004 Ground Water Resource Protection Monitoring, Islesboro, Maine. November 17, 2004.
5  Op cit page 6.
6  Ibid.
need for public education regarding land use activities near wellheads and the need for 
regular testing. The results support the need for a well casing inspection program.
Based on the 2004 water monitoring program, Stratex recommended that the 
Committee:
• Establish a well database and GIS mapping system.
• Require registration and proof of potable water for new wells through 
the building permit process.
• Educate the public about the value of regular water quality testing 
and the importance of eliminating pet waste from ground surface 
near wells.
• Review water quality test data from the Maine Health and 
Environmental Testing Laboratory for the past 10 years.
• Review the Town’s land use regulations for measures aimed at 
protecting groundwater.
• Establish a groundwater monitoring program for the landfill.
• Continue inspecting well casings.
• Evaluate potential causes of elevated sodium, hardness, and 
chloride by meeting with public works to gain an understanding of 
road salting activities, compiling information on use of water 
softeners, and checking separation distances between septic system 
leachfields and water supply wells.
In 2005, eight of the nineteen well tested, tested positive for coliform bacteria, though 
none tested positive for E.coli. One tested positive for fecal coliform from an animal 
source. These results continued to suggest well integrity issues, which was confirmed 
when two of the four well casings inspected were found to be leaking badly. Based on 
these results, the Committee decided to continue its well casings program the following 
year. Stratex indicated that well water level monitoring results now provided sufficient 
data to indicate that ground water quantities were adequate for Islesboro’s present 
population and for anticipated growth. The Committee advised Islanders to continue 
annually well testing and care with potential sources of contamination.
2007 testing indicated no significant change in water quality. The Town’s consultant, 
Robinson Resources made a joint presentation to the Groundwater and Comprehensive 
Plan committees and recommended that the Town adopt a groundwater protection 
ordinance that requires a minimum 200 foot distance between wells and septic systems 
and a 500 foot setback from the shoreline to prevent salt water intrusion.
In 2008, well monitoring continues. 
C.  Soil Carrying Capacity 
Geologic 
Soil Type
Average 
Natural 
Recharge 
Rate % of 
PPTN
Average 
Natural 
Recharge 
Rate 
gpm/acre
Average 
Natural 
Recharge 
Rate 
inches/year
A 
Allowable 
Dwellings 
per Acre
1/A 
Allowable 
Acres per 
Dwelling
Drought 
Recharge 
Rate 
gpm/acre
Drought 
A 
Allowable 
Dwellings 
per Acre
Drought 
1/A 
Allowable 
Acres per 
Dwelling
sand and 
gravel 50% 1.23 23.9 1.6 0.6 0.74 1.0 1.0
thin sandy 
till 25% 0.62 11.9 0.8 1.2 0.37 0.5 2.1
silty till 15% 0.37 7.2 0.5 2.1 0.22 0.3 3.5
exposed 
rock and 
glaciomarin
e silt 10% 0.25 4.8 0.3 3.1 0.15 0.2 5.2
glaciomarin
e clay silt 5% 0.12 2.4 *0.2 *5.0 0.07 *0.2 *5.0
Notes: 1) * Glaciomarine clay-silt soils are not only limiting in their ability to treat residential wastewater, but they also have limitations 
relating to other site engineering issues such as slope stability, drainage and siltation potential. Ongoing research suggests clays may 
have the capability of denitrifying wastewater more effectively than typically assumed. 2) Drought conditions assume that precipitation is 
reduced to 60% of the average rainfall.
Source: Robinson Resources, LLC. Soil Carrying Capacity, Islesboro, Maine. December 22, 2006.
In 2006, the Comprehensive Plan Committee hired Robinson Resources, LLC to 
perform a soil carrying capacity analysis to evaluate the capacity of soils to treat 
wastewater from residential septic systems and as a potential tool to protect 
groundwater resources. Based on the analysis of soil types, whose potential recharge 
rate varies from about 2-5% for clay to 50% for sand and gravel, the recommended 
allowable dwellings per acre ranged from a high of 1.6 dwellings per acre to a low of 0.2 
dwelling units per acre. Expressed differently, the recommended allowable acres per 
dwelling ranged from 0.6 to 5 acres per dwelling. 
Four small areas appropriate for higher densities are located UpIsland; one is located 
DownIsland in the vicinity of the emerging Town Center. Areas that would support 
slightly higher densities than are currently required are located in the northern parts 
UpIsland, north and west of and within the Narrows, on portions of Grindle Point, along 
Charlottes Cove, and other scattered locations DownIsland. Much of the rest of the 
Island is highly constrained and would warrant a reduction in density, much of it 
significantly lower than currently allowed, using traditional on-site septic systems.  
The analysis was based on the ability of the land to dilute residential wastewater, with 
nitrate-nitrogen as the primary contaminant of interest. Robinson Resources reviewed 
soil types and assigned recharge rates as the percent of average annual precipitation 
likely to infiltrate the ground. After recharge rates were assigned, the number of housing 
units per acre was calculated for each soil type, assuming the dilution of wastewater 
with groundwater.7 A second set of calculations were prepared to reflect drought 
conditions. The consultant recommended that wells and septic systems be separated by 
at least 200 feet to protect against pathogens. Robinson Resources noted the 
limitations of local variations in geology, soils, or septic system design, installation, and 
operation as well as accuracy of data collected by others, and recommended that 
individual site and project design should be subject to field verification.
IV. Potential Sources of Contamination 
Islesboro Potential Threats to Groundwater
Total UpIsland DownIsland Narrows Outer 
Islands
Automobile Repair 2 1 1
Gas Station 1 1
Engineered Solid Waste Disposal 1 1
Municipal Landfill 1 1
Waste Water Treatment Facility 1 1
7 Robinson Resources, LLC. Soil Carrying Capacity, Islesboro, Maine. December 22, 2006.
Islesboro Potential Threats to Groundwater
Total UpIsland DownIsland Narrows Outer 
Islands
Waste Water Treatment Outfall 1 1
Leaking Aboveground Oil Tanks 7 4 3
Leaking Underground Oil Tanks 5 5
Marina-Boatyard 2 1 1
Sand and Salt Storage 1 1
Septage Spreading Location 1 1
Surface Spill 3 3
Transfer Station 1 1
Active Overboard Discharge 2 2
Removed Overboard Discharge 18 2 13 1 2
Remediation Site – no further 
action
3 1 1 1
Remediation Site - ongoing 1 1
Registered Aboveground Oil Tanks 4 1 3
Out of Service Underground Oil 
Tanks
4 2 2
Spill Response 4 1 1 1 1
Source: Maine Department of Environmental Protection
A number of potential threats to groundwater have been identified; a number of which 
are clustered together. 
UpIsland, along Meadow Pond Road, between two high yield aquifers and the largest 
groundwater recharge area, are the municipal transfer station, the Town’s sand and salt 
pile, a septage spreading location, a remediation site that requires no further action, and 
an automobile repair facility. The municipal landfill is located north of the groundwater 
recharge area. Near Meadow Pond are two registered out-of-service underground oil 
tanks. In the vicinity of the old North Islesboro Village, there are one registered 
underground oil tank, four leaky aboveground oil tanks, and three surface spills.
DownIsland, in the vicinity of the old Islesboro Village, there was a leaking aboveground 
storage tank. In the vicinity of the emerging Town Center north of one of the 
groundwater recharge areas are a bulk fuel storage facility, an automobile repair facility, 
a gas station, two registered underground storage tanks, and a leaking underground oil 
tank. In Dark Harbor, are a wastewater treatment plant and outfall, a leaking 
aboveground oil tank, two leaking underground oil tanks, a marina, and two registered 
out-of-service underground storage tanks. An engineered solid waste disposal facility is 
located nearby at the Tarratine Yacht Club. One registered aboveground oil tank is 
located near Pendleton Point. 
Offshore on Seven Hundred Acre Island are a marina, a spill response, and a 
remediation site that requires no further action. 
Spill responses were also noted at the old Islesboro Village, Northeast Point, Pripet, and 
in the Eastern Bay.
Two active overboard discharges are located at Fire Island and Ryder Cove. Eighteen 
overboard discharges have been removed – two UpIsland, thirteen DownIsland, one in 
the Narrows, and one each on Seven Hundred Acre and Minot islands.
V. State Regulations
In 2000, the Legislature adopted PL 761 to give pubic water suppliers “abutter status” 
for certain proposed activities that require a permit within a given source protection 
area, including automobile recycling facilities or junkyards, expansion of structures 
using subsurface waste disposal systems, conditional and contract zoning, subdivisions, 
and other land use projects. In 2008, the Legislature directed the Department of 
Defense, Veterans and Emergency Management, Maine Emergency Management 
Agency, in coordination with the Department of Public Safety, Office of the State Fire 
Marshall and the Department of Environmental Protection, to review and make 
recommendations on improving the current framework for registering aboveground oil 
storage facilities.
In 2001, the State passed legislation to protect sensitive geologic areas from oil 
contamination, which prohibits or modifies the installation of underground storage tank 
facilities in the proximity of existing public water supplies and private wells and future 
water supplies associated with significant sand and gravel aquifers. The requirements of 
the statute apply only to motor fuel and bulk plant underground storage tanks, not to the 
expansion of underground storage tanks that existed at a site prior to the effective date 
of the law.
Under the law, tanks cannot be installed:
• within 300 feet of a private well, other than the well used to supply 
water to the business with the underground storage tank
• within 1,000 feet (or the source water protection area, which ever is 
larger) of a community water supply
• over a high-yield sand and gravel aquifer
• within 1,000 feet (or the source water protection area, which ever is 
greater) of a transient (e.g., restaurant, highway rest stop) or non-
transient (e.g., school, office park) public water supply
• over a mapped moderate-yield sand and gravel aquifer.
In 2008, a bill was proposed to amend this law to prohibit the installation of 
aboveground storage facilities, automobile graveyards or recycling businesses, 
automobile body or other commercial automobile maintenance and repair shops, dry 
cleaning facilities, metal finishing or plating facilities, or commercial hazardous waste 
facilities within wellhead protection zones to prevent contamination by oil and hazardous 
matter and give municipal code enforcement officers the authority to enforce the 
restrictions. The bill, as adopted, was amended to eliminate provisions that called for 
administration and enforcement primarily at the local level, the requirement for the 
registration of aboveground oil storage facilities in wellhead protection zones and over 
sand and gravel aquifers, and authorization for the Department of Environmental 
Protection to enjoin the operation of a facility installed in violation of the new siting 
restrictions and replace it with more comprehensive enforcement language. It also 
required a number of departments and agencies to review and make recommendations 
about how to improve the current framework for registering aboveground oil storage 
facilities.
VI. Islesboro Regulations
In 2000, based on the recommendations of the 1995 groundwater study, the Town 
adopted a Groundwater Protection Ordinance, which established the Groundwater 
Protection Committee and charged it with:
• monitoring groundwater quality, 
• recommending corrective action to address groundwater pollution in 
cooperation with the Codes Enforcement Officer and Local Plumbing 
Inspector, 
• developing and publicizing educational and informational material on 
groundwater protection and conservation,
• requiring adherence to provisions of the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s provisions for sole source aquifers,
• applying for grants and donations to add to Town funds for its 
purposes,
• preparing an annual budget in cooperation with the Town Manager,
• preparing reports, including one for inclusion in the Town’s Annual 
Report, and
• advising the Planning Board, and other boards and committees, 
about procedures, rules, or ordinances related to groundwater 
protection.
Furthermore, the Town’s Land Use Ordinance requires applicants for land use permits 
to supply data on any new well dug or drilled, including the depth and flow rate, to the 
Codes Enforcement Officer to aid the monitoring of the Town’s water supply. 
10. Critical Natural Resources
I. Riparian Habitat 
Forested swamps are characterized by woody vegetation 20 feet tall or taller, 
particularly along rivers and in mountains. They occur only in palustrine and estuarine 
systems and normally possess an overstory of trees, an understory of young trees and 
shrubs, and an herbaceous layer and may include broad or needle-leaved deciduous, 
broad or needle-leaved evergreen, and dead trees. There are significant areas of 
forested swamps UpIsland, including in the vicinity of each of the high yield aquifers and 
the cluster of potential threats to groundwater discussed in a previous inventory chapter. 
There are also areas of forested swamps in the vicinity of Point Comfort, Coombs Cove, 
Sabbathday Harbor, Sprague Cove, and on portions of Keller Point. Smaller areas of 
forested wetland are found DownIsland within the area defined by West Bay, Main, and 
Mill Creek roads. Forested swamps also occur south of Mill Creek and east of Main 
Road. There are a number of smaller forested swamps scattered throughout the 
DownIsland area.
Ponds/open water  
Islesboro Lake Fish Species Inventory
Common Name Scientific Name Fishery Value
American eel Anguilla rostrata 1
Chain pickerel Esox niger 2
Smallmouth bass Micropterus dolomieu 2
Largemouth bass Micropterus salmoides 2
White perch Morone americana 2
Golden shiner Notemigonus crysoleucas 1
Source: Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, last updated 
November 2004
There largest fresh water body in Islesboro is Meadow Pond. According to the Maine 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW), American eels and Golden 
shiners, both of #1 fishery value, are found in Meadow Pond. Chain pickerel, 
smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, and white perch are also found in the Pond.
Salt marshes are important to wildlife and estuarine or marine fisheries for a number of 
reasons. They serve as spawning and nursery grounds for more than two-thirds of 
commercial and recreational marine fishes. They are highly productive environments 
within the estuarine food web. Salt marshes also act as a barrier against storm surges, 
significantly reducing shoreline erosion by absorbing flood waters and attenuating wave 
action. They improve water quality by removing suspended solids, excessive nutrients, 
and pollutants from overlying waters. They are used by many waterfowl and shorebirds 
for feeding, resting, and nesting. Salt marshes have high scenic value and provide 
recreational opportunities. Salt marshes are inland of Spragues Beach and 
Parker/Coombs coves UpIsland, within the Narrows, and between Islesboro Harbor and 
Hewes Point and north of Grindel Point DownIsland.
Shrubby swamps are dominated by woody vegetation less than 20 feet tall and may 
include true shrubs, young trees, or shrubs that are small or stunted because of 
environmental conditions. They occur only in estuarine and palustrine systems. Large 
blocks of scrub shrub wetlands are found UpIsland in the northern part of the loop 
formed by Meadow Pond and Main roads and around Meadow Pond. DownIsland, 
larger areas of scrub shrub wetlands are found along either side of Main Road and near 
the western base of Abrams Mountain.
II. High Value Plant and Animal Habitat
There are five areas where Bald Eagle nests have been identified – two areas in the 
loop formed by Meadow Pond and Main roads, around Ram Island, in the cove south of 
Hewes Point, and around Jobs Mountain and Charlottes Cove.
Flat Island is a designated as a Sea Bird Nesting Island and is protected by the 
Department of Marine Resources. Sea bird nesting is also found on small islands both 
east and west of Lime Island.
Much of Islesboro’s shoreline provides important Coastal Wading/Waterfowl Habitat. 
Most wading and waterfowl habitat is on Islesboro’s western shores and other islands; 
however areas in Parker and Coombs coves and Hutchins Island, Ryder Cove, and 
Billys Shore all have sizable wading and waterfowl habitat. Other areas along the 
western UpIsland shores include Spragues Beach and Seal Harbor. Crow Cove in the 
Narrows as well as Flat, Warren, Spruce, and portions of Seven Hundred Acre Island 
also have significant wading and waterfowl habitat areas. DownIsland, the largest 
blocks of wading and waterfowl habitat is found in the vicinity of Gooseberry Point, 
Broad Cove, and Sherman Point, Ames Cove, Shattuck Point DownIsland extending out 
to Minot Middle, Job, Ensign, and Lime islands, and in the vicinity of two unnamed 
islands, east of Lime Island. On the eastern shore DownIsland, coastal wading and 
waterfowl habitat is also identified in Islesboro Harbor and Dark Cove.
III. Large Habitat Blocks
Not surprisingly, there are a number of large blocks of undeveloped land (> 100 acres) 
UpIsland, as overall development has traditionally taken place DownIsland. The largest 
unfragmented blocks of land in the Narrows and DownIsland occur in the vicinity of 
Buring Point and in the area surrounded by West Bay, Main, and Mill Creek roads, in 
the vicinity of Broad and Sherman points, Abrams Mountain, and west of Charlottes 
Cove and Jobs Mountain. Most of Seven Hundred Acre Island and the island south of 
Lime Island are undeveloped. Large forested blocks of undeveloped land are identified 
west of Freshwater Pond Road, west of Main Road to Sprague Cove, and include 
Spruce and Warren islands.
IV. Scenic Views
    
Two inventories of Islesboro’s scenic resources have been undertaken – one in 1987 
and the other in 1992. The first study, prepared by the Island Institute in collaboration 
with Holly Dominie, was commissioned by the Islesboro Islands Trust.1 The second was 
prepared for the Maine Critical Areas Program to identify scenic areas appropriate for 
designation.23
Islesboro Scenic Views - 1987
1 Island Institute in collaboration with Holly Dominie. Visual Resource Study for the Town of Islesboro. Rockland, Maine. December 
1987.
2 Terrence J. Dewan & Associates. Scenic Inventory: Islesboro, Vinalhaven, North Haven, and Associated Offshore Islands. A 
Report Prepared for the Maine Critical Areas Program, Maine State Planning Office, Augusta, Maine. June 1992.
3 Replaced by the Natural Areas Program, which focuses on plant and animal habitat.
Total South of the 
Narrows
Through the 
Narrows
North of the 
Narrows
Public Roads 27.4 miles 15 miles 0.6 miles 11.8 miles
Roads with 
Scenic Views 
to the Water
3.7 miles 
(13%)
1.8 miles (49% of 
views)
0.7 miles (19% of 
views)
1.2 miles (32% 
of views)
Views from 
Islesboro
46 views 27 views
(57 % of views)
4 views
(13% of views)
15 views
(30% of views)
19 views along the eastern shore (42 % of views)
25 views along the western shore (54% of views)
2 inland views
Source: Visual Resource Study for the Town of Islesboro. Island Institute, 1987.
The 1987 inventory describes the overall visual character of the Island and the scenic 
quality of 49 views to the water from public roads. Data was gathered in Phase I to be 
used in Phase II to formulate long term management plans for each scenic area, 
including land acquisition strategies. The overall visual characterization was prepared 
through discussions with local residents and observations while driving public roads to 
assess a range of visual features present in each view.
The study describes the overall visual picture of Islesboro as 
“one of a rural New England landscape…enhanced by the marine 
surrounding and the remnants of the farms that once dominated the northern 
part of the island. Residential development predominates…The homes are 
provincial and the architecture well maintained. The graveyards add to the 
picturesque New England landscape...Historical and present patterns of use 
reflect the relaxed-residential ambiance of the island...Supporting the fact that 
the island is geared towards a rural landscape, the nodes of activity on the 
island are dispersed and difficult to distinguish.”4
The study notes that Islesboro’s physical geography contributes to its special visual 
quality, including its long, narrow, highly configured shoreline and the eastern shore 
4  Op cit, Visual Resource Study for the Town of Islesboro.
where “overlooking slopes are more prominent and visually distinctive.” It also describes 
island roads as “narrow, curving and continually changing in elevation” in some places 
enhancing views “from a vantage point close to sea level, overlooking residential 
landscapes.” It identifies the ferry landing, the Narrows, and Dark Harbor as important 
identifying landmarks, contributing to Islesboro’s sense of place and notes that as the 
ferry approaches the island, aside from Grindle Light, “there is no other development 
visible on the shore. The rest of the view is of seemingly endless spruce woods 
originating at the waters edge.” 
The study describes four distinct landscape settings:
• “old farm rural residential” along West Side Road and along Meadow 
Pond-Turtle Head-Main roads where views to the water overlook open agrarian 
landscapes and views at higher elevations look over open expansive landscapes;
• “medium density  residential development” found through the center 
of the island on Main and the extension of Ferry roads which are relatively open, 
further from the water’s edge, at moderate elevations, and without many views to the 
water;
• “enclosed woodlands” below Dark Harbor on Main Road and along 
Ferry Road depict wooded areas that have either no or minimal development along 
the roadside edge;
• “old summer colony” noted in the area surrounding Dark Harbor on 
Hewes Point Road and Billys Shore Drive at Ryder Cove with traditional summer 
residences and significant views to the water.”
The study points out that the Narrows divides UpIsland from DownIsland and that 
UpIsland is characterized by an “old farm rural residential” landscape with “views from 
the roads on this end of the island …expansive from moderately high elevations.” 
DownIsland the views to the water are fewer, “although the landscape is more diverse 
along the road corridor. Stately homes peer through the woods and sit close to the 
roadside edge.” Below Dark Harbor, the road passes through heavily wooded, 
undeveloped areas and views are hidden until it ends at the Town Beach, which 
provides a “panoramic view of nearby islands, distant shore and mountains, and the 
open ocean.”
Islesboro Scenic Views - 1992
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Pendleton 
Point
X X X X X 74
Grindle Point X X X X X X X 74
West Side Rd X X X 71
Islesboro 
Harbor
X X X X X 71
Kissel Point 
Rd
X X X X X 70
Sabbathday 
Harbor
X X X X 67
Parker Cove X X X 67
Dark Harbor X X X X 65
Seal Harbor X X X 63
Main Rd 
Overlook
X X X X 62
Charlottes 
Cove
X X X 60
Broad Cove X X 58
Billys Shore X 57
Hinckley 
Beach
X X X 56
Crow Cove X X X 55
Mill Creek X X 51
Turtle Head 
Cove
X X 49
Ferry Rd X 42
Source: Scenic Inventory: Islesboro, Vinalhaven, North Haven, and Associated Offshore Islands. Office Terrence J. DeWan 
& Associates for Maine State Planning Office, 1992.
The 1992 study inventories scenic areas as seen from public access points and the 
major viewsheds, based on evaluation by trained observers of eight scenic indicators.5 
In Islesboro, of the 18 sites evaluated, 5 sites were recommended for inclusion on the 
State’s Critical Areas Register, 11 sites of moderate to high scenic quality were 
5 Landform, open land, shoreline configuration, special scenic features, views of water from major roads, land use, vegetation, and 
landscape composition and effect.
recommended for further field investigation and verification before being considered for 
Critical Area status, and 2 sites were identified as of local significance. 
The study generally notes that “viewing locations have often been established by 
traditional economic uses of the land, (farming… and clearing for residential or 
recreational use], foresight (conservation easements, state or local parks), or the 
fortuitous location of roads or utility rights of way” and suggests that roadside thinning or 
opening of view corridors can reestablish overgrown views or open new viewing 
opportunities. It also points out that several established fields in Islesboro “punctuate 
the landscape, providing directed and relatively narrow vistas to the water and that 
“while the scale of these pastures is relatively small when compared to the open land 
found on the mainland, their relative scarcity and the contrast they offer makes them an 
important component of the landscape.”
The study makes the following management recommendations to guide local and state 
officials with specific actions to preserve or improve the visual environment:
• Pendleton Point  :  Provide additional sanitary and picnic facilities near 
outer parking area. Screen parking areas from view of beach users.
• Grindle Point  : Separate parking from historic buildings and adjacent 
green. Remove or relocate overhead utility lines to make them less obvious. 
Incorporate interpretive signage in limited areas. Remove brick ticket booth if it no 
longer serves public function. Clean stone beach of litter and debris. Replace 
fencing along road with design of compatible type and color. Select color of slip 
and ramp mechanism to complement lighthouse.
• West Side Road  :  Screen power cable crossing where visible next to 
road. Use careful vegetation management to open views from road to bay. Use 
design guidelines and site plan review to maintain architectural and landscape 
integrity found within scenic area.
• Islesboro Harbor  :  Protect open fields surrounding Bounty Cove 
through conservation easements. Scenic easements on Northeast Point and land 
east of Main Rd.
• Sabbathday Harbor  :  Protect lands surrounding Ryder Cove through 
conservation easements and/or strict adherence to shoreland zoning.
• Parker Cove  :  Preserve open field on east side of road to maintain 
visual access to bay. Conservation easements on fields on east side of road. Site 
plan review to direct new construction away from fields and prevent blockage of 
public view.
• Dark Harbor  :  Strict site plan review standards to assure site and 
architectural compatibility for future development.
• Seal Harbor  :  Provide better definition of parking areas. Selective 
vegetation management necessary to open new views or maintain existing vistas 
to harbor.
• Main Rd Overlook  :  Work with private property owners to establish 
permanent view corridors to Penobscot Bay.
• Charlottes Cove  :  Minor maintenance work on roadway and culvert.
• Broad Cove  :  Preserve visual access to cove with protective 
covenants on open fields and strict site plan review standards.
• Hinckley Beach  :  Provide parking as demand warrants.
• Crow Cove  :  Continue enforcing shoreland zoning to prevent further 
development along waterfront.
• Turtle Head Cove  :  Provide limited amount of public parking.
• Ferry Road  :  Install low vegetative screen on east side of warning 
sign used to notify navigators of presence of cable crossing.



As part of 2008 update of the Comprehensive Plan, members of the Comp Plan 
Committee revisited the views identified in the 1987 study to document them with 
photos and attempt to assess whether the views remain, have been obscured by tree 
growth, or impacted by the construction of structures or disturbance of the landscape. It 
is difficult to use this inventory to track changes in the views since 1987 because of the 
lack of photo documentation in 1987; however, it appears that at least three, possibly 
four, views have been lost, at least two have shifted (and possibly been reduced in 
linear extent) due to tree growth, and nine others may have been obscured due to tree 
growth.  
Two new views were identified. Now that the views have been documented with photos 
and their locations are identified on a map in the Town’s GIS system, it should be easier 
to update the inventory of changes in the future.  
As 
As noted in each of the previous inventories of views, views were identified and rated 
based on “professional” assessment, with no input from the community about how it 
“valued” each view. Perhaps this explains why recommended steps to protect the 
identified views were never undertaken.
VI. Coastal Hazards 
Significant portions of Islesboro’s shoreline are made up of coastal bluffs. UpIsland, 
there are two landslide hazard areas near Marshall Point and at Decker Point. 
DownIsland, there are landslide hazard areas in the vicinity of the western shore of 
Broad Cove, the shoreline near Maddie Dodge Field, and in two areas west of 
Pendleton Point Road south of Dark Harbor. There are also two landslide areas each on 
Seven Hundred Acre Island and Job Island.
Human activity and land use may contribute to the risk of a landslide. In general, human 
activities that increase the amount or rate of natural processes may, in various ways, 
contribute to landslide risk, including actions that:
• increase surface water flow to a bluff face (watering lawns; grading slopes; 
stormwater from roofs, driveways, paths, and lawns); 
• saturate the ground with water (septic systems) that raises the water table, 
causing seepage and increasing weight on the bluff; 
• clear vegetation or otherwise, disturb the bluff face (for views, walkways), leading 
to greater erosion, a steeper slope, and destabilization;
• add weight to the top of a bluff (buildings and other structures);
• cause ground vibration (well drilling, deep excavation); and
• increase erosion on adjacent properties where engineering ends along a shore 
(seawalls, rip rap, or other solid structures).
In 1995, the Maine Geologic Society (MGS) assessed the potential impact of sea level 
rise on Maine's "soft coast—coastal sand dune systems, coastal wetlands, and coastal 
eroding bluffs”, 1 which, just based on historic rates of change, face the prospect of 
significant coastal erosion and inundation. For beaches and coastal wetlands, that 
erosion and inundation would be exacerbated by an accelerated rate of sea level rise 
associated with global climate change.2
Researchers found that eroding bluffs are more vulnerable to erosion from coastal 
storms than by a rise in sea level and that the most profound changes as a 
consequence of accelerated sea-level rise will probably be experienced by sand 
beaches based on a sea level rise ranging from over that same period. The analysis 
1
1
 United States Environmental Protection Agency Office of Policy, Planning, and Evaluation and Maine State Planning 
Office, Maine Geological Survey, Marine Law Institute. Anticipatory Planning For Sea-Level Rise Along The Coast of Maine, EPA-
230-R-95-900. September 1995.
2
2
  The State is planning for a 0.5 to 2 m rise in sea level over the next 100 years.
also projects that significant impacts will also be felt by tidally influenced wetlands. Not 
surprisingly, rocky shorelines are not particularly vulnerable to a change in sea level. 
The Narrows, as a low lying area, has the potential for increased flooding.
 VII. Invasive Species
Since nearly the beginning of Islesboro’s European settlement, Islesboro has struggled 
with “pests”. In some of the earliest written records of the community, there were 
numerous bounties offered for crows. For a number of years, perhaps since hunting 
with firearms has been outlawed, the deer population has been largely unmanaged and 
has caused unwelcome impacts. Most recently, the community has observed the 
beginning of an invasion of non-native plants, like purple loosestrife, in town wetlands. It 
is not clear how serious this problem is at present.
     Purple Loosestrife
11. Agricultural and Forestry Resources
I. Agriculture
A. Historic and Current Farming
As in many coastal communities, by the 1850’s as much as 2/3 of Islesboro had been 
cleared for farmland and pasture to produce, grain, and a few animals that supported its 
residents. Following the Civil War, as many farmers moved west in search of more 
fertile farmlands, many eastern farms were abandoned and reverted to forests. 
Islesboro held onto its farms longer than most because coastal, marine trading routes 
provided steady and convenient markets for surplus island farm products. In addition, 
with the emergence of the Island summer colonies, a new market emerged for home 
delivery of milk products, fresh fruits, and vegetables. Landscape materials were also 
grown and marketed during the turn-of-the-century building boom. As a result, the 
abandonment of fields and pastures was slower than in other areas. Nevertheless, 
farmland loss accelerated through the early decades of the 20th century and land that 
had been cleared, reverted to forest. In 1976, Burr Mitchell established a greenhouse on 
Derby Road to provide vegetable and flower seedlings and cut flowers. 
Today, many “cottagers” still hire Islanders to assist with major landscaping and 
gardening functions, but the greenhouse is no longer in operation. Most agricultural 
activities consist of vegetable gardens and a few private orchards. According to the 
Assessor’s records, there is one active agricultural land use, a sheep farm, off West Bay 
Road. Horses are stabled and/or pastured at the Cowan, Hall-Rivera, Gilder, Wouri, 
Tucker, and Toby Martin properties off Main Road.
B. Prime Farmland Soils and Farmland Soils of Statewide Importance
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) defines prime farmland as land best suited 
to producing food, feed, forage, fiber and oilseed crops. It has the soil quality, growing 
season, and moisture supply needed to produce a sustained high yield of crops while 
using acceptable farming methods. Prime farmland soils produce the highest yields and 
require minimal amounts of energy and economic resources. In addition, agriculture on 
prime farmland soils results in the least damage to the environment. Prime farmland is a 
limited strategic resource; no more of it is being created. There are 1,491 acres of prime 
farmland soils in Islesboro, approximately 3% of the area of the community. 
 In addition to prime farmland soils, farmland soils of statewide importance are 
significant for the production of food, feed, fiber, forage, and oilseed crops. Criteria for 
defining and delineating are determined by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation 
Service. Generally, farmland soils of statewide importance produce a high yield as 
prime if conditions are favorable. There are 2,506 acres of soils of statewide 
importance, approximately 6% of area of the community.
C. Farming in Waldo County
Farmers in Waldo County
1974 1978 1982 1992 1997 % Change 1978 -1997
Farming as Principal 
Occupation 344 322 277 186 173 -46.3%
Male Operators NA 441 432 304 269 -39.0%
Female Operators NA 29 33 35 46 58.6%
Average Age 51 50 50 53 55 10.0%
Source: USDA/Dept. of Commerce, Agriculture Census 1974-1997
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As in other parts of Maine, the number of people who are engaged in farming as their 
primary occupation has declined. Between 1978 and 1997, the number of full-time 
farmers declined by nearly half. Over the same period, the number of male farmers 
declined nearly 40%, the number of female farmers increased by nearly 60%. Overall, 
the average age of farmers increased by 10%.
Waldo County Farmland
1974 1978 1982 1992 1997
% Change 
1978 -1997
% Change 
1974 -1992
Number of Farms 446 470 465 339 315 -33.0% -24.0%
Total Acres (a) 92,650 94,514 90,463 71,890 68,569 -27.5% -22.4%
Average Farm Size (a) 208 201 195 212 218 8.5% 1.9%
Total Cropland (a) 31,396 32,455 30,824 29,036 28,338 -12.7% -7.5%
Total Pasture (a) NA 14,415 13,229 9,957 9,302 -35.5% NA
Total Orchard (a) 187 200 248 276 102 -49.0% 47.6%
Total Berry (a) 529 552 800 1,318 NA NA 149.1%
Total Hay (a) 16,476 19,410 19,195 17,658 18,784 -3.2% 7.2%
Total Woodland (a) 49,415 53,561 50,647 37,670 34,878 -34.9% -23.8%
Source: USDA/Dept. of Commerce, Agriculture Census 1974-1997
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The number of farms in Waldo County decreased by about 1/3 between 1974 and 1997; 
farms declined nearly 5% from 1992 to 1997 alone. Over the same 23 year period, the 
total number of acres farmed declined by more than ¼, while the average size of a farm 
increased approximately 8%. The acreage of all farm products declined over the same 
period; but the acreage devoted to berries increased nearly 150% from 1974 to 1992.
Waldo County Agricultural Sales
1974 1978 1982 1992 1997
% 
Change 
1978-
1997
All crops $1,287,000 $1,257,000 $1,850,000 $2,796,000 $2,540,000 102.1%
Livestock/poultry 
and their 
products $28,813,000 $46,202,000 $34,681,000 $14,336,000 $12,229,000 -73.5%
Nursery and 
greenhouse 
products $106,000 $130,000 $185,000 $541,000 $1,211,000 831.5%
Fruits, nuts and 
berries NA $393,000 $723,000 $1,511,000 $650,000 65.4%
Source: USDA/Dept. of Commerce, Agriculture Census 1974-1997
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Between 1978 and 1997, agricultural sales in Waldo County increased for every 
product, except livestock, poultry and their products, which declined by nearly ¾. During 
the same period, the sale of nursery and greenhouse products increased by over 800%, 
likely reflecting growth of new homes in the region. 
Statewide market research in 2002 showed that 89% of those surveyed believe that 
buying locally grown food strengthens Maine's economy.
II. Forestry
As agricultural fields in Islesboro have been abandoned, most have reverted to forest 
land which now covers most of the Island.
Islesboro Timber Harvesting Information
YEAR
Selection 
harvest, 
acres
Shelterwood 
harvest, 
acres
Clearcut 
harvest, 
acres
Total 
Harvest, 
acres
Change of 
land use, 
acres
Number 
of timber 
harvests
1991-1995 54 0 1 55 0 5
1996 84 0 0 84 0 5
1997 37 0 5 42 0 6
1998 77 20 10 107 0 7
1999 74 25 0 99 0 13
2000 34 0 0 34 0 8
2001 34 0 0 34 0 6
2002 3 0 0 3 0 7
2003 8 0 0 8 0 4
2004-2006 90 30 0 120 0 5
Total 495 75 16 586 66
 Data compiled from Confidential Year End Landowner Reports to Maine Forest Service.
Source: Department of Conservation - Maine Forest Service
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Since 1991, there have been 66 separate timber harvests involving a total of 586 acres. 
On average, there have been 4 to 5 harvests per year over the same timeframe. Less 
than 3% were conducted as clearcut harvests.
III. Current Use Taxation
According to the Assessor’s Office, there are 48 parcels listed under the Farm and 
Open Space Tax Program, Tree Growth Tax Program, or Conservation Easements. No 
parcels are enrolled under the Farmland Tax Program, although there are 514.75 acres 
enrolled in the open space component of the program. 459.5 acres are enrolled in tree 
growth. Combined, the acreage makes up 12.3% of land area in Town. Total adjustment 
in valuation for these programs is $9,416,200, or 2.66% of total real estate valuation. 
The amount of taxes deferred for current use properties is $112,429. 
Both the Farm and Open Space and Tree Growth tax laws were enacted to provide 
property tax relief to owners of farmland, open space, and/or tree growth properties. 
Properties enrolled in the programs are assessed at current use value rather than fair 
market value. Inconsistency in state reimbursement of the difference between current 
use and fair market valuations remains a disincentive for many municipalities. 
Landowners withdrawing from the program pay a penalty.
In addition to the current use programs, the Forest Management Planning Tax Credit 
provides small woodlot owners up to $200 in tax credits every 10 years to offset the cost 
of a forest management plan (administered by the Maine Forest Service) and sales tax 
exemptions eliminate retail sales taxes on electricity for farming and aquaculture 
businesses (administered by the Maine Revenue Service).
12. Historic and Archeological Resources
Photos: Then and Now
   
    
    
    
     
I. Prehistoric Archaeological Sites
There are 25 known prehistoric archaeological sites, all shell midden/camp sites on the 
shore. Seventeen sites are or may be eligible for placement on the National Register of 
Historic Places. Systematic, professional archaeological survey is limited to a couple of 
areas of shoreline and one subdivision project.
The Maine Historic Preservation Commission (Commission) suggests that the rest of 
the Islesboro shoreline and shores of small islands in the community need systematic 
professional archaeological survey.
II. Archaeological Sites
Islesboro’s historic archaeological sites include the following eight shipwrecks:
Islesboro Archaeological Sites
ME 214-001 "Henry L. Peckham" American wreck, schooner June 1910
ME 214-002 "Alice E. Clark'' American wreck, schooner July 1909 
ME 214-003 "L.V. Ostrom" American wreck, gas screw 1873 - 1932 
ME 214-004 "Alida" American wreck, vessel 1898
ME 214-005 "Collins Howes Jr." American wreck, schooner 1886 - October 1906
ME 214-006 "Milo" American wreck, unidentified 1825
ME 214-007 "Pendelton’s Satisfaction " American wreck, unidentified Unknown 
ME 214-008 "Walpole" American wreck, steam paddle April,1863
Source: Maine Historic Preservation Commission, June 2008
No professional survey of historic archaeological sites has been conducted to date in 
Islesboro. The Commission recommends that future fieldwork could focus on 
agricultural, residential, and industrial sites relating to the earliest Euro-American 
settlement of the Town beginning in the late 1760s. 
III. Historic Building Inventory
The following properties are currently listed on the National Register of Historic Places:
Drexel Estate, The Bluff (photo courtesy of the Maine Historic Preservation Commission)
Philler Cottage, Main Road, Dark Harbor (photos courtesy of the Maine Historic Preservation Commission)
   
George S. Tiffany Cottage, Off Main Road, Dark Harbor (photos courtesy of the Maine Historic 
Preservation Commission)
Christ Church (Episcopal)
 
Free Will (UpIsland) Baptist Church
 Grindle Point Light Station, Ferry Road
The Town owns and maintains the Lighthouse, Museum, and a small gift shop. It also 
pays the salary of the two lighthouse keepers, who act as greeters, provide information 
to visitors, and manage the gift shop. The Lighthouse and Museum are open from the 
last week in July to the second week in September. There is no entrance fee, but 
donations and profits from the gift shop offset some costs. A museum committee of five 
oversees operation of the facility.
  Alice L. Pendleton Library
The Commission suggests that a comprehensive survey of Islesboro’s historic above-
ground resources needs to be conducted in order to identify other properties that may 
be eligible for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places.
There are a number of other locally valuable historic churches, community buildings, 
and private residences in Islesboro, some of which are depicted below.
Second Baptist Church
  St Mary of the Isles Catholic Church
  Baptist Church/Sewing Circle Building
  Islesboro Historical Society
IV. Condition of Historic Properties
Most public historic properties are in very good shape and are well maintained. The 
Free Will UpIsland Church is being painted and needs steeple repairs. While it appears 
private historic properties are in good condition, not enough information is available to 
make this determination with certainty. (Friends of Midcoast Maine interviews with 
Historical Society members, September 2008)
V. Protection of and Threats to Historic and Archaeological Properties
A review of local ordinances reveals that historic properties are protected in two places 
in the Development Review Ordinance. Chapter 4 Criteria of Approval, § 4.1.8 indicates 
that development applications “will not have an undue adverse effect on... historic sites” 
Chapter 13 General Performance Standards, § 13.5 provides that “in development or 
subdivisions larger than fifteen (15) acres in size or which contain significant …historic 
areas, the [Planning] Board may require the developer to provide up to ten (10) percent 
of the total area of the development or subdivision as open space.” 
Identified archaeological resources are not protected in either provision nor are they 
defined as “historic properties or historic areas in Chapter 24 Definitions. Furthermore, 
the criteria of approval is vague and may not be defensible if a permit is denied based 
on the standard, as written. The general performance standard offers no protection for 
historic sites on properties that are not defined as a “development” or subdivision 
smaller than 15 acres. Moreover, the standard itself does not direct the Planning Board 
to protect the historic resource within the required open space. 
The greatest threat to Islesboro’s historic properties is funding for ongoing maintenance 
as well as the declining population of young people who may have an interest in 
preserving and protecting these properties. (Friends of Midcoast Maine interviews 
Historical Society members, September 2008)
VI. Historical Society
The Islesboro Historical Society (Society) was established in 1964 to prepare for the 
200th Anniversary of the settlement and 175th year of incorporation of the Town. It has a 
volunteer board of 23-25 members and employs a part-time archivist for six months per 
year, three mornings a week, for two hours each morning. 
The Society saves $5,000 each year to pay for the cost of a replacement roof on its 
building, which is located on the site of the First Baptist Meeting and Town House 
(1794-1804), and served as the old town hall and high school. A museum is located on 
the second floor. The building also includes a photography gallery and library.
The Society recently received a grant from the Maine Historic Preservation Commission 
to participate in the Maine Memory Network. This project involves a team of three 
organizations – the library, the school, and the Society – who will digitize historic photos 
of the island. The school will provide the labor taking photos. (Source: Friends of 
Midcoast Maine Interviews with Historical Society members, September 2008)
There Society has published three books that provide valuable information about the 
history and historic resources of Islesboro:
1. History of Islesborough Maine by J.P. Farrow a history of Islesborough 1764-
1893 reprinted by the Historical Society. 
2. History of Islesboro, Maine 1893-1983 published by the Historical Society. 
3. The Summer Cottages of Islesboro 1890-1930 by Earle G. Shettleworth, Jr. 
published by the Historical Society.
13. Current Land Use
I. Historic Development Patterns
A review of historic settlement patterns provides a context for better understanding 
Islesboro’s current development pattern. Furthermore, it may offer lessons for how 
the Town might guide future growth in ways that preserve what is most valued in the 
community and provide keys to build a more sustainable community.
This brief history of Islesboro’s settlement patterns is largely taken from the 
Islesboro’s Historical Society’s two volume history of the community.1
Islesboro was part of a 1,000 square mile land grant, the Muscongus, aka Waldo, 
Patent, which is the foundation for all land titles in Town. The patent came to Henry 
Knox, Esq. in 1789; but by then, others had settled on Islesboro’s multiple shores. 
To quiet conflicting claims to title, the inhabitants petitioned the Massachusetts General 
Court to examine Knox’ claim and incorporate the town as Winchester.  As action was 
deferred for a number of years, many settlers2, primarily those who lived below the 
Narrows, took deeds from Knox. In 1789, the General Court incorporated the Town, but 
changed its name to Islesborough. 
At that time, the Town was described as “6,000 acres of excellent land with excellent 
fisheries of cod, halibut, and salmon and upwards of 60 families without title, excepting 
about 2,000 acres...” The Island was covered with spruce and a scattering of beech, 
birch, and maple trees. The original summer residents, the Tarratine, relied on 
Islesboro’s fish, clams, ducks, wild fox, mink, and salmon. Early European settlers 
1 Farrow, John Pendleton, History of Islesborough Maine 1764-1892. Picton Press, Rockland, ME. 2007. Islesboro Historical 
Society, History of Islesboro, Maine 1893-1983. Seavey Printers, Inc., Portland, ME. 1984.
2 Including approximately 1,000 acres to the well known local families of Pendleton, Williams, Gilkey, Elwell, Farrow, Hewes, Griffin, 
Thomas, and Phillbrook.
subdivided most of the Island into 100 acre lots, many that extended from the east to 
west bay, about a third of which was “fit to cultivate,” the rest being “ledgey or swampy.”
The earliest economy of the Island was based on the soil and the sea. The Schooner 
William was the first recorded vessel built in 1792. Early settlers got stores from the 
mainland across the bay and used coasting vessels to get main supplies from Boston.
The first church, a “body of religious believers”, formed in 1791. The Town financed the 
First Baptist Meeting and Town House, completed in 1804. By 1812-13, 70 or so 
families lived in Islesboro. After initial settlement, the primary industry became 
shipbuilding and the principal means of support was following the sea in coasting 
vessels.
The first post office was established in 1834 (unconfirmed) and the Free Will Baptist 
Church was constructed in 1843. By 1847, a steamboat wharf had been built at Lime 
Kiln in Pripet, with regular trips to Belfast. Wharves were also built at Hewes Point and 
Smith’s Landing. Grindle Point Lighthouse was built in 1850.
In 1857, the first lodge of Free Masons was assembled and in 1858, they built the 
Masonic Hall, near the First Baptist Meeting and Town House.
A boat from Lincolnville brought mail to Gilkey Harbor once a week. Captain John 
Gilkey built an open boat to transport cattle and, in the fall, grist to be ground in 
Camden. Several small vessels from the upper Island became packets to Castine about 
twice a month in the winter, once they were done fishing in fall. Occasionally, they made 
a trip to Belfast. When the mail route to Northport was altered, the Island got mail twice 
a week. A regular packet to Belfast was established in 1859.
Islesboro Census, 1850-1890
 Date Inhabitants Polls Valuation
1850 984   
1860 1276 266 $148,817 
1870 1230 273 153,703
1880 1208 290 158,033
1890 1006 256 266,721
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Source: Farrow, John Pendleton, History of Islesborough Maine 1764-1892.
After the Civil War, Islesboro’s year round population began to decline at about the 
same time a new type of growth came to the Island. In the 1860’s, “pioneers” began to 
build summer cottages at Ryder Cove.” Hewes Point was the second spot for summer 
cottages. By 1875, the Bangor to Bar Harbor steamboat stopped at Ryder Cove and 
Hewes Point each way. Existing homes were expanded and new summer hotels were 
constructed near emerging summer colonies to accommodate 100 or more guests.
By the late 1800’s, prominent New York, Boston, and Philadelphia families began to 
build more elaborate summer homes on the southern part of the Island at Dark Cove. 
By 1890, the Town’s name had been shortened to Islesboro and the first realty 
company on the Island, the Philadelphia and Islesboro Land and Improvement 
Company, had purchased 2000 acres in Gilkey Harbor north of Dark Harbor. 
In 1890, the Company built an elegant hotel in Dark Harbor and in 1891 opened a wharf 
that tied into a steamboat run from Portland to Machias. The Company opened new 
roads to different points of interest and beauty in the southern half of the Island and 
advertised cottages and healthful sanitary arrangements for metropolitan clients who 
were prepared to take extended vacations on Penobscot Bay and were willing to pay 
the price to establish and maintain a private, exclusive enclave.” By 1892, “many names 
of note are found as habitués of this spot.”
The summer colonies generated a new economy for Islesboro. As summer residents 
built cottages, Island men, previously skilled in all trades, began to specialize. Demand 
for construction materials spawned sporadic establishment of sawmills in late 1890’s 
and early 1900’s. Lime quarries and kilns operated at Seal Harbor and Pripet. A large 
coal/wood dock powered by steam generated from waste lumber, and a shingle mill and 
tannery were located at the head of Sprague Cove. Visitors required transportation for 
themselves and their goods, generating demand for livery stables. They also created a 
demand for produce and dairy farmers, landscapers, laundresses, caretakers, and new 
shops and stores. Meadow Pond furnished ice. The first boatyard, near Amasa Point, 
stored Tarratine Club boats. 
In 1916, the mail route shifted from Hewes Point to the Lime Kiln Wharf and the mail 
was driven by a team the length of the Island to the post offices in Pripet, then North 
Islesboro (Ryder Cove), through the Narrows to Islesboro, aka Guinea, Village, and on 
to Dark Harbor. Since transportation was limited to walking, bicycling, and horse-drawn 
vehicles, there was little communication or interchange among the four main areas of 
the Island. “Each village had its own church, grade school, sewing circle…stores, and 
amusements...” 
Islesboro petitioned for direct daily mail service in 1891 and a route was established the 
next year at North Islesboro. From there, mail was delivered to the upper Island and 
Hewes Point, at Pendleton’s store. A new road around the harbor to the Bluff was 
contemplated.
“…initial summer vacationists did not put premium on luxury but rather were seeking an 
unhurried way of life…and were willing to put up with many inconveniences.” Summer 
residents, from the 1890’s to the close of World War I, were content to live in small 
cottages, taking meals together at a central inn. After the War, those who came to 
Islesboro demanded luxurious summer homes fitted with the most modern 
conveniences, staffs of servants, yachts, and crews and the economy of the southern 
end of Island became almost totally dependent on the presence of the summer 
colonies. Local merchants quickly expanded stores to meet the demand and, by the late 
1920’s, discovered new prosperity, albeit confined to a portion of the entire business 
year.  At the same time, “UpIsland was a community sufficient unto itself,” including 
Turtle Head, Pripet, West Side, The Bluff, North Islesboro, and Ryder Cove/Sabbathday 
Harbor. 
In 1913, the State Legislature prohibited motorized vehicles on public roads in 
Islesboro. This prohibition continued for 20 years and divided the community. Numerous 
town meetings debated this prohibition before agreeing to ask the Legislature to repeal 
it, which was done in 1933. The first tar truck to oil roads was brought to the Island in 
1934 and the first transportation for automobiles to the Island was via privately-run flat 
skows starting in 1934.
The Depression (1930-33) brought new challenges to the Island’s economy. The final 
run of the Eastern Steamship Company was in 1934, causing tremendous loss of freight 
and passenger service. “An era of luxury had ended.” The Town subsidized a steamer 
to operate a Rockland-Islesboro run in 1932 and a private motor launch between 
Camden and the Tarratine Yacht Club in 1935. Property transfers in the 1930-40’s 
occurred primarily through private sale and the North Islesboro Post Office closed. Most 
summer hotels and amusements were torn down or burned in the 1940-50’s. 
In 1933, Islesboro and other island communities successfully lobbied the Legislature for 
State-owned and operated ferry service. The State was directed to build and maintain 
two ferry docks and issue bonds for a new ferry. It took two years to select the present 
location of the ferry docks at Lincolnville Beach and Grindle Point, but the Governor 
Brann ferry was launched in 1936. It was replaced by the Governor Muskie in 1959.
With strong support from a number of summer residents, Jesse Rolerson purchased 
and sold 30 acres of former produce-gardens to the Town in 1964 for an airport. The 
State financed the first gravel runway, which was lengthened with funds donated by 
summer supporters and town meeting in 1965 and was lengthened again in the 1970’s.
Today, signs of most of the historic villages in Islesboro have faded away, though their 
presence is still evident in clusters of smaller lots, businesses, and community buildings 
at Pripet, Ryder Cove, Islesboro (south of the Narrows to Hewes Point), and Dark 
Harbor. In addition, elements of a more contemporary town center is emerging near the 
intersection of Mill Creek and Pendleton Point roads in the vicinity of Town Hall and the 
new elderly housing facility, Boardman Cottage.
II. Existing Land Use, Vacant Parcels, Land Value
A. General Land Use
Islesboro General Land Use, 2008
# of 
parcels acres
% total 
acreage
living 
area in 
sq ft
% total 
living area
Residential 783 4,649 57 1,450,331 93
Commercial 20 236 3 31,362 2
Mixed 26 129 2 38,068 2
Industrial 2 15.44 0 6,160 0
Utility 2 0.75 0 0 0
Civic/Cemetery 11 30.16 0 12,356 1
Ag 1 55 1 0 0
Conservation 13 175 2 1,388 0
Town 23 161 2 23,918 2
State 5 80 1 1,120 0
Vacant 325 2,630 32 0 0
1211 8,161 100 1,564,703 100
Source: Islesboro Assessors Records
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More than half of Islesboro’s land, 4,649 acres, is made up of parcels that include 
residences. Just over 1/3 of its acreage is undeveloped. Only about 11% of the land 
includes all of the Town’s commercial uses, mixed commercial-residential, conservation, 
town-owned, agriculture, state-owned, industrial, utility, and civic uses. According to the 
Assessor’s Records, there is only one active farm.
Islesboro Residential Parcels and Structures, 2008
Buildings 1998-
2008
   # of 
parcels
largest 
lot 
smallest 
lot 
average 
lot 
# of 
buildings
largest 
living 
smallest 
living 
average 
living 
(acres) (acres) (acres)
area 
(sq ft)
area (sq 
ft)
area (sq 
ft)
Total Residential 
Parcels 783 51.65 0.22 6.68 96 8248 324 2309
Locally Owned 
Parcels 319 23.25 0.22 5.37 32 6820 324 1953
Non-locally 
Owned Parcels 464 51.65 0.55 7.95 52 8248 512 2589
Source: Islesboro Assessor's Records
Islesboro Comparison of Current Use and Conservation 
Land, 1994-2008
1994 
acreage
2002 
acreage
2008 
acreage
% 
change 
1994-
2008
Open Space 36 327 490.55 12.63
Tree Growth 146 209 461.5 2.16
Conservation 19  175 8.21
Total 201 536 1127.05 4.61
% total acreage   13.81%  
Source: Islesboro Assessor Records
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In 2008, the Assessor’s data base indicates that over 1,100 acres (61 parcels) were 
registered in one of the state’s current use taxation programs or were conservation land. 
The amount of land in these programs had increased dramatically since 1994. In 2008, 
32 parcels were in current use open space and the acreage had increased 1,268%. 
Sixteen parcels were in tree growth parcels and the acreage had increased 216%. 
Thirteen parcels were conserved and the acreage had increased 821%. Overall, 
acreage in these protective programs had increased 461% including with more than 61, 
or 5%, of the total number of properties and nearly 14% of total acreage participating. 
Β. Residential Land Use
Islesboro Residential Parcels and Structures, 2008
# 
parcels
largest 
lot 
(acres)
smallest 
lot 
(acres)
average 
lot 
(acres)
# of 
buildings
largest 
living 
area 
(sq ft)
smallest 
living 
area (sq 
ft)
average 
living 
area (sq 
ft)
Total 
Residential 783 51.65 0.22 6.68 96 8248 324 2309
Locally 
Owned 319 23.25 0.22 5.37 32 6820 324 1953
Non-
locally 
Owned 464 51.65 0.55 7.95 52 8248 512 2589
Source: Islesboro Assessors Records
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Approximately 65% of Islesboro’s parcels and nearly 56% of its acreage is residential, 
the vast majority being single family homes. Residential land uses are scattered across 
the community, generally in relatively large lots, although there are clusters of small lots 
in a number of places, reflecting historic settlement patterns in small villages, 
particularly at Pripet, Ryder Cove, North Islesboro, Islesboro-Hewes Point, and Dark 
Harbor, and the current center near Town Hall. The smallest residential lot is roughly ½ 
acre and is owned locally. The largest residential lot size is over 50 acres and is not 
locally owned. The average size of residential lots is slightly larger than 6.5 acres, with 
the average size of locally owned residential lots about 20% smaller and the average 
size of non-locally owned lots about 19% larger than the overall average. The average 
square footage of living area overall is 2,309 sq ft, with the average size for locally 
owned residential property being 1,953 and the average size of non-locally owned 
properties being 2,589 sq ft.
Virtually all new housing is single family detached, although there are a small number of 
apartments and an elderly housing complex was recently constructed near Town Hall.
C. Commercial Land Use
Islesboro Commercial Land Use, 2008
# of 
parcels acres
% total 
acreage
Commercial 20 236 3.00
Industrial 2 15.44 0.19
Mixed 26 129 1.58
Source: Islesboro Assessor’s Records
There are relatively few commercial and industrial properties in Islesboro. The Assessor 
reports only 20 commercial parcels, two industrial properties, and 26 mixed 
commercial and residential parcels, including two general stores, three boatyards, 
three B&B’s,.and a smattering of retailers, four real estate/property management 
businesses, four garages, and a number of enterprises in the building trades 
(excavator, plumber, painter, carpenter). Clusters of commercial land uses occur in 
the vicinity of Kedears Hill, North Islesboro, near Town Hall, James Cove, and Dark 
Harbor; but many people operate businesses out of their homes. A sizable industrial 
property is located on Seal Harbor.
D. Vacant Land
Islesboro Vacant Land, 2008
# of 
parcels acres
% total 
acreage
Vacant 325 2,630 32%
About 1/3 of the Island is undeveloped. Larger blocks of vacant land are located 
UpIsland near Kedears Hill and within the loop created by Meadow Pond and Main 
roads, west of Meadow Pond and along Sprague Cove, an area extending northwest 
from Fire Island across Main Road, and a small area either side of Main Road. South of 
the Narrows vacant land is found within the old Islesboro village extending into the loop 
created by West Bay, Main, and Mill Creek roads, an area around the intersection of Mill 
Creek and Pendleton Point roads extending south toward Charlottes Cove, and some 
scattered parcels on either side of Pendleton Point Road, mostly north and west of Dark 
Harbor. A small section of Dark Harbor is also vacant.
E. Building Permit Activity
Islesboro Residential Building Permits, 1980-2007 
Year # Year #
2007 4 1993 5
2006 10 1992 5
2005 10 1991 NA
2004 15 1990 NA
2003 15 1989 NA
2002 5 1988 NA
2001 12 1987 NA
2000 22 1986 4
1999 7 1985 13
1998 16 1984 10
1997 13 1983 10
1996 9 1982 3
1995 12 1981 11
1994 6 1980 9
1994 6 Total 288
Source: Town of Islesboro Building Permit Records
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Between 1980 and 20073, Islesboro granted 288 building permits, the largest number in 
2001 (22 permits) and the smallest number (3) in 1982. Since 1980, on average, the 
Town has granted 12-13 permits per year. More than half the years, 10 or fewer permits 
were granted. Only twice did the Town grant more than 15 permits.
3 Not including the years between 1987 and 1991 for which we do not have data.
Islesboro  Building Permit Data, 1998-May 2008
 Type of Construction  
 Residential Commercial Industrial
Mixed 
Residential/
Commercial Comments
Through 
May 
2008 6     
2007 4 1 3   
2006 10    IAP
2005 10     
2004 15  1   
2003 15 1  2
2 IAP, 
convert 
garage to 
residence, 
garage-
office-
apartment, 
guesthouse, 
workshop, 
church-
residence 
2002 5 1   
mobile 
home, 
convert 
garage to 
house
2001 12 1    
2000 22   1
garage-
apartment, 
B&B-
residence
1999 7 4   
antique 
shop, gift 
shop
1998 16 2   
garage-
house, 
guesthouse
Total 
1998-
2007 116 10 4 3  
Annual 
Average 11.6 1 0.4 0.3  
Source: Town Building Permit Records
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The Town granted 133 permits between 1998 and 2007, on average between 11 and 12 
permits per year. The vast majority of permits (more than 87%) were for residential 
uses; although, permits for a small number of industrial uses were granted in 2004 and 
2007, and a small number of commercial permits were granted in 1998, 1999, 2001-
2003, and 2007.
III. Growth and Building Activity
A. Building History 
Breaking down building history into blocks of time makes some interesting development 
trends easier to see. 
• Development pre-1900 occurred throughout the community, but a 
pattern of larger blocks were developed DownIsland, north of Jones Cove on the 
west side up to the Narrows. UpIsland, even larger blocks were being developed, 
likely reflecting the stronger and longer held tradition of farming and natural 
resource constraints.  
• Between 1901 and 1970, when the decades long trend of declining 
population bottomed out and started to rise, a trend of far more development on 
smaller parcels Down Island, in Crow Cove, and Northeast Point as well as on 
Seal, Seven Hundred Acre, and Minot islands is apparent. Very little 
development took place UpIsland during this period. 
• In the 1970’s, this same pattern continued, with a number of smaller 
parcels and one sizable parcel developed DownIsland and more development on 
Seven Hundred Acre Island.
• Then during the 1980’s, development started to shift northward. 
Small parcels continued to be developed DownIsland, on Grindle Point and on 
Ensign Island, but UpIsland, particularly around the west-facing shores of Seal 
Harbor, Marshall Point, and in the vicinity of Turtle Head, large parcels were 
developed. While some of the parcels developed DownIsland continued to be 
small, some parcels were about the same as the middle-sized ones being 
developed UpIsland. 
• In the 1990’s, while parcels were still being developed DownIsland, 
the same number or more parcels were being developed UpIsland. The size of 
parcels that developed continued to increase.
• Thus far in the first decade of the 21st century, most of Islesboro’s 
development has taking place UpIsland, again on larger parcels of land.
The shifting patterns of the 1990’s and 2000’s are even clearer in the three maps 
provided in the next section
B. Growth 1900 – 2007
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In the 1990’s the distinctions between the average size of local and non-local residents’ 
developed parcels were relatively small, far less distinct than in either pre-1900 or in the 
2000’s. The average lot size for local residents in the 2000’s was 37% smaller than it 
was in the 1990’s.
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Throughout the various time periods, the distinction between local and non-local 
residents’ development value was quite marked; however, the value of local resident 
development declined 20% between the 1990’s and the 2000’s. The trend toward 
smaller lot sizes, noted above, and the fact that Islesboro Affordable Property was 
actively creating affordable units during that time may account for this decline in housing 
value, increasing affordability for local residents. 
Based on an analysis of building permits discussed elsewhere in this chapter and in 
Chapter 3. Housing, growth in seasonal homes continues to be the dominant land use 
trend. 
C. Past Growth/Rural Area Designations
Neither the 2002 or 1994 comprehensive plans designated areas for anticipated growth. 
The community did not believe the relatively small number of projected new residential 
units over the ten-year planning period of the comprehensive plan required a formal 
designation of growth and rural areas. With the exception of protecting sensitive 
resources, the community was content to let individual property owners and the market 
place decide where growth would take place.
IV. Current Land Use Regulations
Islesboro has a number of ordinances that directly, and indirectly, relate to land use 
management and growth. These include the Land Use Ordinance, Development Review 
Ordinance, Floodplain Management Ordinance, Ordinance to Regulate Automobile 
Graveyards, Junkyards, and Automobile Recycling Businesses, Municipal Shore Areas, 
Pier & Float Use, Pollution Control Ordinance, Conservation Ordinance, Solid Waste 
Control & Mandatory Recycling Ordinance, Groundwater Protection Ordinance, Septage 
Disposal Ordinance, and Cemetery Control Ordinance. The Land Use, Development 
Review, and Floodplain ordinances are described below. The others will be discussed in 
other chapters as they relate more directly to natural resources and infrastructure 
topics. 
Α. Land Use Ordinance
The Land Use Ordinance was originally adopted in 1992 and follows basic guidelines 
established for state-mandated shoreland zoning. The Town, however, has adapted the 
state model to reflect the unique natural features and geography of the community, 
establishing the following districts – Resource Protection, Limited Development, 
Meadow Pond, Shoreland Protection, Maritime Activities, and Rural Protection – and 
providing setback, ground cover, height and other standards for the various districts and 
uses. The ordinance applies to single and two family units, agriculture, timber 
harvesting, and ponds. It requires applicants to provide data on wells to aid the Town in 
monitoring its water supply. It also establishes a requirement for a Certificate of 
Compliance prior to occupancy.
Β. Development Review Ordinance
This ordinance was originally adopted in 1987. It applies to subdivisions, nonresidential 
uses, multifamily dwellings, resumption of uses which have been discontinued for more 
than two years, alterations that increase capacity, and home occupations and 
workshops. Existing uses, lots exempted under the state’s subdivision law, detached 
single family and two family dwellings, and agriculture and forest management practices 
are exempted from review under this ordinance. The ordinance includes provisions to 
assess the impact of proposed development on public facilities and services. It 
establishes the requirements and procedures for preapplication conferences, sketch 
plans, site inspections, minor subdivisions, major subdivisions, and “minor 
developments”.
Χ. Floodplain Management Ordinance
This ordinance establishes floodplain protection regulations. It was first adopted in 1991 
and was last amended in 2001.


14. Fiscal Capacity
I. Tax Base
Islesboro Tax Base, 2008 
Residential $306,926,300 87%
Vacant land (taxable only) $38,765,400 11%
Commercial $8,610,100 2%
Total taxable real estate $354,301,800
Source: Islesboro Assessor, December 2008
The Islesboro tax base is comprised almost exclusively of residential properties. 
Commercial uses make up only 2% of the tax base. Undeveloped taxed land may be 
developed as residential, commercial, or industrial under existing regulations.
Islesboro Untaxed Property Values, 2008
Tree Growth $3,115,800 15%
Conservation/Open Space $6,300,400 31%
Other exempt property $11,056,000 54%
Total Untaxed Property $20,472,200 100%
These numbers do not include exemptions given to individuals totaling $1,499,400 
for homestead owners, veterans, and blind persons.
Source: Islesboro Assessor December 2008
A number of properties are untaxed including land and property owned by the state and 
Town, churches, as well as land in the state Tree Growth and Open Space programs and 
conservation lands.
According to the Islesboro Assessor, if all value was taxable, Islesboro's mil rate for the 
current year would be 11.26 and not 11.94. For the Mean Assessed Value that would be a 
savings of $204 in 2008.1
In 2007, there were 14 parcels of land and a total of 426 acres in the Tree Growth Program. 
There are no acres in the Farmland program. There are 31 parcels totaling 513.64 acres in 
the Open Space program. No acres have been withdrawn from these programs since the 
2001.2
1 E-mail to consultant from Tax Assessor, 12/8/2008.
2  Maine State Planning Office 2008.
The Islesboro mil rate has fluctuated between 1996 and 2008 with the highest in 2004 and 
the lowest in 2005. Since 2005, when a reevaluation was done (effective 4/1/2004), the mil 
rate has been increasing each year. The 2008 mil rate is slightly lower than the 1996 mil 
rate, just prior to a reevaluation. A schedule change was last completed in April 2007. 
Quarterly reviews are done each year.3
Assessed Value to Sales Ratio
A review of 63 property transfers between May 2005 and January 2008 shows that Islesboro 
tax assessments, with the exception of 4 transfers, are universally lower than the sales 
prices, ranging from 15% to 100% lower. For the 4 properties with assessments higher than 
the sales prices, assessments ranged from 102% to 310% higher. Overall, the assessed 
value to sales ratio is 37% or in other words, assessments are 37% of the sales prices.4
3  Friends of Midcoast Maine conversation with Town Manager 11/13/2008.
4  Tax Assessor data to Comp Plan Committee, Summer 2008.
II. Revenues
From 1996 to 2007, revenues have increased 107%. All categories of revenues have 
increased with the highest percentage increase in Charges for Service, followed by 
Miscellaneous and Taxes. 
Islesboro Change in Revenues, 1996-2007
Taxes Charges 
for 
Services
Inter-
governm
ental
On Behalf 
Payments
Misc Total
Percent 
change
95% 519% 94% 61% 100% 107%
Source: Islesboro Annual Reports, 1996-2007
III. Expenditures
Between 1998 and 2007 expenditures have increased 88%. With the exception of the 
overlay which increased 383% over this time period, county appropriations have increased 
Change in Appropriation 1998-2007
Total County School Gen Gov't Overlay
Percent Change 88% 271% 47% 84% 383%
Source: Islesboro Town Manager, November 2008
the most at 271%. The overlay is an amount set by the assessor to allow for rounding of the 
mil rate but can never exceed 5% of the total amount raised. Money from overlay may also 
be appropriated for a specific purpose (e.g., to pay abatements) and any excess generated 
through overlay will go into undesignated fund balance, also known as surplus. The Town 
cannot spend more than the amounts approved by the municipal body (voters at Town 
Meeting).
Islesboro Change in Expenditures,1996-2007
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Expenditures over the past decade have risen in every budget category with the exception 
of Public Works and the Capital Reserve Accounts. The most significant percent increase 
has been in Health and Welfare followed by Protection and Fixed Charges. The lowest 
percent changes have been in Capital Reserve Accounts, Education and Sanitation. Public 
works remained stable. 
It has been noted that the Town has been the fortunate recipient of many generous donors 
who have provided financial support for numerous projects that have been identified by 
townspeople or organizations. These include Friends of the Library, Friends of the 
Lighthouse, and Friends of the Community Center.
Islesboro has a long history of being the recipient of many generous donations. Leadership 
gifts from seasonal residents, together with support from year-round residents, have funded 
numerous projects. 
  
• The Islesboro Central School (K – 12) was originally a summer cottage donated to 
the Town. It is presently being renovated at a cost of $8,0000,000, half of which will 
be funded by private donations and half by a bond approved by voters. 
• The Islesboro Community Center now being constructed will cost approximately 
$4,000,000, all private monies. The yearly operating costs of approximately $200,000 
will be covered by class fees, grants, voluntary annual contributions and fundraising.  
• The Boardman Cottage (a senior facility serving 6 residents) was another private 
effort which cost just under $1,000,000. The Beacon Project raises between $60,000 
and $80,000 a year through an annual appeal and fundraising in order to make up 
the difference between actual expenses and money paid by MaineCare and private 
pay residents.
• Islesboro Island Trust raises roughly $200,000 - $300,000 annually, enabling it to 
preserve open space, educate adults and children about the value of island 
ecosystems, and serve as an environmental advocate on behalf of Islesboro.
• Islesboro Affordable Property raises approximately $125,000 with the goal of helping 
provide affordable housing.
Numerous other organizations solicit contributions to help make our community a more 
enjoyable place to live. The Friends of the Library provide books, DVD’s, furniture, etc. The 
Baptist Sewing Circle uses money from items it makes to support numerous community 
organizations. The Society for the Preservation of the Free Will Baptist Church is the home 
of a summer concert series and the Islesboro Forum which has weekly speakers in the 
summer. The Islesboro Historical Society has a museum, provides programs and gallery 
space for artists. Big Tree Boating provides a sailing program for children and adults.  Pripet 
Riding Program provides horseback riding lessons. The list goes on and on – the Friends of 
the Fire Department, the Islesboro Ambulance Association, the Islesboro Sporting Club, the 
Community Fund, etc.
Without the outstanding generosity of many people who contribute to all of the above, this 
would be a less appealing community. The value of this support is very significant and is a 
reason why tax increases have not been higher.
IV. Capital Investments and Long Term Investments
Islesboro Capital Reserve Balances
1/31/2006 1/31/2007 1/31/2008
Ambulance  $         103,272  $             5,087  $           10,418 
Municipal vehicle  $             1,077  $             6,221  $           11,612 
Fire engine  $           17,608  $           43,841  $           65,886 
Baler  $           12,626  $           13,262  $           13,918 
Incline and float  $           15,467  $             7,674  $             2,016 
Library roof  $           26,378  $           27,735  $           12,011 
Municipal buildings  $           19,354  $           20,379  $           11,193 
Transfer Station wall  $           21,100  $           22,220 
Landfill closure  $             8,716  $                157 
Road specific  $           30,937  $           32,568  $           44,305 
Landfill testing  $           16,819  $           16,073  $             1,654 
Tennis courts  $             2,540  $             2,671  $                    8 
Beckett's Landing  $             2,448  $             2,555  $             2,666 
Future projects  $           16,211  $             1,947  $             1,956 
 School Bus Reserve  $             1,053  $             2,186 
School CAP Improvement  $           26,337  $           38,251 
Technology  $             5,004  $           10,362  $           15,973 
Aging System Replacement $      20,894
Source: Islesboro Annual Reports 2006- 2008
Most capital items are funded through reserve accounts established for specific purposes. In 
fiscal year 2009 the Town approved a $1.1 million bond to fund school improvements. In 
general, the Town only bonds when the reserve accounts are not adequate for the project. 
The ten year bond approved for the land fill had no effect on taxes until the last two years 
because revenues from the landfill offset these costs.
Islesboro Outstanding Bonds-Principle Only, 2008
Authorized 5/3/2008 5/3/2008 5/3/2008 10/1/2008
Issued 11/7/2008 6/1/2008 7/1/2008 11/12/2008
Bond O/S Bond Auth Bond O/S Bond Auth
Sand/Salt Shed  $      30,000.00 
Town: 
 3 Projects*
 $    300,000.00 
School Roof  $    142,957.50 
School Pre-
Construction
 $    200,000.00 
School Draft 
and Design
 $       450,000.00 
Total 
Outstanding 
Debt
 $ 1,122,957.50 
Total Authorized  $                   -   
Total Town Debt  $ 1,122,957.50 
* The three town projects include the Town Pier, the upstairs renovation of the Town Office, and a sprinkler system at the Town Office.
Source: Town Manager, November 2008
Since 2006, there have been no new municipal bonds. The School Department bonded $4 
million for renovations. The total outstanding debt in 2007 was slightly over $1 million, 
including the principle only. 
The Town has several Capital Lease Obligations. These include:
Fiscal Year 2007 Equipment lease, maturing 8/1/10, 4.5% interest rate, 
payable in annual  installments of $2,740. $   9830
V. LD Limits
The state (LD 1) limits the amount of tax increases allowed by municipalities (and other 
levels of government) in order to “increase the state share of education costs, reduce 
property taxes and reduce government spending at all levels.”5 The Municipal Property Tax 
Levy Limit is calculated annually and is based on local property development within the 
municipality and statewide average personal income growth. It limits the amount of money 
that municipalities can raise through property taxes for municipal operations. It does not 
apply to property taxes raised for school or county taxes. 
The limit allows a municipality to increase property taxes, but only by an amount equal to the 
growth of its tax base and the growth in Maine personal income. Since the Maine tax burden 
ranks in the highest 1/3 of all states, the growth limitation factor is average real personal 
income growth but no more than 2.75%, plus the property growth factor. Forecasted inflation 
is not a part of the Municipal Property Tax Levy Limit until the Maine state and local tax 
burden ranks in the middle 1/3 of all states. 
In the four years since the implementation of “LD1”, the Town of Islesboro has increased the 
Municipal Property Tax Levy Limit twice, by $140,000 to $150,000.6 The reason for this was 
to provide sufficient funding for appropriations approved by the voters at Town Meeting. The 
Municipal Property Tax Levy Limit may only be exceeded for extraordinary circumstances 
outside the control of the municipal legislative body (an act of terrorism or a natural disaster 
would be an extraordinary circumstance). Islesboro has never exceeded the limit.
VI. County Taxes
5  LD 1 text.
6 Friends of Midcoast Maine discussion with Town Manager, 11/13/2008.
The Town’s proportionate share of Waldo County’s bonded debt is not reported in the 
Town’s basic financial statements. Debt service is included in the annual county 
assessments to the Town. The overlapping debt applicable to the Town as of December 13, 
2009 is 13.84% ($8,305) of Waldo County’s outstanding debt of $60,0007.
7 Friends of Midcoast Maine discussion with Waldo County, 12/13/2010.
VII. Municipal Debt: 
The state limits types of municipal borrowing to specific percentages of the state valuation of 
the municipality. The Town’s outstanding debt of $60,000 at June 30, 2007 was 
$92,220,000 below the statutory debt limit.8
In 2010, the state valuation of Islesboro was $667,800,0009; in 2008, it was $595,700,000; 
and in 2007, it was $615,200,000.10 The Waldo County valuation was $4,419,300,000 in 
2008 and $4,067,050,000 in 2007. In 2010, the total taxable real estate value was 
$443,548,00011. In 2010, the total taxable real estate of $443,548,000 is 66.4% of the state 
valuation of $667,800,000 (in 2007, the total taxable real estate value of $354,301,800 was 
59.5% of the state valuation of $595,700,000). 
8 Town of Islesboro Financial Report, June 30, 2007 Berry, Fowles and Company, CPAs.
9 Figure provided by Town Manager.
10 2007 Municipal Valuation Return Statistical Summary, Maine Revenue Service. 
11 Figure provided by Town Manager.
15.  Governance
"Government is people. It is people deciding the rules they will live by, the services they need, 
and the representatives they will elect or appoint to carry out their wishes. Municipal or local 
government is the unit of government closest to the people it serves."
This quote is from the Maine Municipal Association's manual, Local Government in Maine. It 
pretty well sums up what our government is all about. 
Islesboro has a Town Meeting/Selectmen/Town Manager form of government. This form of local 
government was approved by the voters in 1948. Ben Kelley was the first town manager and his 
office was in the east anteroom off the stage of the Town Hall, now the Islesboro Historical 
Society kitchen.
A town manager, as defined by Maine Statutes in the 1939 Town Manager Plan or Enabling Act 
enacted by the Maine Legislature has the basic responsibility to supervise the operation of the 
town government and appoint town personnel who are not elected officials. Appointed by the 
selectmen, the town manager serves at the will of the selectmen. The town's selectmen have 
considerable flexibility in determining the specific duties of the town manager. 
The Islesboro Town Manager serves as Town Treasurer, Tax Collector, Road Commissioner, 
Dark harbor Wastewater Treatment Facility Administrator, Airport Manager, Law Enforcement 
Administrator, Fire Department Administrator, Health Center Administrator, and Overseer of the 
Poor. 
The Town Manger has the responsibility of preparing the town budget for the selectmen to 
present at Town Meeting and the management of it following the town meeting approval. 
The basic function of town government once town meeting determines the amount of money 
needed to operate the town is to assess property and collect taxes. The town assessor is 
charged with the responsibility of setting the town's tax rate or ''the mill rate" needed to raise the 
money approved at town meeting.
The Maine Revenue Service determines a town's state valuation by comparing the assessed 
value with the actual sales prices. By using this method the MRS is able to determine the town's 
assessed value if all property were being assessed at 100% of market value. The state valuation 
is the yardstick used to determine the state aid the town will receive and the amount of county 
tax it will be assessed. Simply said, the higher the town's state valuation, the less state aid it 
receives and the higher the county tax. 
County government is supported by the towns and unorganized territories in the county. The 
basic function of county government is to support the county sheriff and the county judicial 
system. It has been said county government which goes back to colonial times is "archaic" form 
of government, which served small Maine towns well 300 years ago, but is not now a necessary 
level of government. Belfast is the shire town of Waldo County and houses the courts, county 
offices and the county jail. 
The 1969 Maine Constitutional amendment established Home Rule in the State. It gives towns 
the right to govern themselves in all areas except those prohibited by State or Federal law. Under 
the provisions of Home Rule a town's legislative body may take action to change its form of 
government. 
A town may adopt a charter that can identify specific responsibilities of the town administrator 
and the operational procedures in the town. When a town considers adopting a town charter, this 
issue is usually studied and researched by a Charter Study Committee who make 
recommendations to the town meeting. 
The town meeting has been called "the purest form of democracy" and it has also been referred 
to as the most inefficient form of government. It performs the legislative functions of the local 
government. At the town meeting which is presided over by a moderator who is elected by the 
first article in the warrant. He is empowered to regulate the meeting using Maine Moderator's 
manual which is adopted by the town meeting after the moderator's election. He may have unruly 
persons removed if he deems it necessary. Following the election of the moderator the town 
officers are elected. These include candidates for selectmen and school committee. Candidates 
for elective office may file nomination papers or be nominated from the floor. The most popular 
way of being nominated at the Islesboro Town Meeting is to be nominated from the floor. Only 
registered Islesboro voters may speak and vote on the warrant articles. Non-residents may speak 
only if recognized by the moderator, and voters approve their request to speak. 
Town Meeting form of government was established during colonial times in New England. On a 
day in March, during the mud season, the male citizens of the community met in the Town 
Meeting House to transact town business, set taxes and elect officers. The officers were called 
"select---men" and it was their function to carry out the decisions of the voters expressed at town 
meeting. The voters also elected a "fence viewer" whose job it was to settle boundary disputes, 
and a constable to keep law and order in the town. Fence viewers and constables were still being 
elected in some rural Maine towns as recently as thirty years ago. 
Membership on town committees in our town is not much different from other Maine towns. 
Membership and the duties of each committee is determined either by ordinances or by the 
selectmen for ad hoc committees. Only two town committees, Board of Selectmen, and School 
Committee have their members elected at town meeting, with the duties of each specified in the 
Maine Statutes. The budgets of each must have the approval at town meeting. It is the 
responsibility of the selectmen and school committee members to abide by the decision of the 
voters. Each board operates independently of each other, but cooperation and understanding 
between them is essential to a smooth running community. 
The school committee is responsible for the maintenance and operation of the schools, as 
defined in the State Statutes. This responsibility is broad and can not be taken lightly. The 
Committee is required to hire a superintendent of schools to serve as the administrative head of 
the school department and supervise school personnel and instruction. School Committee 
members can only exercise authority when they are in a legally called session of the committee. 
It has been said that when in session a school committee is one of the most powerful 
governmental agencies backed by the authority it is given in the State Statutes. 
The Board of Selectmen have limited statuatory authority compared to a school committee, 
having to adhere basically to the decisions of the town meeting voters. 
Town committees fulfill an important function in the operation of an efficient, smooth running town 
government. A well-functioning committee identifies town needs in their area of responsibility and 
advises the administration of the town. 
Islesboro town committees created by ordinances are: Planning Board, Harbor Committee, 
Ground Water Protection Committee, Board of Appeals/Assessment Review, Shellfish 
Conservation Committee, Addressing Authority Committee, and Cemetery Committee. The 
representatives of these seven committees are appointed by the selectmen and their duties are 
defined in their ordinance. 
The town currently has seven ad hoc committees whose members and duties are determined by 
the selectmen. The Health Center and Advisory Board, and the Alice L. Pendleton Library Board 
of Trustees, whose members are appointed by the selectmen, serve as advisors to the Town 
Manager and the selectmen. 
The goal of comprehensive planning should be to create a better community where clear lines of 
communication and cooperation prevail between town committees, town organizations and town 
government. 
